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Preface

At the request of the Three Mile Island Public Health

Fund *, this critical study of the public literature on TMI

dose assessments has been prepared to help the Fund decide

whether or not any further scientific work needs to be under-

taken in connection with dose assessments. Because it has

become clear in carrying out this review that significant

issues do remain unresolved--issues that might bear on the

ultimate health effects projected to occur as a result of the

accident--recommendations have been developed that indicate

how gaps in the literature on the TMI dose assessment might

be closed by further research and analysis. These recommen-

() dations are found at the end of the report in the form of

proposed projects relating to each issue ' judged unresolved by

,
this review.

The findings of this report, and necessarily the

recommendations based on them, are preliminary in nature,

based on information and analysis of the TMI accident dose
..,

*The Three Mile Island Public Health Fund was established as a
result of a settlement of litigation surrounding the Three -

Mile Island accident, In re: Three Mile Island Litigation, *

,

C.A. No. 79-0432 (M.D.Pa., November 9, 1981). The purpose of'
the Fund is to investigate possible detrimental consequences
of the accident and to improve radiation monitoring and
emergency planning in the TMI area, as well as to investigate
the health effects of low level radiation and to develop a
program of public education on the operation of the facility
at TMI. The Fund is under the supervision of Judge Sylvia H.
Rambo, United States Dietrict Judge for the Middle District

i of Pennsylvania. The Fund is being administered by David
gy,, Berger, Attorneys At Law, chief counsel for the Fund.
(J '
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assessment literature in the public domain. Such findings

are subject to modification as more information becomes

available. In order to bring to light as much new infor-

mation as possible, the following next steps are recommended.

to the Public Health Fund.s

s
1) That a dosimetry workshop be convened, with
invitations to all researchers reviewed in this
study as well as specialists with expertise in

. relevant areas. This workshop would provide an.*

opportunity for investigators to clarify their work
; and to respond to questions raised about their

analyses. The exchange of ideas promoted might in
!~ itself resolve a number of uncertainties that still

exist as to the assessment of doses at Three Mile,

Island. In addition, the workshop attendees would-

be invited to comment upon projects proposed to
O- deal with remaining uncertainties. *

Depending upon the outcome of the workshop, an
} update'of this report may be desirable.

.

2) That as part of the preparation for the work-
; shop, the Fund commission and distribute to the
j attendees a series of preliminary quantitative
i t calculations so that the relative importance of the
! issues raised in this report can be assessed and

commented upon at the workshop. These proposed
calculations, which are included as part of Section
7 0, consist primarily of preliminary analysis of
data collected after the TMI accident, but not

|
,

; utilized by previous investigators.
.

' 3) That in conjunction with the publication of the -

report, a call be issued for additional information -

not yet incorporated into the public record. If '-

sufficient data are made available, an addendum to;

this report would be appropriate.'

! 4) That those proposed projects that are the most
time-crucial (e.g. monitoring of cleanup efforts)

| be developed and instituted as soon as possible and ''

that other projects be reviewed for implementation
by the TMI Health Fund.

.

-

.
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1.0 Introduction
Presented in this report are the results of an extensive

study of the public literature on the radiological aspects of f

the Three Mile Island accident. The study set itself three

basic objectives. The first objective was to search out, |

bring together, and review critically all information in the
l

public record relevant to estimating the release of radio-
- active material from Three Mile Island and the consequent

dose of radiation to the exposed population. The second

objective was o locate and bring together all important yet

unanalyzed public information related to dose assessment for

possible later at:alysis and calculation. The third objective

of the study was to develop a series of recommendations to

7- the Public Health Fund for future Irojects in the dose
,(

assessment area. (These projects are discussed in Section

7 0.) '

As will be shown in this report and documented in the

appendices, a great number of questions remain about the

radiation doses caused by the accident. Because the major
'

studies on this subject were undertaken in the months soon

after the March 28, 1979 accident, and completed under

considerable pressure for immediate" findings and reassur-
,

ances, it is not surprising that these official studies J.

cannot provide complete, scientifically justifiable answers.

Subsequent studies in the scientific and engineering

literature have not resolved the residual uncertainties.
,

!
.
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Some of the questions that remain about the radiological
,

aspects of the accident may never be answered, but a great

many may be answerable upon successful cor.pletion of the

research projects proposed at the end of this report.

Problems remain, it ohould be emphasized, not because

investigators have been incompetent. On the contrary, the

investigators reviewed in this study were found to have been

extremely clever in using a combination of inference and

science to extract information from limited data. Problems

remain because a great deal of crucial data does not exist,

or is unreliable. Researchers have been forced to replace

the missing information with assumptions and to manipulate,

as best they can, the unreliable data. It is hoped that this

review, by bringing together the full range of dose estimates
,

provided in the literature and by highlighting, often

critically, the assumptions and methods employed to reach

those estimates, will serve as a first step in reaching a

better understanding of the radiation-induced health .

consequences of the TMI accident. ,

It should be noted that this report does not critically I

'

examine the quantitative connection that is made in the TMI .

,

literature between radiation doses and projected health

effects. The only detailed discussion of health effects
,

found in this report (in section 6.0), is connected with '

clarifying how the health effects projections that accompany

published dose assessments would have clianged had an uncer-

I
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tainty range been assigned that encompasses all of the dose

estimates found in the literature. Thus, this report is

concerned with the first step in projecting health effects,
i.e. dose assessment.

The report is organized as follows: after a description
of the literature upon which the report is based, all do.se
assessments located in the literature are presented.' The

next sections outline the problems with the existing dose
assessments (with reference to the Appendices where more

complete and technical reviews are providad). In Section
7.0, proposed projects, designed to answer many of the
outstanding questions, are listed and described. A

() bibliography of relevant papers and reports makes up the
final section.

.

As has been indicated, supporting documentation for the

conclusions and recommendations is contained in the appen-
ices.

.

Appendix A, which has been written for the non-spe- '

cialist, reviews and evaluates the literature on the doses
resulting from noble gases. Appendix B (which is primarily
technical) outlines a method, unavailable to early inves- ),
tigators, to make use of inventory accounting calculations
during the deliberate venting of Krypton-85 from the

containment building atmosphere in 1980 as a check on

calculated noble gas releases from the time of the accident.

This appendix has been prepared based on research carried out
,

-
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:; Daniel Pisello, Ph.D. Appendix C, which like Appendix A

hac been written for the non-specialist, reviews and eval-

untes the literature on doses to the thyroid resulting from

the release of radioiodine to the atmosphere and also reports

on a selection of published but incompletely analyzed data.

Technical Appendix D compares inhalation and 1ngestion

pathways for radioiodine in cows. This comparison has proved

helpful in assessing the importance of discrepancies that

exist in studies that have analyzed concentrations of radio-

iodine in milk samples. Technical Appendix E, written by

Thilo Koch, Ph.D., comments on the possibility of using re-

f'') search results developed in Germany to assess the magnitude
v

.
,

of hypothetical emissions of radioiodine from the secondary
,

loop at TMI. Appendix F, researched under subcontract by

Gordon Thompson, Ph.D., investigates the public (and worker)

health impacts of the cleanup of TMI-2, considering both

actions already initiated and those planned for the next

several years, as outlined in the planning literature, inI

particular, the NRC''s Programmatic Environmental Impact !

'Statement (PEIS) of March, 1981.* -

.

.

.

'It must be noted, however, that a December 1983 supplement
to this PEIS (NUREG 0683, Supplement #1), published after the
completion of Appendix F, has very substantially raised its
estimate of occupational radiation doses to be expected from
a March 1981 estimate of 2,000-8,000 person-rem to a current
estimate higher by a factor of about sixi 13,000-46,000() person-rem.

, , .,

.
- _ _
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L 2.0 Description of the~ Existing Literature on TMI Dose

Assessment '

|
*

Four. comprehensive studies of the raalological aspects ofe

the TMI accident were undertaken in the initial months after
~

; the accident. These were studies by the President's Commission
,

on Three Mile Island (Kemeny-Commission),* the Nuclear
,

Regulatory Commission's special inquiry group (NRC's Rogovin.

s

.
Report),**.the NRC's Staff Report on the accident

.1

(NUREG-0600),***'and an interagency task force composed of
.

representatives from the Environmental Protection Agency, the

| Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the NRC (Ad
Hoc Dose Assessment Group.)# In addition, a private study,

(TDR-TMI-116)## undertaken for Ceneral Public Utilities by a
consulting firm, Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., was so

,

.

"

*J.A. Auxier et al., " Report of the Task Group on Health Physics
1 and Dosimetry to the President's Commission on the Accident at

Three Mile Island," (Report of the Kemeny Commission Staff,e

i Washington, D.C., October 1979).
' .

**M. Rogovin, G. Frampton, Jr., Three Mile Island: A Report to
the Commissioners and to the Public, (Report of the Nuclear.

Regulatory Commission Special Inquiry Group Washington, D.C.,undated)
.

4"

| ** *U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Investigation into the '

March 28, 1979 Three Mile Island Accident, (Report NUREG-0600, ,'

Washington, D.C., 1979).
*

#Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Group (Battist et al.), " Population Dose
i and Health Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island
! Nuclear Station," (Report NUREG-0588, Nuclear Regulatory'

Commission, Washington, D.C., May 10, 1979).

##Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., " Assessment of Offsite..

! Radiation Doses from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident,"
(_ Report TDR-TMI-116, Revision 0, 1979). -

f -

i
_

i
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widely cited in public documents, and copies of it so easily
obtainable, that it has achieved de facto status as a public

document itself.
A number of other reports have been issued dealing with

~

particular radiological issues at TMI, and reic',ed papers have

been published in technical journals. Some of these additional
'

reports and papers represent the delayed publication of work
carried out by consultants to the major investigating groups,

but a good many represent new work. For instance, as part of a

1981 review of dose assessments carried out by Technology for {
i

Energy Corporation * at the request of the Nuclear Safety :

Analysis Center, new estimates were made of the amount of noble{}
gases released.

Another group of papers and reports in the literature does
,

not deal directly with dose assessment, but contains informa-

tion about the reactor during the accident or contains other

information relevant to assesssing doses. (For example, papers

published on the efficiency of filters in TMI-like envir.on-
ments bear on the issue of determining the efficiency of the

actual filters at Three Mile Island.,) As a result, the initial
~

literature search carried out for this report revealed the exis .

.

tence of a large body of potentially relevant information.
To ensure thoroughness in locating this information, 185

*P.K. Knight, J.T. Robinson, F.J. Slagle P.M. Garrett,

(Technology for Energy Corporation), "A. Review of Population
(~T Radiation Exposure at TMI-2" (Report NSAC-26, Nuclear Safety

Analysis Center, Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto,\> ,

CA, August 1981).
,
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computerized data bases were searched, of which 4,7 contained.

entries for TNI. (See Bibliography, Section 8.0, for a list of

the 47 data bases utilized.) These data bases yielded for

initial review some 300 papers and reports published as of

August, 1982 which appeared to have some potential bearing on

TMI dose assessment. . A final update was carried out as-of

October 1983, in.which an additional 100 papers were located
.

bringing the total to 400. Of these 400 papers and reports,
~

some 100 proved directly rel'evant and are listed in.Part II of '

'
the Bibliography. A' iso included in this list are a few reports-
that were not found by compute'r search, but were cited in other

| papers or suggested by people knowledgeable in the field. No

I) doubt there exists additional information--especially unpub- !

.

ilished information--relevant to the TMI Dosimetry that has not
yet been located. If rgaders of this report are aware of such

information, it would be helpful to include it in updates of
; -

this report. References should be sent to the principal in-
vestigator, Dr. Jan Beyes. (c/o David Berger, Attorneys at;

j Law, 1622 L'ocust Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103).

Considerable data on TMI have been published but not,

.

analyzed--especially data concerning environmental monitoring 4
j . of radiciodine and radiocesium. Preliminary analysis of cer-

3_
tain of these data for the purpose of determining their con-

| sistency with particular hypotheses about the accident can be
! made in a straightforward way. This report recommends that

O such analysis and approximate calculations be made expediti-
,

ously in conjunction with the proposed TMI dosimetry workshop.
.

L
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3.0 Doses Received at Three Mile Island

[ The focus of'most TMI research, and of this review, is

on the " population dose." A population dose, as opposed to

an individual dose, is the cumulative sum of the radiation

deses delivered to an exposed population. That is, three

- hundred people receiving a 1-rom dose to the thyroid gland

would have received a 300-rem thyroid population dose.

Population doses are important because they can give, if

carefully interpreted, a rcugh approximation of the t'otal
,

number of cancers that may result in the exposed population i

from the doses delivered to whatever organ or organs are

under consideration. In general, population doses can be

estimated more accurately than' individual doses.

A number of population doses are of possible interest at I

i
Three Mile Islands |

| 1) the population dose delivered to the."whole
.

body" from radiation, primarily from noble gases

such as Xenon-133 in the passing radioactive cloud:

4 2) the population dose delivered to the thyroid
,

gland from inhaled or ing,ested radiciodines and>

.

: 3) long-term population doses delivered to various .

. %
'

organs and the whole body from any long-lived ra-

dionuclides, such as radiocesium or radiostrontium

that were deposited on the ground or inhaled.'

|

* Radioactivity deposited on the ground would continue to
irradiate the population as the radioactivity decayed.,

.
- Inhaled radioactivity, if it is both long-lived and retained v

in the body, can give a delayed radiation dose.:

'
.

W
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The range of population dose estimates appearing in the

literature for some of these categories appears in Table 1.

Many of the entries are question marks because no assessment
has as yet been made. (Such lack of information suggests in

itself the incompleteness of the available_ literature.) In

the three sections that follow, the measuring devices avail-

able to researchers and the general methods employed to reach

their estimates for each of the dose categories listed above
are briefly summarized and reviewed.

|

t

t

3 1 Doses to the Whole Body '

} | The TMI literature contains a substantial range of

whole-body population dose estimates from.the noble gases
-

released in the initial accident--from 276 to 63,000 person-

rem delivered to the general population within 50 miles (see
Table 1, column 1). Such a divergence is sufficient to
indicate the degree of uncertainty on this question.'*

Researchers estimating the whole-body population dose,

,

approached it in one of two geneyal ways. One group of
.

analysts assumed they knew how much radioactivity was re- ,(

*These numbers were calculated without taking into account
self-evacuation and shielding afforded by buildings. Asindicated in Appendix A,
25% or so as a result. they should probably be reduced by

They should be increased--possibly,

doubled--to account for the neglect of doses beyond 50 miles..

v

L
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Table 1.

.

Ranre of TMI Fopulation Doses Appearine in the Literature by Time Period and Orfan
(in Person-Fen)

Dose to Whole-body Dose to Whole-body Dose te Dose to Bone

from Short-lived from Lonr-lived Th.vroid from from

Isotopes /e.g., Radiocesium Radiotodine Radiostrontium

Time Period noble stasiis_7

within beyond within beyond within beyond within bevond
50 50 50 50 50 50 50 so

miles miles miles miles miles miles miles miles

(equal (equal (equal

Initial 276- to 50 t to so 1,280 )b to s0 ? ?

Accident 63,000') mile mile mile

doset) dose?) dose?)

I
Krypton
Venting c) c) d) d) o

I-

Clean-Up:

* ? ?Projected 13,000-)46,000'- Doses to
Workforce

. Projected
Doses to 10'I t ? ?Population
from Clean-Up ,

a) These doses should probably be reduced by about 25% to account ror building shielding and self-evacuation.
See Appendix A.

|
b) Considered to be a significant overestimate by analyst.

* *

c) Insignificant in comparison to doses received in the initial accident.
d) One paper on this subject has not been analyzed at this time,

e) On the basis of new information (the NRC Programmatic Environmental Statement Supplement #1, December lo83), the work-
force dose has been raised from the original estimate of 2,000-8,000 person-rem. The NRC has not yet revised its
projected dose to the population, but on the basis of the magnitude of the chante in the first f1Rure, it is possible
that the projected population dose of 10 person-rea will prove to be sabstantially underestimated,

,

o =

- - - - - - ~ - - . . - . -
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leased (usually 2.4 million curies) and therefore calculated

the total population dose using standard meteorological

dispersion methods. The quantitative results for this

" source term" method are shown in Table 2. The second group

of analysts did not assume they knew how much radioactivity |

was released, but used extrapolations of off-site dose
,

monitoring data (as best they could) to estimate the total

population dose. The quantitative results of these calcu-

lations are shown in Table 3 This method produces con-

siderably higher values for the population dose than does the

first group when a low release is assumed, but is in approx-,

)

imate agreement with a 7-17 million curie release.

k- Each of the studies listed in' Tables 2 and 3 is reviewed
in detail in Appendix A. The conclusions reached.there are,

briefly, as follows:

-The most serious reservations about the source term

(Table 2) studies involve the set of assumptions used to

estimate the release of radioactive noble gases. As a sub-

stitute for a vent stack monitor that went off-scale early
.

in the accident and remained off-scale for most of the re- {
lease, the investigators relied solely on stripchart moni-

tors in the auxiliary building, out of the direct path of

the escaping radioactivity, and assumed that a constant

ratio between these monitors and the off-scale monitor

(~)'T
would have existed. Because of changes over time in,

L. -

.

.

- -_ . . .
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Table 2

Fifty-Mile whole-Body Popolation Doses Projected .

from an Estimated Nobie Gas Felease*''

l Release Estimate
Meteorological (Millions of

Investigator Model - curies) Person-Rem

.

yemeny Cnemission
Group ,

Subcontractor: b276 ,c
Lawrence Livermore ARAC code' 2.4
Laboratory

>

390*
Oak Ridge AIRDOS-EPA
Laboratory Code I

970*
Cai Ridge TVA Code
Laborato y

d
Miller et al. AIRDCS-EPA code II 1500"

O,- (Dak Ridge)

Technology for XQD0Q/CASPAR .7-17' 3000 - 7000*'
taetgy Corp. Codes
(Knight et al.)

All analysts except for Technology for Energy for Corporation (TEC)a) assumed the same time dependence for the rolesse as supplied by
the Komeny Commission. The results for all but the TEC data differ
because the assumed meteorological models. differ. The TEC results
differ because of the larger assumed release. Shielding from buildings
and scif-evacuation has not been taken into account. Doing so might
reduce listed doses by 25%.

b) As reported in Remeny Commission's " Report of the Task Group on
Health Physics and Dosimetry," Octnber 31, 1979. .

see also, Knor,et al., Utilisation of the atmoseherie Release Advisoryc)
CJa ability (ARAC) services during and after the Three Mile Island
Accident. (Report UCRL-52555, Lawrence Livermore L*horatory,
Livermore CA 1980.)
A report released by Oak Ridge sWbsequent to the Remeny Commission . *

.

d) It wee obtained
report indicated this higher population dose figure.However, assumptions about the release

-

using the same computer code.In the second calculation, it was assumed that
"

height were changed.
a ground level release was a closer spyroximation to actual dispersion

See Charles W. Puller, Sherri J. Cotter, Robert E. Moore,conditions.Craig A. Little, " Estimates of Dose to the Population within Fifty
Miles due to Noblo Gas ReJeases from the Three Mile Island Incident,'
Presented at ANS/ European Nuclear Society Thermal Reactor Safety
conference, Knoxville, T1 YJ1ume 2, pp. 1334-1343. (April 7-11,1981.)

(Report NSAC-26) p. 111-14. Doses were corrected inKnight et al.,e) 2200-3300,their report for shielding (i.e., they wore reprted as
not 3000-7000). But in order to make the results consistent with the

O other entries in the table, the correction has been removed.
Av3*

.

Eh
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Table 3

rifty-Mile Whole Body Population Dose Estimates Obtained by

Arterpolation and Extrapolations of Environmental Data.

a

f .

Investigator Person-Rem Limitations of Methndology**
Department of Energy (Hull)*I 2,000 Helicopter missed releases in(Dased on Celger Counter Resdings) first few days; Iby have missed

center of plum on other

Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Group I
(Based on TLD Readings)

I 5,300'I " Holes" in TfD
d coverages limited

II 3,100 ) data points
available

III 2,800*I for interpolation
andf3IV 1,600 extrapolation.

[
, t.s

Meteorological V-a 9I 8

2,600 Assumes that the time
3,400 ! (12,000 ') ,Pe nee of releaseh IInterpolation V-b

-

Kemeny Cosumission Task GroupiI 1,000 6,600 Same limitations as methods I-IV
-

(Repeat of Ad Hoc Group's Methods I-IV)
of Ad Hoc Group.

Pickard Imre and Garrick,Inc., (Woodard) '*

3,500, (12,000?II) Asstumes that the relative time(Meteorological interpolation of TLDs) dependence of the release can
be taken from strinchart monitors.,

Takeshi (Interpolation of late 16,200 Assumes that meteorology wasTLD readings backwards in time)
the same between two time periods
when, in fact, it was not.

Kepford (Interpolation of late "I 63,000 Same limitations as in TakeshiTLD readings backwards in time) method.
e

*

These estimates apparently do not take building shielding , self-evacuation or doses beyond 50 miles
into account. For the purposes of this review, it is assumed that these effects cancel each other out.

**These limitations are discussed in detail in Appendix A.

,\ .

e
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Footnotes

_ Table 3

*I, As reported in Appendix A of reference cited in footnote b).
IAd Moc Population Dose Assessment Group. (Sattist et al.)
''opulation Dose and Health Impact of the Accident at the.

Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. A preliminary assessment
for the period March 28 throu.3h April 7, 1979,* May 10, 1979.

'IExt:apolation/ interpolation based on all Metropolitan Edison
and NaC TIDs.

d) Extrapolation / interpolation based on Metrcpolitan Edison TLDs
or,1y.

'IExtrapolation/ interpolation based on all Metropolitan Edison
and NRC TLDs located within 8 miles.

IIExtrapolation/ interpolation based on Metropolitan Edison TZ4s
within 8 miles.

IIThis is the value given in the Ad Hoc Group's Report, using
meteorological interpolation, as opposed to the value given

O in the subsequent paper published in Health Physics. The
analysis was based on Matropolitan Edison TLDs. The number .

of detectors included was not specified in the analysis.
!

h)Value given in Health Ph sies paper. N. Pasciak, E. Branagan,I

Jr., F.J. Congel, and aTicobent, "A method for calculating.

doses to the population from XE-133 releases during the Three
Mile Island accident," Health Physics g,457-465 (1981) .

AIThis is the value that would result from including three
additional Metropolitan Edison TLDs in the analysis. This
value is not explicitly stated in the Health Physics paper, but
derived for this review using information given by the authors.

NThis is essentially a check of the Ad Hoc Dose Assessment
Group's work. Report of the Task Group on Health Physics
and Dosimetry, Tables 31 and 34, and p. 133. -

IPickard, Iowe and Carrick, Inc. Assessment of Offsite Radiation
Doses from the Three Mile Isla id Unit 2 Accident, (Repor W K:TRI-
Ils, Reviaton 0, 1973) pp. 4-11.

IIDistant TLDs were not used in this calculation. Had they been,
the es1culated value would have exceeded 3500 person-rem. The
12,000 figure has been derived for this review in analogy with .

the estimate givan under method V-b. g

"Iseo Takeshi, " Excerpts from the author's review published in
Nuclear Engineering papanese revie@ , Vol 26, No.3* (un-
published nameographed notes, Kyoto University Nuclear Reactor
Laboratory, Kyotc. Japan, no date) .

"I chauncey Repford, " Testimony before the NRC Atomic Safety
and Licensing soard, August 20, 1979, in the matter of
Public Servies Electric and Gas Co., Sales Generating Station
Unit 41,* Docket $50-272 (1979) .

O
. > |
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1) the radioactive compositi'n of releases, 2) theo

radioactive atmosphere in t'he auxiliary building itself,

and 3) the varying pathways of escaping radioactivity,
.

; this assumption of a constant and determinable ratio is
i highly questionable.

4

-The most serious reservation about the environ-
mental monitoring (Table 3) studies stems from the

necessity to rely (in all cases except the DOE Heli-
copter measurements which have their own more serious-

limitations) on the set of thermoluminescent dosimeters
(TLDs) in place at the time of the accident. There is3

,\_) evidence in the literature that these original TLDs left
significant angular gaps through which bursts of ra-

dioactivity might have passed entirely undetected or
only partially detected. Figure 1, reproduced from an

Atomic Industrial Forum Study, depicts graphically the
~fall-off in measurement efficiency when a burst of ra-

diation is not ' centered on the registering dosimeter.*
I

.

.

%

' Charles D. Thomas, Jr., James E. Cline, Paul G. Voilleque
(Science Applications Inc), " Evaluation of an Environs

*

!
Exposure Rate Monitoring System for Post-Accident Assessment"
(Report AIF/NESP-023, Atomic Industrial Forum Inc., National

| Environmental Study Project, Rockville, Maryland, December
1, 1981).

(qJ ~

_
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Figure 1. Adapted from Thomas et al. (Report AIF/NESP-023)

Angular Variation in Measurement of Xenon-133 Dose for i

Three Distances Under One Set of Weather conditions *
;.

I

Ground Level Release
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(Projects designed to use this type of information to

obtain more accurate' environmental measures of noble gas

radiation are described in section 7.0.)
A second reservation about the use of TLD mea-

surements based on the original Met Id set of TLDs is
.

that a second set placed later by the NRC indicated a
.

substantially greater population dose for the period;

i when the two sets could be compared. Some investigators

; accepted the lower readings and virtually ignored the

higher oness others accepted the later higher readings

f and attempted to extrapolate from them alone. The
'

particular procedures followed are discussed in Appendix
( A, but both procedures are problematic.

;

.

-The most serious reservation about the data

provided by DDE Helicopter Geiger Counter readings has

to do with the fact the bulk of the readings do not
begin until two days after the initial release. This

and other reservations,are discussed in Appendix A.
.

.

It should be noted that the highest value for the whole-body',
dose (63 000 person-rem) found in the literature appears to

be close to an upper limit under any set of assumptions for
the noble gas dose within 50 miles from the TMI accident.

That is to say, if it is assumed that the entire inventory of

{} Xenon-133 (140 million curies), plus the accompanying,

-

.

. .
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Xenon-135. Krypton-87 and Krypton-88, were released from the

reactor during the accident, and then the meteorological
;

model for dispersion giving the highest dose per curia

released is applied (see entry under Miller et al in Table

2), it appears that the whole-body population dose would be

approximately 75 000 Person-rem within 50 miles.* .,.
In the concluding sect' ion of this review, proposed

projects are described which are designed to come to grips,
as far as may be possible, with^ problems in the estimation of

the whole-body dose from noble gases. In addition, certein
|

preliminary calculations of published data not utilized in

(]) the literature on TMI dose asssessment are identifie'. Thesed
'

calculations should be made and the results presented to the

proposed dosimetry workshop, as suggested in|Section 2.0

above.
,

'75,000 person-rem equals the ratio of 140.million curies to
2.4 million curies multiplied by the maximum population dose
given in Table 2 for this size release (1500 Person-rem).
75 000 is not a strict upper limit because the angular dis-
tribution of the released radioactivity may, in reality, have
differed from the distribution assumed in the calculation
taken from Table 2. Also, should a release have occurred
during the first hour, there would have been copious amounts .

of very short-lived noble gases present that should also be -

included in the population dose calculations, On tho' other '-

hand, the assumption of a 100% release of noble gases is too
pe ssimistic. Clearly, a more detailed upper limit calcula-
tion is desirable. Such a calculation (including the contri-
bution of other isotopes) is proposed in Section 7 0 as a fu- j

ture research project. .

) i

-

;.

l
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3 2 Doses from Radioiodine

The official estimate of the amount of radioiodine
released is 15 to 30 curies * based on one interpetation of
in-plant data. However, an alternative analysis of in-plant
data carried out by an independent researcher indicates that

'

the actual release could have been much higher, amounting to
5,100 to 64,000 curies.** Although other studies and data

I
appearing in the literature do not make as explicit estimates
of radioiodine releases, the information reported has'been;

,

converted to an approximate release magnitude format, in.

'

order to determine whether the results are consistent with a
low or high release. Paradoxically, the remaining studies
also appear to fall into a high or low category, with none
falling in between. For instance, a reassessment of one

attempt in the literature to relate milk data to the release
magnitude suggests that many hundreds of times more radio-

'

iodine was released during the first two days of the acci-
,

dent than was estimated to have been released in the offi-
cial studies.***

In contrast with this first set of milk data, a differ-
,

ent but more limited set of milk data can be interpreted .

;.
'See, for example, the Rogovin. Report, Part II, Vol. I2.

**See Appendix C, Section 2 3 2, for a discussion of Takeshi's
analysis.

***Since one government-commissioned report begins from ahypothetical assumption of 10,000 curies.of radiciodine
released, it is possible that other researchers have also

|| |- been aware of this possibility (see Appendix C, Section3 6.1).

Aban .

'"

, , . . .. ..
.
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In addition, we
'

|as supporting the official release estimate.
I

have found that iodine limits determined by actual measure-

ments on people (as part of the public whole-body counting

program) do turn out to be consistent with a 15-curie or

smaller release. However, these measurements were limited to

people living within 3 miles, so that radiciodine bl'own down
or up river would not be likely to have been detected. (This

measurement does serve to rastrict the direction of any large

release.)
Analysis of the data from grass samples and meadow voles

can also be interpreted to support a 15-curie release. No

easy resolution of these contradictions with the first set of f

milk data is possible.

To summarize the conclusions reached in' Appendix C, the

most important problems revealed in the literature in con-
nection with assessing radiciodine releases and doses involve

.

|
the following:

-For in-plant measurements of released radioiodine, j
|

there are gaps in the monitoring data due to the
~

loss of filter cartridges. Furthermore, the cali- .

bration of the charcoal cartridges and filters is -

at issue. There is evidence that both water vapor

and the temporary attachment of noble gases may ,

L

|
have blocked sites for radiciodine, producing !

inaccurately low readings. In addition, some ;

possible pathwavs for airborne releases have not .

F._

-

-
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been adequately considered. Finally, 11 million

curies of radioiodine have not yet been traced--

radioactivity that conceivably could have e' scaped
via a liquid pathway.

)

.

-For environmental measurements the most important

issue (as mentioned above) is the lack of agreement

between the measured radioactivity in vario.us sam-
ples of cow's milk and other data. In addition,

insufficient use (i.e. collection of data with no
further analysis) has been made of information from

O other environmental sources--that is, grass sam-
ples and radioactivity found in other animals. In

part, analysis is hampered by the lick of baseline

information on appropriate metabolic processes: the

passage of radiciodine into the thyroid gland for

meadow voles, rabbits, and other an'imals, the hy-

drolysisofmethyliodideincowsanditspass$ge
into milk. As in the case of the noble gases,

furthermore, problems rema'in in the angular dis- - -

tribution of environmental samples. ''

Proposed projects designed to remedy, as far as may be

possible, these uncertainties are described in the final
section 'f this report.o

'
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3 3 Doses from Radiocesium

Only limited environmental sampling for radiocesium was

carried out after the accident. A great deal of the data

that was recorded is suspect because too many readings from

different sites show or are recorded to show exactly the same

value.' No judgement is attempted here as to wheth'er such

identical readings are the result of instrument or human

error, but little reliance can be placed on such data without

further clarifications. Consequently, there is no hope at

this time of being able to use past measurements to determine

a geographical pattern for radiocesium deposition on the

() ground. (The possibility of. making new' measurements to

locate radiocesium still remaining from the accident is

discussed in the proposed project section o'f this report.)

In order to determine an estimate for the dose from radio-

cesium, or at least a limit to the dose, it is necessary to

rely on general reports of the magnitude o'f the environ-
,

mental measurements. Cesium-137 levels measured after the

accident were found to range up to 100 nanocuries per square
.

.
-

! -

<.

*E.W. Bretthauer, R.F. Grossman, D.J. Thome, A.E. Smith,
i
' "Three Mile Island Nuclear Reactor Accident of March 1979

Environmental Radiation Data: A report to the President's
Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island," (Esport
EPA-6-0 4/81-013B Environmental Protection Agency Las

.

Vegas, Nevada, 1981).
i

O
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meter.* (A nanocurie is one billionth of a curie.) However,

these levels were not attributed to the accident but were
presumed to be due to residual global fallout from past wea-
pons tests. In the absence of confirmation of this
presumption (which could have been checked by-testing for the

,

ratio of Cesium-134 to Cesium-137), it is not scientifically

valid to conclude that no radiocesium from the accident was
present. Calculations should be made for the proposed

dosimetry workshop which would at least set upper limits to

the radiocesium releases from the accident and therefore give

the participants some idea of the maximum relative importance
of the possible dose contribution. A method of determiningO
an upper limit of this type is described in section 7 0.

Because of the scantiness of the radiocesium data and
the lack of attention given to it by investigators, there has
been no need to prepare a special appendix on radiocesium.

.

.

*

.

~

.

.

n

*K. Miller, C. Gogolak, M. Boyle, J. Gulbin, " Radiation
Measurements Following the Three Mile Island Reactor
Accident" (Report EML-357, Department of Energy, New York,
New York, May, 1979).O
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4.0 General conclusions of this Review
The findings of this review are, in summary, given

Documentation is provided in Appendices A and'C.below.
:) Monitoring equipment in place at the time of the

Three Mile Island accident, as is well known, was poor and
This includes both the in-plant monitors,

liable to error.

such as the vent-stack monitor that went off-scale, and the

charcoal cartridges for radiciodine (some of which were

lost), and the thermoluminscent dosimeters which were distri-

buted in insufficient numbers outside the plant. .

2) Environmental campling, hastily instituted in the
O chaotic aftermath of the accident, was insufficiently coor-

dinated. Sampling did not cover all directions from TMI
In addition to problems in calibration and .la-adequately.

belling, there was little or no redundancy in measuremont

--redundancy that would have made it possible to check mea-
.

surements against one another.
-

3) In their analysis of the information collected' the .

early official studies are subje'et to the following limi-
-

,:

On the one hand, they easily accepted monitor read-
-

tations. .

On the other .

ings that may be open to legitimate question. ,,

.

hand, they rejected as anomalous a number of high environ-

mental readings without sufficient rationale. Finally, in

many cases, they did not make full use of statistical tech- ,h

niques that would have allowed better use to be made of the
f-

data collected. ta ,
'' '

'

i
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4) Additional data remain to be analyzed. Some data

collected early (e.g., radiciodine grass measurements) have

not been officially analyzed as a contribution to determining
radioiodine release rates. Other data only became available

for analysis after the initial studies were completed. (For
example, as discussed in Section 7.0, and in Technical

Appendix B, 'it appears possible to use the Krypton-85

deliberate venting in July, 1980 to gain information about
release of all other noble gases.) Still otner data will
only become available as the cleanup progresses (e.g., the

tracking of long-lived I-129 as an indication of in-plant
release pathways for I-131).

() For all these reasons, it appears that the official
estim,ates for whole-body and thyroid population doses should
not be regarded as final at this time. Such a statement is
not meant to imply that, in fact, the official dose estimates
have been proven wrong, but only to judge that much greater

uncertainty than heretofore acknowledged should have been~

.

assigned to the doses delivered to the population and, as a

result, to the estimated health effects projected from the
-

doses.
-

At the same time, as already suggested in findings 3 and
4 above, it should be stressed that many uncertainties that

now exist can be reduced by further scientific and sta-

tistical v.>ork with existing data and by the revelations of
new data. For instance, in the course of this literature-

U
,

J L
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review and analysis, it has become obvious that continued

study would pay rich scientific dividendr, especially in
those areas that were relatively neglected in the aftermath

of the accident, such as radioiodine and radiocesium re-
In addition, there may exist unpublished studies andleases.

' nformation that would have an important bearing on t'hei

conclusions of this review. Although use has been made of

what is probably the most important and comprehensive private

study. TDR-TMI-116 (which was prepared by Pickard, Lowe and

Garrick, Inc. at the request of General Public Utilities).

O aattio= 1 ==>=*11 a a i=ror *so= Prod *17 ext =*= ** * i-

extremely important.'

The Public Health Fund will no doubt want to tak'e
appropriate measures to encourage those with relevant private
and unpublished information to bring it into the public do-

main. The first step should be to convene a dosimetry

workshop, at which the methodology and dose estimates may be
Such a work-

debated and to the extent possible, resolved.

shop would serve as a forum for the authors of the papers
rcviewed in this report to clarify their work, to respond to -

|

the conclusions of contradictory studies and of this review,
'

=

and to comment on the proposed projects of section 7 0.

An'This review has already paid dividends in this regard.
important study on pathways for radiciodine in cows, ccm-p missioned by the HRC, had " fallen through the cracks,"d according to the project manager and had not been released

F-

e
eighteen months after completion. After our inquiry, the

study was published.

- ._ . w
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5 0 Need for Additional Dosimetry Analysis

When considering the TMI accident, it is important to bear in

mind that the overwhelming bulk of the dangerous radioacti-

vity released from the fuel was probably contained within the

reactor complex and certainly was not released into the air.*

This fortunate result was due to the fact that most radio-
activity passed through and (except for the noble gases) con-

densed in water before reaching the atmosphere. Had water

not scrubbed the condensible radioactivity from the escaping
gases, the consequences would likely have been much more

serious. Table 4. reproduced from an earlier study on TMI

performed for the Council on Environmental Quality,** shows

the projected consequences for three alternate scenarios of
increasing severity. Although the probability of such re-

leases is a subject of intense debate at the current time,
the very possibility of such releases occurring should serve
to put the actual accident in perspective.- '

.

* Note, however, that at least 11 million curies of the radio-
iodine core inventory is unacc'ounted for (see the discussion
in Appendix C Section 2.1). Until the missing radioiodine
is traced somewhere within the reactor complex, it is '

premature to conclude that there were no pathways by which ,

radioiodine entered the river. In any case, this amount of
,,

inorganic radiciodine could not have entered the air or it
would have easily been detected. Even airborne organic
radiolodine in quantities of this order would have left
traces that would have been detected.

**J. Beyea, "Some Long-Term Consequences of Hypothetical Major
releases of Radioactivity to the Atmosphere from'Three Mile
Island," (Report PU/ CEES 109, Center for Energy and Environ-

V] mental Studies, Princeton University, December, 1980).f-

_5
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| Even though the actual accident was nowhere near as

severe as the worst case described in Table 4, in fairness to

the population surrounding TMI, it is important to.. continue

efforts to estimate the full dose delivered. The best ef-

forts of the scientific community have yet to be put forward

to find out whether high readings have been rejected justi-

fiablys informed criticisms of official estimates have yet to
be granted a response.

Even if there were no doubts about the significance of

the population doses received at TMI, it would be worthwhile

to pursue the analysis of the TMI dosimetry further in order

to guide future monitoring and emergency planning programs.

O 2he TM1 deze grovide e teeting groune for theeretice1

models of dose pathways and proposed emergency measures.

Resolving as many loose ends as possible at TMI should

improve the possibility that important observations will be

made relevant to emergency planning and monitoring. For

example, it has already become clear from this preliminary
study of the dosimetry that in order to minimize radioiodine

in milk, not only should cows be kept indoors after a release
.

of radioactivity and kept from grazing, but they should be
,,

shifted to feed that has been stored indoors or brought from

distant locations, rather than allowed to eat baled hay that
may have filtered radiciodine from the air. The licking and

chewing of the ground, habitual to cows, should also be

O

a -
. .

. .
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restricted.

As for monitoring, much work is still needed. Despite

the flurry of post-TMI NRC requirements, it is not clear that

any better information about radioiodine or radiocesium

dispersion would result should an accident occur in the
,

future at another reactor. Because of changes in instrumen-

tation, better information would be available about the
amount of noble gases released from the reactor vent stack,

but the authorities to our knowledge still have no adequate

way of determining the distribution of radioiodine or of '

radiocesium deposited on the ground. A post-accident plan
-

for environmental sampling of deposited radioactivity is

needed to ensure that data are taken from all angular

sectors. ,

,

Some improvements in monitoring methodology can also be
b

recommended as a result of this dosimetry reviews potential a

4

biological monitors such as the meadow vole, rabbit, goat,
Fhoneybee, etc. should be " calibrated" by measuring their-

uptake of deposited radioactivity,. They would then become ,

c

quite useful in future radiological incidents as a check on .;
; %

the soil and grass environmental sampling program. One of g
"

i n
the most frustrating aspects of trying to make sense out of

|
the THI data is the lack of redundancy in measurements. -

'
\ Human errors and equipment malfunctions will always lead to -

r

measurement errors. In the absence of independent measure-

(~T
-

,

a re.
:

.
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ments that can be used to separate errors from real effects,
it may be difficult to explain discrepancies and therefore
difficult to assure the public that the true nature of a
release is known.

Changes in monitoring procedures are also indicated. In

trying to make sense out of TMI data, it became obvious in

the course of this study that measurements of different

airborne radioisotopes should be made on the same air sample,

so that relative isotope ratios can be extracted with confi-
dence. In this way useful information could be obtained that
was independent of meteorological uncertainties. Only one

(accurate) measurement of this sort was found to be available(~(_, in the TMI monitoring data.

There is, of course, another important reason for pur-
suing the TMI dosimetry, beyond learning more about mon-

itoring and emergency planning: there is a substantial popu-

lation surrounding Three Mile Island that has'been five years
j waiting for information that they can trust concerning dose

'

9

- levels. The complet'e peer review .of dose estimates that can

be arranged by the Public Health Fund, through a forum such
.

as the proposed dosimetry workshop and subsequently by com- -

missioning new studies to resolve uncertainties, will help to
Iensure that the full TMI story (or as much of it as can pos-'
l

|sibly be obtained scientifically) will come to light.3

1

2 1
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6.0 A Summary of Health Impacts Described or Implicit in the

Literature

Dose assessments are of interest because they represent

the first step in estimating the projected health impacts of

a radiological incident. Shny of the studies under review,
'

in particular the official reports, proceed to projections of
delayed health impacts based on various dose assessments.

Had the official studies considered all estimates, including
those of independent investigators, they would have obtained

a wider range of health effects estimates. .The extent of the

increase is discussed in this section in order to assess the
.possibic significance of dose assessment discrepancies loca-

ted in the literature. However, because this study did not
,

review the literature on the health effects of low-level
radiation, no consideration of uncertainties in this part of

the calculation is undertaken. .

The conversion of population dose to health impact.s for

low-level radiation is conventionally accomplished by apply-

ing dose-response estimates researehed and published by the
,

i

National Academy of Sciences.* Although uncertainty exists '

about such low-level radiation risks, the Academy projects

0.6 to 2.0 delayed cancer deaths per 10,000 person-rem.

Thus, on the basis of their assumed collective dose of

* National Academy of Sciences, Committee on the Biologicalr~N Effects of Ionizing Radiation, The Effects on Populations of
Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, (National
Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1980).

t
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approximately 3000 person-rem for noble gases (see above,

Section 3 1 and Table 3), the Kemeny Commission and the

hegovin Report projected that no fatal cancer was likely.to

occur within 50 miles as a result of the accident.*
In the review of the literature on the noble gas

population dose, as reported in Section 3 1 of this report

(and in more detail in Appendix A), estimates of up to 63,000

person-rem are discussed. Thus, had the official studies

included projections for such an estimate, they would have

; obtained the value of

;

!
s

h 63,000 x 2.0
? = 12.6
j 10,000 -

3
Y
#j maximum cancar deaths for the exposed population
s.

I of 2 3 million vithin 50 miles. In summary, then, the number

of delayed cancer deaths that would be projected based on c'he
Y noble gas dose estimates in the literature reviewed for this
U
l -

k.
'

*Kemeny Commission, op. cit.: Rogovin Report, op. cit., Part .
' II, Vol. II. The highest official projection of the harmful,

3 consequences of the accident was given by the then' Secretary
of Health, Joseph Califano, at a press conference in May of

p( 1979 Mr. Califano estimated that one fatal cancer would be
?, expected as a result of the initial noble gas release.
A

i

O}
1
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O
reporti (and using official dose-response coeffecients) ranges

from zero to thirteen. As discussed earlier, a 63,000 person

rem dose is probably an upper limit, although there are still
some unresolved questions about very early releases and

although certain corrections might increase the total some-
.

what if the population beyond 50 miles is considered.* In

anycase,thetotalnumberofdelayedfatalitiesprehected
from the released noble gases can be limited to approximately

thirteen using conventional dose / response coefficients, even

for the most pessimistic study in the literature. .

;

O -

;-

~

.

!.

*
,.

3
1
-

$
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$
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4

* .

5,

| .

'Self-evacuation and building shielding probably lower the '
''

i1maximum by 257., while the inclusion of post-50 mile doses Jmight multiply the new product by a factor of 2, for a net
Sof. increase. (See Appendix A). Still unresolved, however, fr.. '
is the possibility of a hypothetically large release of very -A
short-lived noble gases during the first hour which, con- *

-

ceivably, could raise the total. '+j
:.-

! .
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7 0 Toward a Better Understanding of the TMI Accident:

Current Uncertainties and Proposed Projects

In order to give the Advisory Board of the Public Health

Pund an idea of the elements which would make up a m' ore

complete dosimetry study, a discussion has been prepared for

this final section of the report of uncertainties that remain

to be addressed. Suggestions, in the form of possible pro-
jects, have been proposed for addressing them. Whenever a

future study is suggested, whether related to dosimetry or
emergency planning, it is given a " Proposed Project number"
for purposes of reference. Table 5, which is included at the

end of this section, provides a succinct description of each
project and the dose estimate.with which'it is associated.

1. Inconsistencies in Estimates of the Amount of Re-
leased Noble Gases. Different measurements 'f the number ofo

curies of noble gas released are inconsistent and the

discrepancies not obviously resolvable. Two of the most

highly publicized estimates differ by more than a factor of
,

four (2.4 million curies and 10 million curies). Other

studies indicate that the discrepancy could even be larger.
The controlled Krypton-85 venting,' carried out in June and -

July of 1980, offers a new opportunity to make this estimate, ''

as is proposed in Appendix B. Prior to the convening of a

dosimetry worxshop, calculations should be made using this

method to determine whether or not the results will likely be
consistent with other estimates. (Proposed Project #1a.)

|

| medl'
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Discussion of the various estimates of noble gas

releases among all investigators is Proposed Project.,#1b,

which could most appropriately take place as part of a

dosimetry workshop.

2. Inadequate TLD Calibrations. Based on analysis of

published papers, the TLD calibrations appear inadequate.
-

Since 507,of the cumulative-dose delivered to those TLDs used

in the early time period has been estimated from theoretical
calculations to be due to noble gases other than Xenon-133, j

such' as Krypton-88 and Xenon-135, it is inappropriate to rely
on calibrations made with Xenon-133 alone, as appears to have

been done for some of the studies appearing in the litera-

ture. In any case, proper calibration of TLDs for a mixture
'

of isotopes that is also changing in time due to radioactive

decay is a non-trivial problem that requires more attention
~

than it has been given. The TLD calibrations should be made

not only a function of time and isotope mix, but also a
function of the' distribution of airborne radioact'ivity

'

(which, in turn, is a function of ,the stability of the at-
'

mosphere).* (Proposed Project #2.)

'There are two reasons for making measured or calculated
calibrations a function of the shape of the radioactive
cicuds first, it is more accurate to do so. Second, the TMI
detectors were ccnstructed so that contamination of the gamma
ray sensors by beta rays inadvertently occurred. The rela-
tive contribution of the beta. rays to the detected signal can
depend quite sensitively upon the shape of the radioactive
cloud. _

i i._
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'/ 3. Possible Gaps in the TLD Monitoring Perimeter. From

the general literature on angular limitations in TLD mea-

surement capacity (see above Section 3 1 and Figure 1), it I

appears clear that thermoluminescent dosimeters at TMI were

spaced too far apart to guarantee that all releases of noble

gases were fully detected.

Because there were only 20 monitoring stations, thb

average angle between stations was 18*. A wind vector midway

between two detectors would then fall, on average, half.of
18*, or 9' from a TLD. (In some cases half of the angle

.

between TLDs was much more than 9*, in some cases less.)
Inspection of Figure 1 shows that a TLD 9* away from a wind

vector-- especially one of the distant TLDs located beyond(')
(_/ 1000 meters--would lose a great deal of its sensitivity.

'

Consequently, there must have existed " windows" irt the moni-

toring perimeter between some of the TLDs.

Although the existence of these gaps is rather easy to
'

document from the existing literature, their significance is
_

more difficult to assess without further work. Prior to the

proposed dosimetry workshop, it would be advisable in this

regard to produce TLD efficiency ratin'gs for the full 360* -

compass surrounding Three Mile Island and to compare any ''

resulting gaps in the perimeter with the actual hourly
direction of the wind during the early days of the accident.
This production and associated delineation of windows will be
Proposed Project #3a.

d
V
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A concerted effort should be made to collect and develop

alternative evidence concerning the magnitude of any radio-

activity that might have passed undetected through TLD .

windows. Four projects are proposed. First, there may be

isolated pieces of information that are not yet part of the

public record. A call for information, concentrating on par-

ticular geographic areas, may well, even at this late date,

produce useful results. (Proposed Project #3b.)

Second, evidence that might prove useful in assigning

approximate limits to radioactivity within TLD windows could ,

'

come from film badge monitoring data routinely accumulated ,

and recorded for hospital and other specialized workers.
Data of this form from the Harrisburg International Airport'

were sent to us by a local resident indicating that around -
.

*
;

the time of the accident 10 45 millirem were accumulated by

monitors that normally never show any readings. Although f
1

this particular data may be too close to TLD locations to i.
t*

fall into a window in the TLD perimeter, its existence sug-

gests the possibility that similar information might exist at 3
>-

locations that do fall into TLD windows. Information of'this k
*

type has not yet been published. (Proposed Project 3c.) It Y'
.t,,

should be noted that an "ad hoc" attempt to convert ordinary @
5

photographic film into radiological data was carried out [
after the accident. Five photographic film samples were

hcollected from local stores and ana,1yzed by the Bureau of s
:l'

t-

.
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Radiological Health (BRH).* Unfortunately, all but one of

these samples appears to fall close to a TLD direction,

indicating that the BRH data will not prove as useful as it

would have had the locations been different. (Even though

the BRH work probably does not provide much useful informa-

tion about the TMI accident, the work is potentially very
important for monitoring in general. It suggests that

ordinary, inexpensive film could be very useful in future
incidents at nuclear installations if samples were distri-
buted over a wide angular range. The low cost of photo-
graphic film would allow such monitors to be set at

sufficiently narrow angular intervals around a reactor to() eliminate all windows.**)
.

*R.E. Shuping, "Use of Photographic Film to Estimate Exposure
Near the Three Mile Island Nuclear Power Station" (Report FDA
81-8142, Department of Health and Human Services, Food and
Drug Administration, Bureau of Radiological Health, Rock-ville, Maryland, February, 1981). The conclusions of this
paper are somewhat ambiguous because the orientation of the
film cylinders (i.e., the direction the cylinder was pointingrelative to the passing radiation) was not recorded. Theinvestigators limit the dose to 5 to lo millirems or less.
though if the cylinders were aligned differently a limiting
dose of $0 millirems is in accord with the evidence. . .

** Based on the BRH work, the most unambiguous way to use film
monitors to detect radiation ic to measure the oscillation in

-

density along the film after it is developed (the oscilla-
tions are due to absorption effects in the central cylin-der). It appears that the sensitivity of the film could be
increased for monitoring purposes by inserting lead rods into
the cylindrical axis of the film, thereby causing greater
density oscillations on the film when developed.

f)/x_

m
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In' A third proposed project would be more theoretical.
|the absence of any other information about radioactivity
|

carried in the direction of a hypothetical TLD window, it is

possible to set upper dose limits using theoretical meteor-

ological dispersion calculations. For instance, a " worst

case" calculation could be performed in which 100% of the

noble gases in the core were assumed released in one di-

rection during the worst meteorological conditions that
occurred for that wind direction during the accident'. (Some

preliminary calculations along these lines should be pre-
sented to the dosimetry workshop--Proposed Project 3d.)

,

() Finally, because upper limits obtained in this manner
~

are likely to be quite high (50 rads?), it may be possible to

gain more restrictive information, as discussed next, using
crude experimental techniques that have been developed in a

Forfield completely unrelated to human dose assessment.

instance, Edward Radford of the Public Health Fund Advisory

Board has suggested that post-accident measurements could

still be made using thermoluminescent techniques that are

used in archeological dating. As.an example, bricks or tiles
'

located in ordinary housing could be used as crude radiolo-
_

gical monitors. The key idea here is that, were the radi-~

ation from the accident sufficiently high, the resulting |

defects in the brick would be great enough in number to be
4

detected using thermoluminescent techniques. The sensitivity

() of this method for a range of common materials should be

: . |
!

i .

| .

-
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O

explored to determine whether or not the method would be more

useful than a simple upper-limit calculation. (Proposed
Project 3e.)

.

An alternative method for dealing with the significance

of any gaps in the TLD coverage would be to use a " Bayesian"
-

statistical analysis to gain some insight into the likell' hood
|
|of various noble gas population doses within the 276-63,000 I

-' person-rem range. The procedure would involve guessing at

{ hundreds of different time-dependent source terms for the

{ noble gas release, and then calibrating for each how much of

the dose would have been missed by the TLDs given the actual
i .

?

meteorological history. Next, the resulting population dose
associated with each time-dependent function chosen would be

<
.

t

) calculated. It is quite possible that most reasonableI
f guesses at the source-term's time dependence would lead to
k population dose estimates that center around some mid-rangeI

I -

value.

k
By performing the calculation for a wide range of

.,

1 source-term scenarios, a histogram of dose estimates could be
( '

4 generated that would help in assessing the likelihood that
:.

g the true dose exceeded the most frequent value calculated. '

ij (Proposed Project #3f) As part of this calculation, atten-.

tion should be given to the population dose beyond 50 miles,
i

l
and it would also be of interest to break down the population

( dose within 10 miles of the plant. One by-product of this
k
j project would be a more accurate determination of the maximum

population dose.

.
.t
-

M
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4. Missing Radioiodine. As mentioned in Section 3 2
above, at least 11 million curies of the core radiciodine

inventory is unaccounted for at this tima. As the cleanup

progsesses, it will become possible to measure where resi-

dual, long-lived Iodine-129 is deposited in the reactor.

Such measurements may provide information about the paths

short-lived radioiodine took at the time of the accident,

i.e., the Iodine-129 will have left a trail that can still be
followed. Subject to the approval of the court, the~ Fund

might want to commission an independent analysis of this -

methodology and its-sensitivity. (Proposed Project #4a.) It

may also be necessary to appoint someone to promote and
O monitor Iodine-129 measurements that might be carried out by

the utility or government agency. In general, the Health -

Fund should consider monitoring all attempts to account for
,

:
the missing radiciodine. (Proposed Project #4b.) It seems

especially important to make an independent, assessment of )
9

whether or not this missing radioactivity could have escaped ).

Ivia a liquid pathway, sir.ce liquid pathways have not been j
fcarefully investigated in this review. Some future efforts

,

should be made in this direa. tion. (Proposed Project #4c.)
5. Gaps in In-Plant L nitoring Data for Airborne Radio-

iodine Releases. Information available about the amount of -{
>radioiodine released to the atmosphere in the first 15 to 42 ;

hours of the accident is limited and unsatisfactory. For -

radiciodine (unlike noble gas) there were measurements of the :

?..

=.

2.

?
__

- j
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.O
amount of'radioiodine released from the vent etack, but it -
was acknowledged from the beginning that records from the

monitoring cartridges for the first 15 hours were lost or
mislabeled. Subsequent investigations indicate that the raw
data is suspect out to 42 hours from the start of the
accident. '(See Appendix C, Section 2.4.) -

To get around this gap in the data, analysts substituted
data from feeders to the vent stack coming from the fuel

handling and auxiliary buildings, and implicitly assumed
there were no filter bypasses and no radioiodine contribu-

tions from other feeders to the vent stack. However, as

indicated in Appendix C, alternative pathways need to be
properly considered. (Proposed Project #5a)

For instance, there was at least one known release

pathway to the vent stack that bypassed the fuel handling and
auxiliary buildings (through the so-called " relief tank vent
header"). In addition to this, a number of ocher escape

_

pathways were possible--especially at the time when the ven-
tilation system was turned off. Radioactivity conceivably
could have gone out the air intake tunnel. (The NRC had -

warned Metropolitan Edison during the accident that turning '-

off the ventilation system could lead to a ground level
release.*) In addition, there may have been releases of

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Investigation into the*

March 28. 1979 Three Mile Island Accident by the Office of
Inspection and Enforcement (Report NUREG-0600, Washington,
D.C., 1979), p. II-A-42.

.
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radiciodine from the secondary side (see #6 below). Thus,

there were even possible pathways that could have bypassed

the vent stack itself. Once again, analysis of I-129 left on

surfaces in the reactor (see above. Proposed Project #4) may

prove helpful in determining the true escape paths for

radioiodine. -

Because it has been estimated that more than 100,000
.

curies of radiciodine may have been airborne in the contain-
,

ment building,* it is particularly important (for both air- r -

borne rele'ases of radiocesium as well as radiciodine) to de-
termine whether or not the containment building atmosphere

() was in fact isolated from direct contact with the external
, environment for the first 42 hours, with all leakage paths .

occurring through water. The literature provides evidence in .

. .

the event-by-event descriptive records of the accident that
1raises the question as to whether the containment atmosphere
3

was continuously isolated--an assumption that has been made ?
.-.

in all studies to date.** The most striking reason y

5
N-

*C.A. Pelletier, P.G. Voilleque, C.D. Thomas, J.A. Daniel, +

F.A. Schlomer, J.R. Noyce, " Preliminary Radiolodine Source- ?-
-Term and Inventory Assessment" (Repo~rt GEND-028, $,

EG & G Idaho. Idaho Falls, March 1983). The model developed 1
by these authors projects that a maximum of 0.2% of the ra- .

diciodine in the core (which in turn is known to be 70 mil- f

lion curies) was airborne at any one time. The cumulative -[
quantity of radicioidine estimated to be airborne was 1:
estimated to be 5 times higher. g

7
**The main pathway of concern is the reactor building purge '$

system. It may have leaked before the containment building ;

Ou was isolated and during the intermittent periods when' iso- -

h]f4

lation was defeated,
72:

,

i

6
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V

for considering this pathway has to do with the likely.

inoperability of the filters that should have served as the
last line of defense against radiciodine release from the
containment building. It was discovered in early 1982* that
a bypass existed around the filters between the containment
building and the vent stack. Steel plugs that were supposed

to block interconnecting drain pipes were missing. In 1980
the holes were covered with " tuck" tape, as preparation for

the Krypton venting, but evidently there was not even tape in
place at-the time of the original accident.

Fig ~ure 2 indicates some of the escape pathways discussed

in this section that would be of particular concern for
Proposed Project #5a.

In addition to the search for unmonitored release
pathways, it is also important.to clear up certain incon-

sistencies that exist concerning the calibration of the vent
stack monitoring system. As discussed in Appendix C, there

is the possibility that the high level of noble gases '

simultaneously present in the vent stack, as well as the high
concentration of water vapor, may have interfered with the
efficiency of the collection of radiciodine. Proposed !,

* Ronald R. Bellamy "HEPA Filter Experience During Three Mile.

Island Reactor Building Purges" in 17th DOE Nuclear Air
Cleaning Conference, M.W. First, Ed. (Conf-820833, Departmentof Energy, Washington, D.C., 1983).

I

m
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|
| Figure 2 Schematic Diagram of Some Relevant *

Pathways for Airborne Radiciodine at TM1
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Project #5b would investigate this matter. (Questions about
the efficiency of the vent stack monitor for organic forms of

radiciodine will be discussed below in #?.)
6. Emissions from the Secondary Side of the Reactor.

y
Official studies did not include estimates for this release

.. pathway, even though there is general acknowledgement,in the
literature that secondary side steam was released into the

-

atmosphere.
A method is proposed in Appendix E for using

general computer calculations to estimate possible releases

of radioiodine that may have occurred from the secondary side
-

of the reactor. Collecting the information on the TMI

reactor necessary to use this method, as well as the actual
analysis, is proposed as Projec't #6.

7. Uncertainties in the Chemical Form of the Released
Radiolodine.

The chemical form of the released radiciodine
is unclear, i.e., it is not clear what percentage was organic
(e.g., methyliodide) and what percentage was inorganic. Most

analysts have assumed that the release was all inorganic!

And indeed, some measurements appear to confirm this, i.e., a
;

limited number of measurements made o,n airborne samples taken
outside of the reactor.* On the other hand, some analysts

,

,
,

'E.W. Bretthauer, R.F. Grossman, D.J. Thome. A.E. Smith,
"Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident of March 1979 Environ-mental Radiation Datar A Report to the Presidents's Com-
mission on the Accident at Three Mile Island" (ReportEPA-600Vegas, /4-81-013B, En.ironmental Protection Agency, LasNevada, 1981), pp. 2-3
(con't on following page)

O
;

_
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assume, based on reports of vent stack measurements, that the
Finally,

release was evenly divided between the two forms.*

there is completely contradictory evidence based on analyses' '

of auxiliary building exhaust filters indicating that 97% of

the release may have been organic.** ,

Once the possibility is allowed that the ratio of the .

two forms of radiciodine may be unknown, the complexity of

trying to make sense out of the data available on r'diciodine
.

~ a
'

at TNI goes up enormously, especially because of the lack of
-

basic information about the behavior of organic iodine.

Proposed Projects #7a - 7d are designed to gain more

information about organic radiciodine as it relates to the
For instance, there is a need to determine the _

TMI accident.
efficiency with which the in-plant radiciodine cartridge

.

(con't from preceding page)See also, Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Group" Population Dose
.

and Health Impact of the Accident at Three Mile IslandA Preliminary Assessment for the Period
Nuclear Station: March 28 through April 7,1979" (Report NUREG-0588 Nuclear10.1979),
Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D.C., May

Appendix B, pp. B-2-4. .

.

*Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., " Assessment of OffsiteRadiation Doses from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident"
.

(Report TDR-TMI-116. Revision 0, 1979) p. 5-5

**See Table II 4 of Rogovin Report. M. Rogovin and C. Frampton,A Report to the Commissioners and to
Jr., Three Mile Island:(Report NUREG-0600, Report of the Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission Specicl Inquiry Group, Washington,

D.C.,the Public,

||h undated) p. 359 ,

'

<

-

|__.
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'

monitors detected organic radioiodine. (Proposed Project
#7a.) There is also a need to determine the efficiency of
environmental monitors for organic radioiodine. (Proposed
Project #7b.) To help in interpreting the quardities of
radioiodine found after the accident in cows' and goats'
milk, as well as in the carcasses of meadow voles and rab-

bits, it would be helpful to determine the metabolic path-
ways that organic iodine follows in such animals. (Proposed
Project #7c.) Pinally, a review of the behavior of organic.

radiciodine in humans is in order, especially in connection
with calculating radiation doses following inhalation or

7s ingestion. (Proposed Project #7d.)U
8. Uncertainties in Environmental Monitoring of Airborne

Radioiodine.
Airborne measurements of radioiodine made with

portable equipment are so spotty and wide in their range that
they provide little guidance. Also, there is some question

.

.

as to their accuracy in light of the large noble gas back'i
-

g ground. In any case, the usefulness of these measurements is

limited because the bulk of.them do no,t occur during the;.
'

first 42 hours when in-plant monitoring was weak.
.

Of some- %

what more use are the 8 fixed radiciodine monitoring stations

that were in place at the time of the accident. Yet not all
analysts who made dispersion calculation for radiolodine at

'

TMI attempted to test their models against these particular
data. Proposed Project #8a involves asking these analysts to

..

||| do so.
.

.

k
- t
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_

_
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The ratio of radioiodine to noble gases measured in a

plume passing Albany, New York is consirtent with a release
of inorganic radioiedine comparable to or smaller than the

official radioiodine release estimate. However, TMI to

Albany is only one direction in which radioio' dine might have

blown during the first 142 hours. Because Albany is hundreds

of miles from the site, the Albany measurement cannot be ex-

pected to represent a complete sampling of the release. In

particular, there is no reason to expect, without further
study, that every burst of radioiodine would have been
detected--including hypothetical bursts that might explain

other data. Long-range meteorological modelling could shed

light on*this question. (Proposed Project #8b.) Also

important will be a determination of the response of the
Albany detectors to organic iodine. (This task is covered

under Proposed Project #7b discussed earlier.')

9. Difficulties in Interpreting the Lack of Reported

Radiciodine in Humans. As mentioned in Section 3 2, attempts

to detect radiciodine in humans were made after the accident.
Some 760 people living within three miles of TMI were counted

for 10 minutes in a whole-body counter beginning on April 10,'

1979 The results indicated less than 2 nanocuries of Io-

dine-131 in all cases. Although it is not clear that the

correct calibration factor was used for radiciodine located
in the thyroid, any error is probably not significant. (The

- -O official reports which criticize this study on those grounds
-

-

9

a h,

-
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O
are excerpted in Appendix C.) If these calibrations are
nevertheless acceptable, the measurements provide strong

'

evidence that any large release would have had to occur while

the wind was blowing away from locations in which the 760
~

people in the sample lived, worked or went to school.

Releases up or down river may have missed people livind
within 3 miles. It would be useful, however, to go into the
individual case files to confirm the geographical distribu-
tion of the 760 people. (Proposed Project #9a.) As part

of any full dosimetry study, it would be worthwhile to try to
do more with the data obtained from whole body counting than

was done originally, in the hope.that greatsr sensitivity
could be obtained. (Proposed Project #9b.) For instance,

the original " energy spectra" could be added together for

many individuals thereby improving the " signal to noise"
ratio.

- (The detection limit would increase by the square
.

root of the number of spectra summed.) In this way there ,:
would be a better chance of finding the presence of radio-

*

iodine in the data. If all 760 spectra were added, the re-
sulting improvement in sensitivity should be sufficient to

~

, *

detect a release smaller than 15 curies. ''

10. Uncertainties in Interpreting Milk /Radioiodine Data.
.

The average amount of radiciodine found in a large sample of

cows' milk is far too high to be consistent with the official
-

release estimate, unless farmers blatantly disregarded in-
g -{- structions to keep cattle on stored feed. Assessment of

:

'

m

,
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alternate pathways to cows' milk implies a much higher

release of radioiodine. ,

This-contradiction was not recognized during the offi-

cial inquiries into the TMI accident because the analysts who

, compared radiciodine in milk with modeling calculations found

nothing particularly alarming. However, the key assumption

was made that 10% of the diet of TMI cows was obtained from
(Even with this assumption, the milk concentrationsgrazing.

predicted,by a group from Oak Ridge National Laboratory based
on a 15 curie release * were low by a factor of four.) Yet

the accident did not occur during the grazing season, and

farmers were specifically instructed to' keep their co.: on
i

stored feed as a result of the accident.
So the question

becomes, "If cows were on stored feed and only 15 curies of

radioiodine were released, how did that level of radiciodine

get into cows' milk?" One possibility is that the radio-
In

'

iodine entered cows by inhalation rather than ingesti,on.

Appendix D of this report, this hypothesis is investigated.
It appears that the inhalation mode ~would contribute,

approximately two hundred times less radiciodine to milk than
-

~

Thus, if inhalation werea 10% diet of contaminated grass.

the sole pathway to milk, and taking into account the

*C.D. Berger, B.H. Lane, S.J. Cotter, C. W. Miller, S.R.
Glandon, "Populatiog Dose Estimation from a Hypothetigal
Release of 2.4 x 10 Curies of Noble Gases and 1 x 10 Curies

1 =a "=ote r s* *to=. u=1* 2"
or 232-1 * *a Tar a11-O (Report ORNL/TM-7980, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, TN, September 1981).

.

b
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factor of four discrepancy between the Oak Ridge med l
e

predictions and actual measurements, it could be argued th t
the actual radiciodine release was many hundreds

a

of times as
much as the assumed 15 curie release.

The high estimates implicit in cows' milk camples ap
.

to contradict the grass measurements made at TMI
pear

, which can

be interpreted as supporting a low 15 curie release
as shown

in Appendix C. The interpetation is based on noting th ta the
peak quantities of radiciodine deposited on grass are con'

sistent with the official estimate of 15 curies.
-

The

reported concentrations have the correct proportion to peak
quantities measured after the release of some 20 000 curi

.

("N
\_/

of radioiodine in the Windscale accident in England in 1957
. es

However, it should be noted that some of the grass mea
.

sure-
ments reported by the Department of Energy are so uniform as
to suggest incorrect labelling--possibly because th

e values
represent upper limits and not actual detection of radio
iodine. -

Such readings have been discounted for this study

It should also be noted that a second set of milk mea
.

surements are _ consistent with the official release estim t
-

-

Part of the discrepancy with the first set of milk
a e. ''

measure-
ments may be due to the fact that various measurements t

ended
to sample different geographical regions

Grass and milk.

measurements were not taken uniformly in all angular sect
Comparison of grass sampling locations with the va i

ors.
# r ous sets ofg milk data is in order. *

(Proposed Project #10a.)
'

e
O
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Another possible explanation of the grass / milk

discrepancy may lie with the chemical form of the radio-

iodine. Perhaps the hypothetical, extremely high curie

release was in the form of organic methyliodide. (See above,

Proposed Projects #7a - 7d.)
Methyliodido does not stick to surfaces very. easily, so

a large release would not show up in grass or soil samples.
And essr.ntially no monitoring of airborne methyliodide took

place. Cows would indeed inhale methyliodide, which in turn

would be trapped in their bodies. However, to enter cows'

milk, the methyliodide in the cows would have to be " hydro-l

11=ed.- that Proces does not hePPen in humans very eutok17O-i

but no one has measured the rate at w'c.ich methyliodide might

enter cows' milk. (Measurement of this rate is proposed as'

part of Project #7b.)-

It should be noted that a large methyliodide release

! -would not imply a large thyroid dose in humans, but the
contribution of inhaled methyliodide to the whole bo'dy dose

would be larger per curie inhaled than for inorganic radio-

iodine. (Estimating methyliodide's contribution to the whole ,

,

body dose per curie inhaled is part of Proposed Project #7d j,

mentioned earlier.)
If the large hypothesized radioiodine release were

! inorganic rather than organic, there exist other pathways

besides inhalation that must be considered as alternatives to
3(V the 107. grazing assumption

.

- .- . . .. .. --. . . . - _ . _ .
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1) If cows were allowed outside for exercise, they may

have ingested deposited radioactivity, even though they

were not allowed to enter pastures, by licking or chew-
ing the ground--a practice common to cows.

2) If cows were fed baled hay stored outdoors, they may
'

have ingested radioiodine that was filtered from the air
by the hay itself.

As discussed in Appendix C, accounting ''or such alternative

pathways would reduce the estimate of released ra'diciodine
derived from the milk data.

Choosing among the various hypotheses discussed in this

section will be difficult without more data. Ir.terviews with
f-] farmers from whose cows the milk samples were drawn should! (/

| prove useful in this regard. Conducting such interviews is
Proposed Project #10b.

!

11. Uncertainties in Interpreting Radioiodine Concen-
;

trations{oundinAnimal,s. Radiciodine r.eported in meadow

voles should be car' fully analyzed for consistency With the

official release (stimate for the few wind directions in,

which vole data are available. ,A theoretical calculation of

vole ingestion of contaminated vegetation has been performed ,,
, * *

,

,

in parallel with this report and reported here (see Appendix
C, Section 3 4). However, the calculation is provisional

.

because there is at present no way of accurately knowing the

uptake of radiciodine for the vole and the metabolic pathways
e followed. Instead of relying on rather weak assumptions--

f}
v_/ '

..

- w
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which include an assumption about the fraction of contamina-

ted material in the voles's diet and the assumption that,

voles resemble humans in their processing of radiciodine-- it

would be preferable to " calibrate" the meadow vole (and all'

other animals that may be useful in future monitoring such as

rabbits and squirrels). Calibrating, or in other words

measuring the uptake of radiciodine in these animals when

exposed to known levels of radiciodine deposition, is'

Proposed Project #11a.
One measurement of radiciodine in rabbit thyroids has

!

() been reported * but not analyzed. The reported concentration

appears high and should be compared with model predictions. !

(Proposed Project #11b.) ,

Because there [
12. Complexity of Environmental Data. $

remain so many inconsistencies in the environmental radio-
-

i
i

iodine data and because the data were so geographically f-

f.
spotty, it would be extremely useful in evaluating competing
theories to have a universal map of the area that would f

3f
indicato the location of all radiotodine measurements taken
at TMI, and their results. Preparation of such a map is -[

Proposed Project #12.
As13. Inadequate Data on Radiocesium Distribution.

.

'

.

#

discussed in Section 3 3 above, peculiarities in the Depart- I

ment of Energy's measurements of deposited radiocesium (i.e.
,

s. (a

I

l 'See Appendix C. Section 3 5
,

i ,

| t

>'

s kk .
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identical values) prevent their use in analysis, and

consequently make impossible any estimate of the geographical

deposition of radiocesium and its resulting dose. Dis-

cussions with the original investigators may help to resolve
this discrepancy. In any case, radiocesium's long life
allows fresh samples to be taken for analysis even now.

Carrying out such measurements is Proposed Project #13

In order to make a rough assessment of the.importance of

such an experimental project, it is suggested that a pre-

liminary upper limit calculation be carried out in prepara-
tion for the dosimetry workshop. As mentioned in Section 3 2

'

above, about 100 nanocuries per square meter of radiocesium

were measured in the vicinity of the reactor. Rather than

assuming that all of this radiocesium or'iginated from past

weapons tests, it is possible to use the 100 nanocuries per
| square meter figure to set a limit on the reactor's

contribution. Assuming, say, that 25f. of the measured

contamination (25 nanocuries) could have originated from the

accident without being noticeably higher than the background

level from weapons fallout, it'would be possible to calculate -

a resulting population dose (both accumulated to date and ''

projected 25 years into the future).*

*Taking into account the shielding effects of building walls
and of the leaching of the cesium into the ground, a whole-
body dose of 10 rem would accumulate over 30 years from an
initial ground concentration of Cs-137 equal to 30,000
(con't on next page)

~
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14. Lack of Explanation for Taste Sensations Reported at

the Time of TMI Accident. Sensations experienced by people ,

in the vicinity of TMI at the time of the accident (for
example, a metallic taste in the mouth) suggest that certain
chemical agents may have accompanied the release of noble

Since any gas not soluble in water would have bee'ngases.

released, a study of the possible chemical gases that would

be produced in a TMI-like event may be very important. Such

chemicals might have the potential to cause he lth effects.

(Proposed Project #14.)

15. Lack of Availability of Private Data. Considerable

data from the time of the TMI accident may remain in private(}
hands. Some of these data have already been mentioned in

Proposed Project #3b as part of the effort to close the TLD

windows. In addition to the specific data discussed in that

section, a concerted effort should be made to get all such ,

privately held data into the public record.- (Proposed
.

'

Project #15a.)
.

(con't from preceding page)
nanocuries per square meter. See J. Beyea and F. von Hippel,
" Nuclear Reactor Accidents: The Value of Improved -

Containments" (Report PU/ CEES 94, Center for Energy and _.

Environmental Studies. Prin'ceton University, Princeton, N.J.
08544, January 20,1980), p.II-8.

This means that a 1 rem dose to an individual would !

result from an initial concentration of 3 000 nanocuries/m2. .

Therefore 25 nanocuries (i.e.25% of 100 nanocuries) would
-

cause an accumulated dose to the individual of 0.0083 rem. -'

Multiplying this individual dose by the number of people
living within 10 miles of the plant (137,000) implies a
collective dose of 1100 person-rem. The contribution for

('') people exposed beyond 10 miles is more difficult to estimate, .

ebut it should be attempted in an approximate way for the
''>-

dosimetry workshop.
1

.
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Such newly gathered data, and other raw data already
extant but unanalyzed, should be pressed into service.

Developing appropriate analyses of this data is Proposed
Project #15b.

16. Future Doses from TMI Cleanup.. The long process of
'

cleanup at TMI may itself 3roduce releases of radioactive

material and associated hea:th effects. These possibilities

are explored in Appendix F of this report, which has'been
prepared under subcontract. The breadth of public concern

expressed about the cleanup at the March 19, 1983 TMI sym-

posium suggests that the Public Health Fund will want to give
cleanup dose assessment a relatively high priority. Since

-

'~#

the NRC has increased by a factor of six its own estimates of
.

projected occupational doses it is probable that public

concern about re-estimates of the population dose will remain
high. Monitoring cleanup activities at the reactor site

seems a modest first step for further dosimetry work related
to the cleanup. (Proposed Project #16.)

.
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TABLES: LIST OF PROPOSLV PROJECTS

ASSOCIATED EX)SE ESTIMATE PROJECT SCOPE & METHOU
pgopo:EU PROJECT & DESCRIPTION

'4 Prclininary calculations to be
la Recalculation of Estimate of

Whole body population dose made prior to dosimetry work-from noble gas release. shop, using method outlined inReleased Noble Cases,
Appendix B (controlled venting
of Krypton-85, Juno-July,1980) .

.!,
.

* May be resolvable at dostmetryb Reconciliation of Source Term *

Noble Gas Release Estimates. wcrkshop, or further analysis*

| may be warranted
!

3

2 Recalibration of Ther:molumine-
Whole body population dose * May be resolvable in laboratory4

asexperiaants with noteorological ofrom noble gas environmen-
scent Dosimeters (TLus) as a consultat!on. I

tal eneasures.function of time, isotope six
& atmospheric distribution of
radiation.

* Preliminary analysis to be madeWhole body population dose
Ja Analysis of TLD perimeter cov- from noble gas envirortmen- prior to dosimetry workshop,

based on TLD ef ficiency ratings,erage, based on angular effi- tal measures 4 source teria TLD deployment & Titt meteorolog-ciency of TLDs, their deploy- release 'use for fitturement at TM1, hourly wind vec- ical records. Additional anal-monitoring.
; tors, timing & height of re- ysis if needed.
'

leases.
* Public information outreach &**

i Collection of new data for search, followed by analysis ofb
| * windows * in TIA coverage. new data.,

,
**

Collection of available data * Collection of hospital film badges,i

I c
for " windows * in TLD cover- photographic film & other known

radiation-sensitive material fromage, defined geographical * window"
areas.

- a

,

e
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f (Table 5 con't)
3d Calculation of upper-dose lim- * Preliminary calculation upper lin-

" *

its assuming " worst case" its to be produced for dosimetry,
_ (100% release into TLD window workshop.
_ during wind vector in that
_

aector).
-

3- e Archeological dating techni- * Sensitivity to bo explored & dis-" *

P ques applied to brick within cussed at workshop for possible
[ TLD windows. implementation

_ f Statistical reanalysis of avail- * Statistical * Bayesian" analysis* *

y able TLD data by varying based on available data.
scenarios of time release.

-

E da Feasibility of accounting for Thyroid population dose from * Theoretical calculation based on
missing radioiodine by track- radioiodine source term I-129 inventory & instrumenta

g ing & measuring long-lived release. sensitivity.
residual Iodine-129.

n

m b Monitoring of Iodine-129 mea- * Long term project to continue
" *

:surement during cleanup. throughout cleanup, og
r

7 FeT c Investigation of possible li- * Engineering project, partially 8
*

.
quid pathways for radiolodine. dependent on 84a.

" "

F

=

f Sa Analysis of, efforts to substi- * Preliminary analysis of additional
" "

tute alternative airborne ra- nathways, bypasses & containment

'.
- diolodine hypotheses amolation to be presented to dosi-1 for data missing from vent metry workshops additional analy--

stack monitor, sis if needed.
E b Investigation of calibration * tlay be resolvable in laboratory ex-" "
"

& efficiency of vent stack (& periments duplicating (as far asr filter radioiodine monitoring). possible) actual Till conditions.'

=

I
-

6 Possibic radiciodine emissions Additional thyroid population * Method proposed in Appendix C,
from the secondary side of dose from radiolodine source based on German computer modeling,
the reactor. release. for secondary side release esti-

g - mate, to*be discussed at dosimetry'

workshop. Collection of TitI data
& analysis to follow,,

o

|

_

M

k
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(Table 5 con't)
Wije discrepancies in estimates of*

! 7a Investigation of the chemical Thyroid & whole body dose proportions of organic & inorgan-
from radiciodino source ic radiolodine releases to be dis-forms of released radiciodines release & environmental cussed at dosimetry workshop.catermination of in-plant non-
monitors. Honitor efficiency may be resolva-; iter efficiency in detection *

of (organic) methyllodide. ble in laboratory experiments
duplicating (as far as possible)
actual THE conditions.

Hay be resolvable in laboratory**

b Determination of environmental experimonts with meteorological
*

! monitor efficiency for methyl- consultation.
lodido. Hay be resolvable in animal***

Determination of metabolic path- physiological experiments,c
ways for methyllodido in animals -

exposed to releases, & possible
hydrolysis into goats' & cows' -

,

milk. 3Physiological consultation.* os**

Determination of behavior of in- Md
j gested or inhaled methytiodido
- in human beings.
I

Analysis performable with exist 5e*Reconciliation of population
Analysis & comparison of air- dose estimates from source data.Sa
borne radiciodine release esti- release & environmental

.

mates with fixed radioiodine measuren.
- environmental moniters. Meteorological consultation to*Check on maximum thyroid determine feasibility,long-range meteorological mod- dose estimate.b eling to analyse radiolodine/

noble gas ratio in Albany, Ny
plume.

Case record search & mapping*

Coographical distribution of Thyroid population dosel
from environmental mea- project.Sa

j humans tested for radiolodine- suces.
I in post-accident counter. Statistical analysis based on data* * *

b Statistical ruanalysis of avail- that may have been saved.
able human radiation data - ,

by combination of individual
energy spectra. ,

, .

. . , , . , .v. . . -
%)nnewpiing n,y w w s.w w . ner
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(Table 5 con't)

10a Investigation of inconsisten- Reconciliation of thyroid * Creation of map for milk samples &cies in interpetation of population dose estimates grass samples. Discussion ofradiciodine in cows' milk & from environmental mea- ingestion & inhalation pathwaysgrass samples. sures & source release. at dosimetry workshop. (See also
Proposed Projects 7a-7d)

b Interviews with farmers from * *

whose cows milk samples * Survey questionnaire designed with
were drawn, animal husbandry consultation 6

inspection of sampic sites.

11a Calibration of radiolodine Thyroid population doso * Resolvable in animal physiologicaluptake for small animals from environmental mea- laboratory experiments.for known levels of radio- surest future use iniodine, environmental monitoring.
b Analysis of collected data " *

on rabbit thyroid, * Analysis performabic with existing
data.

I
12 Unification & coordination Thyroid population dose * Creation of large-scalc maps of y

or
of all enviroruaental mea- from environmental mea- Tal ervironment & plotting of allsures of radiolodino, sures. environmental data.

~
13 Investigation into distri- Whole body population dose * Preliminary analysis of data to bebution & dose from radio- from long-lived radiocesium. made for dosimetry workshop,cesium. Possible resampling of arce.

14 Investigation into non- Non-radioactive health ef- * Consultation with chemical &radioactive toxic chemical * fects.releasea. toxicological consultants.
*

15a outreach effort for addition- Additional data for all dose * Public information outreach &al unpublished data, estimates. search. (See also 3b)
b Developing analysis plans . ." " .

for all such data, * Designing & carrying out analyses
of relevant data.

16 !!onitoring cleanup activities Additions to all estimated
at TMI * teng-term project to continue

population doses / worker doses. throughout cleanup,

s
a

9
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8.1 Data Bases ContaininE Entries for the TMI-2 Accident
! l

DATA BASE NAME>

SUBJECT COVERAGE

AGRICOLA
.

AGRICULTUREAQUALINE
WATER RESEARCHAQUATIC SCIENCE AQUATIC SCIENCEASI

BHRA US FEDERAL STATISTICS
BIOSIS PREVIEWS FLUID ENGINEERING

LIFE SCIENCE -
BOOKS IN PRINT (BBIP) CURRENT BOOKS
CA SEARCH (CHEM) CHEMISTRYCIS

US CONGRESS
COMPENDEX (COMP) ENGINEERING
CONFERENCE PAPERS SCIENCE
DISSERTATION INDEX (DISS)
EI ENGINEERING MEETINGS UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC ABSTRACTS ECONOMICS
ENERGY (DOED) DOE DATABASEENERGY LINE (EICI) ENERGY
ENVIROLINE (EIVI) ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
EPB ENVIRONMENT

( w) ENVIRONMENT(_ ERIC
FED REG EDUCATION

FFSTA US FEDERAL REGISTER
FOODS ADLIB FOOD SCIENCE
GE0 ARCHIVE FOOD TECHNOLOGY
GEOREF GEOSCIENCE

GPO MONTHLY CATALOG GEOSCIENCE

HEALTH PLANNING (HLTH) GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS
HEALTH CAREINSPEC (INSP)

IRL LIFE SCI PHYSICS, ELECTRONICS.

LC MARC LIFE SCIENCES'
-

LEGAL RESOURCE INDEX LIBRARY OF CONGRESS'-

LAW JOURNALSi
MANAGEMENT CONTENTS (MGMT) BUSINESS
MEDLINE (MESH)e

METADEX MEDICINE
METALS

-

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER INDEX -

NIMH (NCMH) MAJOR NEWSPAPERS'

NTIS MENTAL HEALTH '-

OCEANIC ABS GOV'T SPONSORED RESEARCH
PAIS DATABASE MARINE SUBJECTS

,

PATSEARCH (PATS) SOCIAL SCIENCE-

PATENTS
POLLUTION ABS (POLL) ENVIRONMENT
PSYCH ABS (PSYC),

RAPRA PSYCHOLOGY

., SCI SEARCH RUBBER AND PLASTICS

SOCIAL SCISEARCH (SSCI) SCIENCE CITATIONS:

r^ .I SSIE (SMIE) SOC SCI CITATIONS
(_3) } US POL SCI CURRENT RESEARCH

POLITICAL SCIENCE
.

}3
-

-
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Assessment of Doses at Three Mile Island *
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'
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.
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~
..
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1
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' ~~Iodine-131 to Milk Following the Three Island Mile Incident,"
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*

.

Battist, L., " Environmental Measurement Requirements Result- |
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'
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Appendix A

k
Review of Estimates of the Whole Body Collective Dose

,

Delivered to the Population from the Passing Cloud.
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A1.0 Introduction

Serious limitations are associated with every study that
attempts to estimate the whole-body population dose of radio-
activity at Three Mile Island.

These limitations are under-
standable:

because of the inadequacy of monitoring equipment

in place at the time of the accident, all investigating groups
found it necessary to make one or more key unconfirmable assump-
tions.

In other words, they did the best they could in spite of
,

? the gaps in.the available data. This appendix, however, reviews

each study and focuses en the limitations that prevent any of
them from being conclusive.

O)( ;, All investigators to date have limited themselves to doses
; within 50 miles. Such a limit does not appear to be a major
i

oversight in this case, but its results should be corrected*

,, at some later date.
A rouch estimate made for another study*

{ indicates that the population dose beyond 50 miles might double*

i the total.
**

,

In the remainder of this appendix, discussion willb

I

f
*Jan Beyea, "Some Long-Term Consequences of Hypothetical Major} Releases of Radioactivity to the Atmosphere from Three Mile

'

Island," (Report PU/ CEES #109, Center for Energy and Environ- j'}

mental Studies, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey:
,

} December 1980),p. 12.
?

5 **For a 1.4% release of noble gases, Beyea's calculationsj
referenced above indicated a post-50-mile population dose
wind direction assumed. ranging from 300 to 1200 person-rem depending upon the

.

{

I the 275 to 1500 person-rem range within 50 milesThis range can be compared witha

(continued)
I$) I

i'
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be restricted to doses within 50 miles.
The population dose estimates given in this appendix do

not take into account building shielding--a factor which might
In addition, the impact of self-*

reduce them all by about 25%,
evacuation has not been included, although this effect has been

estimated to have been negligible (due to the delayed start
**

of the evacuation). ,

For the purposes of this review, it has been assumed that

the neglect of the post-50 mile population dose cancel's out the

neglect of building shielding and self-evacuation.

A2.0 Methods of Analysis
f-~g

Two general methods have been used to' estimate whole-body
As we shall'

population Coses resulting from the TMI accident.
'

see, the two matheds do not give consistent results.
Both methods begin by superimposing a grid upon a population

Estimates of doses to individuals are then mademap of the area.
.

(continued from previous'page) i

J

calculated in Table A-2 of this review, assuming a release similar l

)in magnitude.within the limitations of this rough comparison, it appears
that the population dose beyond 50 miles is comparable in magnitude!

to the population dose within 50 miles.
*For example, see Kemeny Commission, " Report of the Task Group on(October 31, 1979), Appendix c
Health Physics and Dosimetry."(see footnote below for full citation)and Report NSAC-26, p. D-2
Independent calculations made for this literature review also
support this result.

(Technology
**P.K. Knight, J.T. Robinson, F.J. Slagle, P.M. Garrett,"A Review of Population Radiation Exposure

|

Energy Corporation),(Report NSAC-26, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Electric( p. VI, S-3,4.at TMI-2"Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, August 1981)
_,

i

l

-
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at each of the more than one hundred grid locations and multipliedi

by the population surrounding the grid point in order to determine
a " local" population dose at each grid point. Finally, the local

population doses are summed to give the total population dose.

Although the two methods to be discussed are similar in their

overall approach, they differ in the way dose estimates are made
at each grid point. '

The first method begins with estimates (in curies) of

radioactivity released from the source at defined times, puts
each estimate through a meteorological dispersion model with values

for wind, temperature, etc. corresponding to the defined time,

and projects doses (in rems) to various grid points (see Figure
Al-a). The second method begins.with environmentally monitored

-s

\/
and measured dose data and interpolates between or extrapolates

from those monitor locations to the grid points (see Figure Al-b).

It should be noted that the distinction between the two
approaches becomes somewhat blurred when the interpolation is

carried out by means of a meteorological model. This " meteorologicali
interpolation" procedure is equivalent to working backwards from

the environmental dose measurements'to infer a release magnitude.,

The inferred release magnitude is then used with the meteorological '

,

model to project doses at all other locations as in the first .

method (see Figure Al-c).

The two general methods are discussed in sections 3.0 and

4.0 below, as they are exemplified in specific studies under
review. A list of investigators performing analyses by each/~n ;

(,). method is given in Table A-1._

: .

- 1
1
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Figures A1.e.c

METHOOS FOR ESTIMATING DOSES AT LOCATIONS WITHOUT MONITORS
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TABLE A-1

List of Investigators Who

Have Made Whole-Body Population Dose Estimates

for the Accident at TMI -

.

- First Method *I

Remeny Commission Task Group (Auxier et .al . )

Cak Ridge National Laboratory (Miller et al.)
i

Technology for Energy Corporation (haight et al.)

Second fiethod )b

Department of Energy (Andrew Hull)

Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Group (Battist et al.)

Remeny Commission Task Group (Auxier et al.)

Pickard, Lowe, Garrick, Inc. (Keith Wecdard)
S. Takeshi

C. Kopford
-

a) In this method the amount of curies released at each time * *

interval is estimated from in-plant information. This so-
called " source term" is then used as input to a meteorolog-ical model to project doses at all locations. <.

b) In this method doses at all locations are extrapolated
from, or interpolated between, actual dose measurements
obtained in the field. All of the analysts listed, except
for the Department of Energy, made use of thermoluminescent
dosimeter (TLD) readings. The Department of Energy relied
on helicopter Geiger counter readingc.

| -

{

!
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A3.0 Estimates Derived from In-Plant Release Data * the Source

Term Method

|A3.1 Kemeny Commission Task Group (Auxier et al.}

The " source term method" begins with an estimate, based
ion in-plant data,of the amount of released radioactivity (the
!

source term), which is assumed to have exited by way of the main

reactor release point, the vent stack. Because the TMI vent stack

monitor went off scale during most of the release, it was necessary
,

to estimate the quantity of released radioactivity by indirect
The method used by the staff of the President's Commissionmeans.

on Three Mile Island (Kemeny Commission Task Group, Auxier et al.)

() involved an analysis of those radiation monitors in the auxiliary

building that did not go off scale.
Although the connection between these monitors and the

radioactivity leaving the reactor complex is not immediately ;

In :obvious, it is not unreasonable to expect some correlation.
+

the first place, a great deal of radioactivity passed out of the {
e,-

reactor through this building in one way or another. For instance,

water pumped from the reactor floor to a tank in the auxiliary 3
Y

building overflowed, releasing noble gases into the auxiliary )' -s

building air. This radioactivity in turn either escaped from leaks - f.
'

in the building or was carried by the ventilation system to the
-

vent stack. In addition, considerable radioactivity made its

way out of the reactor complex through ducts that pass through the ,

auxiliary building before connecting to the vent stack. Since gamma
-,

i
t :jV -
-

.
Y

'

I
4
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-
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radiation from the noble gases can pass through the duct walls,
radiation monitors in the auxiliary building would have detected

some fraction of this radioactivity on its way to.the vent stack.

Because the monitors in the auxiliary building were not exposed

to the full scale release of radioactivity, their stripchart recorders
did not go off scale, and therefore they supply some information
for the entire duration of the release. Although there is no

unambiguous way to estab'11sh the correlation between the stripchart,

data and the actual release history, the Kemeny Commission analysts

made two assumptions in order to make sense out of the information
,

available to them. First, it was assumed that the readings on
the continuously moving stripcharts were proportional to the

('~'g
total amount of radioactivity being released at any moment in time'

.

This assumption of a constant proportionality is highly questionable
.

The monitors were measuring gamma radiation from many sources, e.g.,.

from radioactive isotopes in the air within the auxiliary
building as wall as from the radioactive isotopes inside exhaust
and ventilation ducts. Although radiation from radioa'ctive,

*

isotopes on their way to the vent stack would have contributed4

to the total readings on these monitors, the relative contri-

f bution from each of the various sources may have changed with
.

,

:s
,'time. For instance,-

suppose that during the first half of the-

,

release, radioactivity left the reactor by way of a duct that !

|
passed close to the radiation monitors, while during the second,.

2 '

,

nma - half of the release, radioactivity left by way of a duct that
a{ passed far from the monitors.,-s

In such a hypothetical case,
\' ''

, the signal recorded by the monitors would not have had the l

1
1

--
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same relationship to the true release during both time periods.

Examples of pathways far from the stripchart monitors are |

1) a possible path " backwards" through the air inlet
tunnel during the period in which the ventilation

**
system was turned off (see Figure A-2),

'

* Mathematically, the point can be made as follows: the total

release, S (t) , isequaltothesumofreleasesfromdi{(erent
pathways. Thus, S (t) = Sif't) . The effective signal S (t),

theeffec(tivedistance
l(t)= Bi Si (t),received by a radiation moTitor, is given by S

where the factors Bi take into account a)between each pathway and the monitor, and b) the relative absorp-
tion that takes place in any intervening matter.

For proportionality to exist between S(t) and S1(t) at all
times, each release through each pathway must have the same relative
time dependence. Even this condition is not sufficient because
the Bi factors themselves were not all constant in time. Absorption
effects would have changed in time because the mix of gamma
ray energies changed. High energy gammas were plentiful at

/'' the beginning cf the noble gas release, but greatly reduced
( )T compared to the (low energy) gammas from Xenon 133 by the end of

, the release.

**The ventilation system for Unit 2 was turned off at 11:04 on 3/28
1[979 Three MileU.S. Nuclear Regulatoryaccording to the NRC's chronology of events.

Commission, Investication into the March 28,
Island Accident by the Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
(Report NUREG-0600, Washington, D.C., 1979) .J The time at which
the ventilation system was restarted is not clear. The following

qualitative remarks are given in the text of NUREG-0600,
p. II-3-21: '

" Shift Foreman B stated that the Unit 2 ventilation
system supply fans tripped and remained off because of
high radiation levels, but the exhaust fans operated
continuously except for a few brief periods when the
ventilation systems were turned off in an attempt to reduce -

the release rates. Securing the fuel-handling building
and auxiliary building ventilation systems early on March ,

28 and again on March 29 caused exposure rates to increase
significantly in the Unit 2 auxiliary building, thus
hampering emergency activities. Perhaps more important
was the fact that control room airborne radioactivity
levels started increasing when the ventilation systems

4were shutdown. ..Because of the need to ensure habitability
|of the control room and to keep dose rates as low as

possible in the auxiliary building to facilitate emergency
activities, the ventilation systsms were subsequently keptrN

) in operation."
'

i

4
.

i

-
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2) a pathway through the relief valve vent header (see

Figure A-3),
!

3) a possible pathway through the atmospheric relief valves

in the secondary side (discussed in section C2.2 of

Appendix C. See Figure C-1).

It is important to recognize that large amounts of radioactivity
could have escaped through these paths without being detected
by the stripcha'rt monitors. One has to conclude that a constant

proportion between readings of the auxiliary building s,tripchart
monitors and total released radioactivity is unlikely.

In addition to the first assumption about proportionality.

made by the Kemeny Commission Task Group, it was necessary to

make a second assumption in order to convert the actual strip-
| }

chart readings to curies released. The task group had to determine

the proportionality constant, or scale factor. For this purpose,

investigators compared the stripchart readings with the vent

stack monitor at a rime when it finally had come back on scale.

They assumed this ratio applied at earlier times.
'

This is rather a strong assumption to make, since it re-

quires assuming first, that all radioactivity exited through the
vent stack; and second, that it exited by the same mixture of .

internal paths that was dominant when the vent stack monitor -

reading was finally taken. Furthermore, the composition of the

*The mechanical drawings for the auxiliary building indicate that
the relief valve header enters the vent stack far from
the stripchart monitors.

| }

|
. 1
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release would itself have changed over time. The vent stack read-

ings taken at the end of the release would have all been due to low

energy gamma rays from Xenon-133, whereas " harder" gamma rays

would have been present early in the release. Thus, the

attenuation of gamma rays through ducts, pipes and other mat'erials

should have been different at different times.
The one piece of evidence supporting the Kemeny Commission

calibration comes from comparison with a " grab sample" of air

taken around noon on March 31, 1979 from the stack itself.* The

amount of radioactivity measured in that sample was reported to
*

agree with the calibrated stripchart reading within 10%.
However, because no additional information about this potentially

,/'"% .,

1

important measurement is available, it is not possible to make'''

,

an it. dependent assessment of its reliability. Furthermore,

as will be discussed below in Section A3.3, a 1981 reanalysis

,of grab sample data indicates that such measurements fluctuated

in relationship to the stripcharts by a factor of one hundred -

.

**
at different times. Thus, even if the measurement used by.the ;

,

Kemeny Commission staff is accepted exactly as interpreted by
,

them, the measurement only serves to establish that the pathway
\followed by the radiation escaping at that one time (about

noon on March 31) was the same as at the end of the release.

.
'

*Kemeny Commission, (Auxier et al.) " Report of the Task Group Ion Health Physics and Dosimetry," (October 31, 1979), pp. 139-140.

(~N **P.K. Knight, J.T. Robinson, F.J. Slagle, P.M. Garrett, (Technology
"A Review of Population Radiation Exposure atCorporation),( ) Energy

(Report HSAC-26, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Electric 1 ,,

TMI -2"! ''

Research Institute, Palo Alto, August 1981), pp.III-14,15Power b

#'
,

J Ai
,

f
l
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Grab samplo measuromonts can not confirm the calibration for

timos when samplos woro not taken.

In any caso, given the Kumeny Commission assumptions, their

method of analysis produced an estimato that 7.4 million curies

of nobio gases woro rolcased, with the lovel of releano varying in
timo, as indicated in riguro A-4. When this roloaso estimato or

" source term" was used as input to various doso-projecting motoor-
ological models mado availablo by subcontractors to the Commission,

'

the first throo population doso estimates shown in Table A-2 resulted.

( (The throo values dif fer because dif f oront models, or dif ferent model

f paramotors, were unca.f

!

O
I
I
i
:
J

|
,

.

P

e

t
,,

i

*
.

.
n

I |
t |

*It appears that some of the model calculations did not proporly ''

6 account for tho turbulent wako of the reactor building and cool-

G ing towers. Other inconsistencion are discussed in the footnotes
to the Tablo.

'
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| Tigure A-4

Relativo Timo Dependonee of Release Assumed By
3r** Mu11 din:Various Analysts Based on Stripehart Monitors in the Auxil:i
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**See below, Section 3.3.
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Table A-2
Fifty-Mile Whole-Body Population Doses Projected

from an Estimated Noble Gas Release *I

_ Release EstimateMeteorological
Investigator (Millions of

Model Curies) Person-Rem
.

Femeny Commission
Group

.

Subcontractor:

Lawrence Livermore ARAC CodeLaboratory 2.4 b,c276

Oak Ridge AIRDOS-EPA "Laboratory Code I 390

Cak Ridge TVA Code b"Laboratory 970

Miller et al.
(Oak Ridge) AIRDOS-EPA Code II d"

1500
,

Technology for
XODOQ/GASPAR 7-17 3000 - 7000*Energy Corp. Codes

(Knight et al.)

a)
All analysts except for Technology for Energy for Corporation (TEC)
assumed the same time dependence for the release as supplied bythe Kemeny Commission.
because the assn.ed meteorological models differ.The results for all but the TEC data differ
differ because of the larger assumed release. The TEC results
and self-evacuation has not been taken into account. Shielding from buildingsreduce listed doses by 25%. Doing so might

b)
As reported in Kemeny Commission's " Report of the Task Group onHealth Physics arid Dosimetry," October 31, 1979.

c)
See also, Knox et al., Utilization of the Atmospherie Release Advisory

%

Capability (ARAC) Services during and after the Three Mile Island. Accident.
(Report UCRL-52959, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,Livermore CA 1980.)

d)
A report released by Oak Ridge subsequent to the Kem'eny Commission
report indicated this higher population dose figure.> using the same computer code. It was obtained .

'

However, assumptions about the releaseheight were changed.I In the second calculation, it was assumed that
'

i
'

a ground level release was a closer approximation to actual dispersion -
1

'

conditions.
See Charles W. Miller, Sherri J. Cotter, Robert E. Moore,Craig A.

Little, " Estimates of Dose to the Population within Fifty
.

Miles due to Noble Gas Releases from the Three Mile Island Incident "Conference, Knoxville, TNPresented at ANS/ European Nuclear Society Thermal Reactor Safety,

Volume 2, pp. 1336-1343. (April 7-11, 1981.1
e) Enight et al., (Report NSAC-26) p. III-14.

Doses were corrected intheir report for shielding (i.e., they were reported asnot 3000-7000). 2200-5300,
other entries in the table, the correction has been removed.But in order to make the results consistent with the

| k

m
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l
A3.2 Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Miller et al.) |

After the completion of the Kemeny Commission studies,

Miller et al. of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, analysts

who had served either as staff or consultants to the Commission,

repeated the population-dose calculations independently. In this

second study, they retained the earlier assumption of a 2.4 million

curie release of noble gases. They also accepted as their meteor-

ological model the same AIRDOS-EPA computer code they had previously

used. The single substantial change in the input to the model

was the substitution of a ground-level release for the 50-meter

release height assumed in all previous calculations of dispersion. '

As can be seen in Table A-2, the 50-mile person-rem estimate

obtained by a change in this one variable is 3.8 times higher

than that of the identical meteorological model, 1.5 times
.

higher than the TVA model also run by Oak Ridge, and a full 5.4
'

times higher than the estimate obtained by the Livermore Lab- .

oratory model. i.
{i
t'

A3.3 Technology for Energy Corporation (Knight et al.) )
j$At the request of the Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Knight

et al. of the Technology for Energy Corporation reviewed the TMI )
population dose estimates. Their report, published in 1981, con-

tained some new analyses of the data that are of interest. In . f
3

particular, following essentially the same methodology as'the Kemeny {
L

Commission, but making use of 10 grab samples between 3/31 and 4/30 i'

f 6
%|'

to calibrate the stripchart monitors they analyzed, they estimated
N,'

y'
p *P.K. Knight, J.T. Robinson, F.J. Slagle, P.M. Garrett, (Technology g! !

r Energy Corporation), "A Review of Population Radiation ExposureD) 34

at TMI-2" (Report NSAC-26, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Electric - 4hi ,
Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, August 19 81) .

3
it

1

i
] -
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|
a release of 7 to 17 million curies, as opposed to the much lower

value obtained by the Kemeny Commission Task Force. Their popula-

tion dose estimates were correspondingly higher: 3000 - 7000
*

person-rem (before correcting for building shielding) . The
-

fact that grab sample calibration factors showed a hundred-

- fold variation lends strong support to the hypothesis stated -

|

t previously,that the stripchart monitors were not always s'ampling
&

[ the full release.
*

A3.4 Reservations About the Use of In-Plant Release Data andI the Possibility for Independent Release Estimates

1 In examining the methodology and the results obtained

3 by the calculations of the first or source term method, three

reservations must be noted:

A. The two assumptions that were used to derive the release,

estimates--the assumption that the ratio between vent stack re-
:

leases and stripchart. readings is constant over long periods,
j and the assumption that the ratio can be determined en the basis
b
f of delayed vent stack measurements or even ten grab samples -do
- not appear to be tenable.I
f B. Even when calculations begin by accepting one hypothesized

release (2.4 million curies), the results obtained by varying }2

j f the meteorological model or its parameters are too disparate

| (276-1500 person-rem) to place much confidence in any one of the
.

i individual calculations.

i. ..

,X *The values in their report (2270-5300) were quoted after correction

([) for building shielding. (tiee page III-14) . We have cited their
. uncorrected values to allow comparison with the values calculated
- by other groups.

|

'
_

._ _ __ - . - - -.
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C. In the case of the 2.4 million curie release estimate,
every calculation but one produces lower estimates of population
dose than any estimate derived from environmental dose measure-

*

ments (see Table A-4 below) .

Of these three reservations, A, B, and C , the most important
is A, concerning the tenability of assumptions that were used to
derive the release. figures. '

It is possible to relax the assumption that the overall

scale of the release can be reliably calibrated with the grab
samples or delayed vent stack measurements. 2he thermoluminescent

i'

dosimeter (TLD) dose measurements can be used to determine the !

overall scale factor--an approach taken by Woodard and Potter f
i

("'N in their work for General Public Utilities. They used the

relative time dependence shown on the stripcharts as input to a I
ameteorological model, increasing the scale of the release until j

they found agreement with TLD readings close to the plant. 1
I

They obtained 10 million curies in this way, not 2.4 million

curies--a factor of four discrepancy from the Kemeny Commission

estimates, but within the TEC range of 7-17 million. (Had Woodard

and Potter included all of the TLD data regardless of distance, they
would have obtained a much higher estimate than 10 million curies.)

.

*To be precise, the very lowest Kemeny Commission repetition of the -

Ad Hoc Committee's environmental estimate (1000 person-rem)--see gTable A-4--is lower than the very highest (Miller et al.) source yterm estimate of 1500 person-rem.
; t

**K. Woodard, T.E. Potter " Assessment of Noble Gas Releases from g~,J

,

the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident." Presented at the ,

; 5,i American Nuclear Society Meeting, (San Francisco, CA, November 12,' -

1979) This study is not included among studies formally reviewed in },es this appendix because it confined itself to an estimate of release j

() (rather than dosage). The Pickard, Lowe, Garrick Inc. study,
r
*

supervised by Woodard and using the Woodard and Potter method to "
p/a

n
obtain population doses, is discussed in Section A4.4 below. E

.

A
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Clearly, if the approach taken by Woodard and Potter is

accepted, the low population doses (276-1500 person-rem) shown in

Table A-2 should be multiplied by at least a factor of four. I

The factor of four discrepancy in total release obtained by
ithe different analysts does not appear to be explainable by the

choice of stripchart monitors used. (Although Woodard and

Potter did use an average of stripchart monitors rather than the

single monitor used by the Kemeny Commission Consultants, the

difference does not seem to be too great. See Figure A-4 above.)

The discrepancy, however, can be explained in other ways: either

the scale factor used in the Kemeny Commission method was incorrect

for the reasons already discussed, or the TLD readings used by

Woodard and Potter were inaccurate because.the TLDs were in-
correctly calibrated. (This possibility is discussed later.)

In view of this discrepancy and the criticisms made earlier

about the method, it would obviously be helpful to have an

independent way of estimating the total release, a method that

depends neither on stripchart monitors nor TLDs. Andrew Hull

of Brookhaven Laboratory made one such independent estimate
*

using helicopter data. He obtained 2.9 million curies.

However, as will be discussed in Section 4.1, there are many
problems with the helicopter method. Analysis of this data

,
,

requires extrapolating backwards in time to overcome the fact

that the helicopter data is only useful after two days into the
accident. This is such a heroic assumption about the first two days'

[ *) *A.P. Hull, "A Critique of Source Term and Environmental Measure-
'~ / ments at Three Mile Island" (Unpublished Report, Brookhaven

National Laboratory, Upton, New York, no date), Table II. -

b
'

t.

|
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release that Hull's method cannot be considered a reliable

check on other determinations.
In addition to their stripchart analysis, Technology for

Energy Corporation made a new type of estimate of the noble
In this second method, the TEC group attempted*

gas release.

to track the total quantity of noble gases that would have been

carried to the auxiliary building in water released from the main
Since any gases carried to the auxiliary buildingcooling loop. l

|

would have escaped, this method can give an estimate of the total

release from the auxiliary building, provided one knows the quantity

of noble gases in the water. An upper limit on this latter quan-

tity--the concentration of noble gases in liquid--can be obtained
~

by first estimating the percentage of noble gases that left the fuel
and then assuming that all the released noble gases entered the

'
,

water.

To obtain an estimate of the amount of noble gases released k

from the fuel, TEC relied on measurements of the amount of one [
4

namely, Krypton-85, y
particular noble gas found in the containment, S.'

Jiwhich had the advantage of being long-lived enough for reliable 7.
V

Because the' fraction of short-lived noblemeasurements to be made. $
4

gases released from the fuel at the time of the accident was 9:

probably the same as the fraction of Krypton-85 released, infor-
mation about Krypton-85 could be used to estimate how much y

3
Xenon-133 and other short-lived gases were released. 5- 1

In this way, TEC estimated that no more than 29.6 million {'
-b

curies could have been released from the auxiliary building.
5

3 * Knight et al., op, cit, Chapter IV.

.
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! ) |V TEC was also able to put a lower limit on the release (5.5

|<

million curies). Thus, their analysis indicates a range of 5.5 [
g, '.*

million to 29.6 million curies, (a range, incidentally, which .
,

i

tends to contradict the low estimates obtained by the Kemeny j
'

Commission Task Group and by Andrew Hull). Note that the TEC

method only provides information about releases from the aux- f
iliary building. It does not account for any release from other ,

pathways such as an escape from the containment building itself h
L;

during a hypothetical failure of isolation. j

In the course of this review it was found that, in principle,

data on Krypton-85 could be us in a different way to provide

an estimate of the total noble gas release that would not require

1

| any assumptions about release pathways. This method, described

p)( and developed in Appendix B, is proposed as a project for further

research. It is based on information that did not become avail-
able until the venting of the residual Krypton-85 gas in June of

1980, many months after the principal reports on the TMI accident

had been completed.

Briefly, the method is based on the recognition that the

percentage of Krypton-85 released from the reactor can be deter-

mined by an accurate accounting process. The initial inventory |
| |

in the core must be accounted for in four ways: as residual gas

in the fuel rods; as gas that escaped in the original accident; as

gas that leaked out between the original accident and June 1980;

or as the gas that was released during the deliberate venting.
|Because the amount of Krypton-85 released during the venting

O was actually measured, the magnitude of the last component is known.g,

* Knight et al., og. cit., p. IV-9.
_

!
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The fraction of radioactivity estimated to have been retained in

the fuel can be taken from published estimates based on radio-

cesium accounting. '{It is certain that more Krypton-85 would have

.,left the fuel than cesium.) If all of the missing Krypton-85

- is presume'd to have been lost during the initial accident, it is

possible to obtain a figure for the fractional amount of Krypton-85
that escaped from the reactor at that time. Assuming that the

release' percentage was similar for all noble gases, knowledge of

the Krypton-85 release percentage gives .the percentage for

Xenon-133.

| It would be useful to perform the implied calculations in

() time for the dosimetry workshop, as proposed in the main report.

A3.5 Summary of Noble Gas Release Estimates

A summary of the various noble gas release estimates that

have been made to date for the TMI accident is shown in Table A-3.

Included in the Table is a reassessment of the Woodard and Potter
method that averages as many of the TLD data points as possible

rather than averaging only the restr'icted set they chose.
'

Although the authors did not present a calculation of this type,

the appropriate scaling factor of 3 can be taken from another

paper, as discussed in Section A4.2.1.
It will be seen that the range of estimates in Table A-3

is very wide, varying from 2.4 to 35 million curies.

Note that the largest release estimate given in the table,

() because it is based on environmental monitors, could include con-

tributions from very short-lived radioisotopes that may have been

+L
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Table A-3
1

Estimates of the Amount of Noble Cases Released Durina the TPt! Accident

Estimate
(Flillions of Curies) Analyst

Me t ho_d_ '

2.4 Kemeny Commission Delayed calibration of
Task Groupa) distant stripchart re-

corders against vent
stack monitor.

10 Woodard and Potterb) Calibration of strip-
(Pickard Lowe and chart recorder using
Carrick, Inc.) nearby TLD detectors.

2.9 Andrew.HullCI Extrapolation backward in
time using delayed heli-
copter data.

7-17 Technology for Energy Similar to Kemen'y Commis-Corporationd) sion, but based on 10
grab samples for calibra-
tion.

'

5.5-30 Technology fpr Energy Based on tracking noble
Corporation'3 gases in cooling water to

auxiliary building.

'(35?) Reassessment of/~N Calibration of stripchart
' Woodard & Potter data recorders using an average( made for this reviewf) of TLD data points nearN__

and far.

? Proposed Project Method proposed in Appendix
B: Determination of per-
centage of long-lived
Krypton-85 combined with
assumption that the per-
centages for other noble
gases were the same.

a) Kemeny Commission (Auxier et al. ) " Report of the Task Group on Health
Physics and Dosimetry " (October 31, 1979).

,

b) K. Woodard, T.E. Potter " Assessment of Noble Gas Releases from the Three
Mile Island Unit 2 Accident." Presented at the American Nuclear Society
Meeting (San Francisco, CA, Novembe.r 12, 1979).

c) A.P. Hull, "A Critique of Source Term and Environmental Measurement at
Three Mile Island" (Unpublished Report, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York, no date), Table II.

d) P.K. Knight, J.T. Robinson, F.J. Slagle, P.M. Garrett, (Technology Energy ''

Corporation), "A Review of Population Radiation Exposure at TMI-2"
(Report NSAC-26, Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Electric Power Research
Institute, Palo Alto, August 1981) p. III-14,15.

e) Ibid, p.IV-9.

f) (Reassessment made for this study by multiplying 10 million curies
by a factor of 3h.) The original method used by Woodard & Potter
is based solely on nearby TLD detectors. Should more distant TLDs
be included in a weighted average, it appears that their original I

I/''T estimate would increase by a factor of 3 based on analysis appear-ing in another paper. (See the discussion in Section 4.2.1 about( ) the inclusion or exclusion of distant TLD readings.) {
'

I
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released during the first two hours. Releases of this type |

|

through the vent stack can be ruled out because the vent stack

monitor remained on scale for about the first four hours. Al-

though no pathway other than the vent stack is known to have

been open during the first two hours, ignorance of a pathway

is not equivalent to knowledge that no such pathway actually

existed.

And although computer simulations of the accident suggest
e

that core damage did not begin until late into the second hour,

the simulations are too complex to allow an independent assessment

to be made of the uncertainty that should be attached to their

predictions. Fortunately, any releases during this early period
'

would probably have registered on some TLDs,''given the direction
'

-

e**
of.the wind. In fact, it is possible that the relatively ,

high TLD readings found in the south / southwesterly directions I
t

can be explained by an early release of short-lived noble gases. f
f
.u

1
*C.M. Allison, T.M. Howe, G.P. Marino, " Initial SCDAP Predictions T'

Niof the TMI-2 Event" (Report EGG-M-21682, preprint of a paper for 4the 10th Water Reactor Safety Research Information Meeting, @EG&G Idaho, Idaho Falls, October 1982); see also 4
K.H. Ardron, D.G. Cain, "TMI-2 Accident: Core Heat-Up Analysis" J ::.
(Report NSAC-24, Electric Power Research Institute, Nuclear Safety 1 %
Analysis Center, Palo Alto, CA, January 1981); and, see also, {

IF. Tanabe, K. Yoshida, K. Matsumoto and T. Shimooke, " Post- 4;'

Facta Analysis of the THI Accident (I): Analysis of Thermal I
Hydraulic Behavior by Use of RELAP4/ MOD 6/U4/J2," Nuclear Engineer-
ing and Design, 69, pp 3-6, (1982).

3** Wind directions for 28 March are shown in Figure C-4 in Appendix C.
x
3g%

.

5-
F

.
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(V>
A4.0 Estimates Derived from Environmental Monitoring Data

The second method used to estimate whole-body doses at TMI

involved analysis of environmental dose data, taken either from

cumulative TLD readings or from instantaneous geiger counter
readings. A summary of the numerical results obtained by six

groups of analysts who used these data to derive whole-body popu-
lation doses is given in Table A-4. For convenience, a brief

indication of the limitations. associated with each calculation is
also listed there. These limitations are discussed in detail
in Cections A4.1 to A4.5.

A4.1 Department of Energy (Hull)
.

A consultant for the Department of Energy, Andrew Hull of
"

Brookhaven Laboratory, took as base data insta'ntaneous geiger
'~

counter measurements made by the Department of Energy from a
helicopter. Hull interpolated between the helicopter dose read-

ings, or extrapolated from them, using a " power law" method
* **

beyond 10 miles. '

Although the Department of Energy helicopter was able to
[ collect considerable data, the analysis of the data is inherently
f difficult to perform and suffers from a number of unavoidable
t

- weaknesses. First, the bulk of the measurements were not started
'

until two days after the accident, necessitating an extrapolation '

backwards to " pre-helicopter" time.

*The DOE findings are reported in Appendix A of the Ad Hoc Population
Dose Assessment Group, Population Dose and Health Impact of the
Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, A preliminaryassessment for the period March 28 through April 7, 1979. (May 1979).

['/) **A.P. Hull, " Estimate of External Whole Body Radiation Exposure to|

x_ 4 the Population Around Three Mile Island (TMI) Nuclear Station."
([BrookhavenNationalLaboratory, Upton,NewYork,notdated]

| 9

5

1
,
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TABLE A-4

Fif ty-Mile Whole *ody Population Dose Estimates obtained by

Interpolation and Extrapolations of Environmental Data e

Limitations of MethodologyPerson-RemInvestigator
Helicopter missed releases in

Department of Energy (stull)*I 2,000 first few days: May have missed
(Based on Geiger Counter Iteadings) center of plume on other

occasions.
Ad Hoc nose Assessment Group )b

(Based on TLD Readings) S,300 ' Holes"*in T12CI
I coverage limited

di
II 3,300 data points-

available
2,000*I for interpolation IIII and

IV 1,600 extrapolation. [EI
m
I

~

9I Asseines that the timeMeteorological V-a 2,600
hl it d*Pendence of release *

Interpolation V-b 1 400 , (12,000 8 is uniform.

iI L000 - 4600 same limitations as pathods I-IV
Eemeny Comunission Task Group of Ad Hoc Group.

(Itepeat of Ad Hoc Group's Methode I-IV)
3,500, (12,000PII) Assumes that the relative timePickard love and Garrick,Inc., (Woodard)II dependence of the release can

(Meteorological interpolation of TLDs) be taken f rom striochartstonitors.

N 16,200 Assumes that meteorology was
Takeshi (Interpolation of late the same between two time periods

TLD readings backwards in time) when, in fact, it was not.
,

63,000 Same limitations as in TakeshiRepford (Interpolation of late "I method.
TLD readings backwards in time)

These estimates apparently do not take building shielding , self-evacuation or doses beyond 50 miles
For the phrposes of this review, it is assumed that these effects cancel each other out.into account.

MINWhEh t..r,,a
, , ;, ,
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I

i
I Footnotes
t
~

Table A-4

I *IAs reported in Appendix A of reference cited in footnote b).

b)Ad Hoc Population Dose Asseasment Group, (Battist et. al.) I
g " Population Dose and Health Impect of the Accident at the
g Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. A preliminary assessment
- for the period March 28 through April 7, 1979," May 10, 1979.
|
1 'IExtrapolation / interpolation based on all Mstropolitan Edison
) and NRC TLDs.

d' Extrapolation / interpolation based on Metropolitan Edison TLDs
t only.

'I Extrapolation / interpolation based on all Metropolitan Edison
and NRC TLDs located within 8 miles.

i
.

II Extrapolation / interpolation based on Metropolitan Edison TLDs
within 8 miles.

II This is the value given in the Ad Hoc Group's Report, using
, meteorological interpolation, as opposed to the value given
f in the subsequent paper published in Health Physics. The
t analysis was based on Metropolitan Edison TLDs. The number
4 of detectors included was not specified in the analysis.
{ h)Value given in Health Physics paper. W. Pasciak, E. Branagan,
1 Jr., T.J. Congel, and J. Faircobent, "A method for calculatingj doses to the population from XE 133 releases during the Three

Mile Island accident," Health Physics $ 457-465 (l*B1) .
AI
This is the value that would result from including three
additional Metropolitan Edison TLDs in the analysis. This
value is not explicitly stated in the Health Physics paper, but
derived for this review using information given by the authors.

$I This is essentially a check of the Ad Hoc Dose Assessment
Group's work. Report of the Task Group on Health Physics.

: and Dosimetry, Tables B1 and 84, and p. 133. '

f I Pickard, Iowe and Garrick, Inc. Assessment of Offsite Radiation
Doses from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident, (Repor W W I-*

g 116, Revision 0, 1979) pp. 4-17.

II Distant TLDs were not used in this calculation. Had they been,
the calculated value would have exceeded 3500 person-rem. The-

; 12,000 figure has been derived for this review in analogy with
the estimate given under method V-b. e-

"I Seo Takeshi, " Excerpts from the author's review published in
Nuclear Engineering [ Japanese review] , Vol 26, No.3" (un-
published mimeographed notes, Kyoto University Nuclear Reactor
Laboratory, Kyoto, Japan, no date).

"I chauncey Repford, " Testimony before the NRC Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board, August 20, 1979, in the matter of
Public Service Electric and Gas Co., Salem Generating Station
Unit 81," Docket 850-272 (1979).

4>
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A second weakness in the DOE measurements derives from the

fact that unlike the TLD readings, these measurements were

instantaneous. Thus, the helicopter may have missed the center

of the plume, thereby underestimating overall dose,during some

of its forays. One indication that this indeed occurred comes

from assessing their report on the behavior of doses beyond 10
.

miles. DOE reported that doses fell off exponentially with -

distance, a result that would be very hard to explain based on

meteorological dispersion theory, but a result that would be

easy to explain by assuming that it became increasingly' difficult
to find the plume centerline as the helicopter moved farther away ',.

from the plaist. Should a more theoretically consistent " power

law" extrapolation formula be used beyond 10 miles, the total I,

O' a
-

cumulative population dose predicted by this method would increase-- i

i

perhaps by a factor of three, i.e., an increase from 2000 person- 1

5
rem to 6000 person-rem. 4

s

A third weakness in the DOE measurements is the fact

that the helicopter team apparently did not measure the vertical S
Jr

distribution of radioactivity in the plume, but measured only along {.

hits own flight path, at heights ranging from 500 to 1000 feet. Al-

though it would be possible to.use a meteorological model to convert
kthe 500-1000 feet data to ground level data, this was not done
E

in the analysis of the DOE data. Instead, it was assumed that y
w |

doses at ground level were identical to those' measured above

ground. This simplification probably leads to an underestimate T
* ~

of doses (See Section A3.2). However, not all problems with .

|

the DOE analysis tend to produce underestimates of the population
4 .

dose. The following problems tend to cause overestimates, as +3L,

- - - .
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*\-) indicated by Hull :

1) Uncalibrated geiger counter data,

which Hull believes tended to cause overesti-
mates by a f actor of two.

.

2) The assumption that plume centerline data

measurements reflected doses over an entire

22.5 degree sector, which might cause an over-

estimate by a factor of two to three.

It should be noted that the three weaknesses stated above
apply not only to the DOE population dose estimates'but also to

the 2.9 million curie noble gas release estimate made by Hull**

and mentioned earlier in Section A3.4.

{N A4.2 Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Group (Battist et al.)

After the accident, representatives from the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, and

The Department of Health, Education,and Welfare formed a group
to assess the doses resulting from the release. This "Ad Hoc
Dose Assessment group" (Battist et al.) relied on TLD dose
readings and a variety of spatial interpolation methods, including

. ***
meteorological interpolation. The problem with an approach,

t

based on TLD readings (as their first four calculations are)
.

*Ad Hoc Population Dose Assessment Group, p.A-4.

**A.P. Hull, "A Critique of Source Term and Environmental Measure-
ment at Three Mile Island" (Unpublished Report, Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Upton, New York, no date), Table II.

~
***Ad Hoc Population Dose Assessment Group, " Population Dose and

(s_N) Station, a Preliminary Assessment for the Period March 28
Health Impact of the Accident at the Three Mile Island Nuclear

through April 7, 1979 (May 10, 1979)."

|

m .

..
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is that the angular detection range of the set of 20 Metropolitan

Edison TLD monitoring stations by no means equals 360 degrees.

As can be seien in Figure A-5, under certain stable atmospheric
*

conditions, the angular sensitivity of detectors is very narrow.
The average angle between Metropolitan Edison detectors would be

so that a wind vector passing midway between the angular18 ,

positions of two detectors would lie, on average, then, half of 18
Inspection of Figure A-5 shows that a TLD 9or 9 , from a TLD.

away from a wind vector--especially one of the distant! TLDs

located beyond 1000 meters--would losc.a great deal of its sen-
'

sitivity.

Because there were only 20 TLD locations, it is therefore
,

*

obvious that there must have been " holes" or " windows" in the 4
;

These holes can only be disregarded if the windTLD perimeter.
.'

were not blowing through them. (Wind directions corresponding t

to the first 48 hours are shown in maps in Appendix C (Figures [
2

C-4 to C-7 ) . As a result, it must be understood that the Ad Hoc $

3Group's first four population dose estimates can only be lower
limits that exclude contributions to the total population dose

..

j.
from undetected radioactivity. h

I
I

* Charles D. Thomas, Jr., James E. Cline, and Paul G. Vollieque
(Science Applications Inc. ) . " Evaluation of an Environs Exposure

-

(Report i
Rate Monitoring System for Post-Accident Assessment" 4
AIF/NESP-023, Atomic Industrial Forum Inc., National Environ-Rockville, Maryland, December, 1981), ?,

mental Studies Project, i
p. 2-7. See also,

" Assessment of X-Ray exposures Due to FiniteO Lahti et al,

O Plumes," Health Physics 41, 319-340 (1981). < *"

1
. -

! 1
|
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G)
Figure A-5. (Adapted from Thomas et al. Report AIF/NESP-023)

Angular Variation in Measurement of Xenon-133 Dose for

Three Distances Under One Set of Weather conditions *

_ Ground Level Release

Distance e 250 meters
10*2 - of D 500 meters
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A standard and generalized disclaimer to the methodology

was noted in the Report of the Ad Hoc Assessment Group:
. .it is evident that any approach to

assessing the collective dose depends strongly.

on a relatively small number of measurements.
No amount of sophisticated analysis can change
this fundamental limitation. )

However, the authors go on to sof ten this unequivocal statement:
On the other_ hand', it is also clear that the
data do allow reasonable estimates of the col-
lective dose to be made.*

be found in the
, A basis for this optimistic remark cannot

nor is a definition given for " reasonable estimate."
report,

This unexplained optimism about the adequacy of the limited
f-s

data available should be kept in mind when assessing the re-
> '-

liability of the first four dose estimates derived by the Ad!

Hoc Group, all o'f which are based on interpolation and extrapo-

lation from a small number of data points to more than 100
Rather than paraphrase a description of their

grid points. ,

,

!

*Ad Hoc Population Dose Assessment Group, og,. cit., p. 41

O
|
1

' f
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method,
a quotation is provided directly from their report:

measurements for each period is to estimate the dosesThe first step in estimating doses based on the TLDat each location on the standard grid.
accomplished by an interpolation which was eq. asThis w
to plotting the measured doses for each sectoruivalent
logarithmic coordinate graph paper and joining theon a-
measured values by straight line segments.

for the grid was taken as the dose at that distansection of each line segment with a standard distanc
The inter-

e
In instances where the net ce.
was not greater than zero, dose calculated for a location

In such cases, this method could not beused.

to estimate the dose at standard distanceslinear interpolation was used
* .

or within the innermost dosimeter were estimated byDoses at distances beyond the outermost dosim te er
extrapolation using the assumption that the dispersiin a sector is proportional to distance to the('^s onpower.

(-1.5)'m
.

.

in which no measurements were made were estimat d b. Doses for the standard distances in sectors
i .

i

interpolating linearly between dose values of the y;

adjacent sectors for which measured data were avail bl1 e
.

a e.The (four)
estimates derived by the Ad Hoc Group using thisI

interpolation / extrapolation method differ only i
n the choice

of TLDs to be included in the analyses.
(At the time of the

accident, Metropolitan Edison had TLDs' deployed at twe t
r '

f
n y- sites

at various distances from the reactor. On March 31, NRC placedI
TLDs at 37 additional locations.)i

The Ad Hoc Dose Assessment
,

! k
Group used various subsets of these dosimeters{

as described below:s

{ *Ad Hoc Population Dose Assessment Group, ogcit.,p. 35
.

l
'

i
I
_
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Four approaches were used in estimating the total
collective dose for the period March 27-April 7. Each !

utilizes data from the Metropolitan Edison TLD stations
for the~ period March 28 through March 31, since there
were no NRC TLD's in place before March 31.

For the first calculational approach, all Metro-
politan Edison data for the period March 28-March 31 ;

were used for estimating the collective dose for the
periods March 28-29 and March 29-31 (3200 person-rem).
The HRC data, which are all from offsite locations,
provided the data for the periods from April 1 through
April 7 . . A strength of this method is that it.

utilizes the maximum possible number of individual
observations and therefore would be expected to be
least dependent on any one of them. Since the NRC
locations are nearly all offsite, they provide better
general coverage of the populated areas surrounding

'

-

the plant. However, there are limitations to using
this method. For example, a positive net measurement
may easily represent nothing more than a low estimate

[ of the background for that location. If the location
N is distant from the facility and is the only measure-

ment in the sector, it can contribute to a significant
overestimate in the collective dose. Another limitation
of this method lies in the uncertainty of the back-
ground values for the NRC locations. As indicated
previously, these background values are believed to be
low. The continuing rise in the collective dose in ,

'
later periods, when there is no reason to expect any
significant contribution from the facility, confirms .

this expectation. The collective dose through April 7 :
using this metholology is 5300 person-rem and is }
believed to be a high estimate for the reasons given. !,

-

The second approach is based on the Metropolitan ["

Edison TLD data only. This approach has the advantage
of using a consistent set of data with the same dosimeter P.

type and locations throughout the period. The background i
values are reasonably well known by experience for these [
stations. A disadvantage to this approach is that J
there are only 20 dosimeters, so that three sectors :
(NE, ESE, W) have no measurements at all and seven t
(NNE, SSE, SW, WSW, WNW, NW) have only one. . The j.

|
total collective dose through April 6 using this ;

approach is 3300 person-rem. April 6 becomes the cutoff 3
'spoint in this method because of the 3-day dosimeter

cycle under which the Metropolitan Edison TLDs were $

[ deployed and read out. ?|
4R
* '

,

' N
,

1 j| -

1<
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A third approach is based on a subset of the

dosimeters used in the first method. Those locations
outside 8 miles were dropped from the analysis, elim-
inating 5 Metropolitan Edison and 7 NRC stations.
This has the advantage of minimizing the effect of
exposure uncertainties at those locations which are
least likely to have been exposed to radioactive material
from the facility. The disadvantage is that a signifi-
cant dose at a distance greater than 8 miles in a direc-
tion where there are other dosimeters nearer to the -

facility will be missed completely. Note that this
substantially reduces both the March 28-31 Metropolitan
Edison dosimeter contribution to the collective dose
and the contribution from the first day of NRC observa-
tions. The total collective dose through April 7 using
this approach is 2800 person-rem.

The fourth approach is based on using those
Metropolitan Edison TLD data from locations that
are not more than 8 miles from the facility. Again
the method has the advantage of a consistent base of
data for the entire period and the disadvantage of
making a small data base even smaller. The effect,

of eliminating the distant stations is to reduce the
| collective dose calculated for the period. Using
| approach four, the

is 1600 person-rem.gollective dose through April 6,

,

.

A4.2.1 Pasciak et al..

The fifth and final approach taken by the Ad Hoc Group to.

{ estimate population doses involved a clever use of meteorological
f interpolation and extrapolation. A brief account of this work was

'

included in the Ad Hoc Group's report. A revised and more carefully
a

$ detailed version was subsequently published by Pasciak et. al; in
a **j Health Physics. The Health Physics version is discussed here.

In this method, it was assumed, though not clearly brought -

to the attention of the reader, that the release rate (in curiese

.

I
t
?

! *Ad Hoc Populatipn Dose Assessment Group, op. cit., pp. 37-41.
.

0 {2
**W.E. Pasciak, E. Branagan, Jr., F.J. Congel & J. Faircobent-

"A method for calculating doses to the population from Xe-133
,

releases during the Three Mile Island accident," Health Physics
2

40, 457-465 (1981).

m
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per second) was constant over time periods for which TLD data
1

was available, e.g., constant over the 28 hour period from 4 a.m.,

March 28 to 8 a.m., March 29, when one batch of TLDs was

collected, and constant over the 44 hour period from 8 a.m' . , March

29 to 4 a.m., March 31, when a second batch was collected. Such

an approach was necessary because of the cumulative nature of

TLD readings. To be " read," TLDs are first brought back from

the field to a laboratory for assessment. Only the total amount

of radiation dose accumulated prior to the laboratory reading is

obtained, not any information about the time dependence of the dose.
."The obvious.way-to treat the time dependence of the release,

in the absence of any other information, is to assume the release

was constant between readings. Although it is perhaps " obvious,"

such an assumption seems questionable given the pulsed nature of |
|

the radioactivity recorded on the stripchart monitors discussed ,

previously. Nevertheless, having made this constant release
'

assumption, which is equivalent to " ironing out" any pulses of

radioactivity, it was possible'to work backwards from the TLD
hreadings to obtain an estimate of doses accumulated at every ;
#

other location during the same time period.
.:.

The analysis is quite technical, and readers without a technical .{-

background may find themselves lost in parts of the following f
discussion. The approach taken is similar to the meteorological f

+
interpolation method depicted in Figure Al-c, in which actual ,y

*

dose measurements are used to infer a curie release estimate. ) h
t-

The authors did not actually give the release information in curies, f j,-
8 a

but in other units proportional to curies. Therefore, in order f,

to compare their results with results from other studies, it k
i j

-- -. - - - _ - _ .
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s.J was necessary to convert their value for this review. A low value

of either .64 million curies or 2.2 million curies was obtained, de-

pending upon whether or not three distant TLDs are excluded from, cr
* **included in, the analysis. '

This low curie range is surprising
given corresponding population dose estimates obtained from the same

data, which are at least eight times higher than the population

doses projected by meteorological models for a 0.64 to 2.2 million^

curie release.ese

Although the curie-conversion calculations performed for this

review are quite crude--and therefore not reliable enough to be

included in Table A3 above--the low results do suggest an inconsis-
tency, unless Pasciak et al. has been misinterpreted. Of partic-

ular concern is the fact that Woodard and Potter obtained a ten
million curie release figure using a method that should have('')

\- /
* Assumes all the release was in the form of Xenon 133 and ignoresfinite cloud corrections.

**The authors of this paper determined a quantity, K which is
proportional to the number of curies released, Q: 2

K=QxDF, where DF
is a dose conversion factor which depends on the average gammadisintegration energy.
disintegration when K is measured in Rads -m3/sec.DF=0 25 Eg, where Eg has units of MeV per[) lade,
Meteorology and Atomic Energy, 1968, eq 7.35a, p.3393 Since Eg
varies by more than an order of magnitude between the short-
lived isotopes, Kr 85m, 88, Xe 135 and the relatively long-lived
Xel33, the value of Eg is time dependent, ranging between .088 and
.22 Mev over the period of 6 hours after shutdown to one day
(Average gamma energy values for Eg are, .081, .160, .246, and
1.740 Mev for Xel33, Kr 85m, Xel35, and Kr 88 respectively.[ Radiological Health Handbook, U.S. H.E.W. ,

34, and 68 million curies, re]spectively, have been
1970. Initial inven-tories of 170, 24,

taken from the Reactor Safety Study, (US Nuclear Reg. Commission 1975,WASH-1400).

To make the calculation consistent with the assumptions usedin the paper by Pasciak et.
the entire release is Xenon 133.al., it appears necessary to assume thatThus, Q=K/ (0.25 x .088). Y
values given in the paper were 14,000 using the educed set of
TLDs and 49,000 using the larger set of TLDs.

***For instance, the 2.2 million curie release estimate stated abovegw corresponds to 12,000 person-rem (see Table A- 4 ). Yet as indicated, g previously in Table A-2, a similar release (2.4 million curies)k'
was found in other studies to produce a population dose at least
eight times lower (i.e. , less than 1500 person-rem).

|
*

m .
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given equivalent results. (Their work is discussed earlier

in Section A3.3.) It seems imperative to repeat the meteorological

interpolation / extrapolation calculation of PLsciak et al using
a more sophisticated meteorological model than originally used.

In their analysis, the authors of the Health Physics paper

concentrated on population doses, not release estimates.

Even there, however, discrepancies are obvious upon inspection
'

of their results. In particular, the quality of the fit to the TLD

data was poor, as can be seen from Table A-5, which has been

reprinted from their article. The column labelled K, aside f
5

from a scale factor, gives the ratio of TLD doses measured to TLD
i

doses projected by the authors' model. If the methcdology ;

Os
.

chosen were completely valid and self-consistent, each entry in j
s-

the column would be similar. Instead, there is an enormous f,

a
variation, even when the highest values are eliminated--a 3

?.

variation that suggests that either the quality of the TLD

data was very poor or that more is going on there than can be v
3

captured by a constant release model. p

k
In the Health Physics paper, a value of 3400 person-rem

was calculated based on a subset of the complete Metropolitan f
Edison TLD data. Five data points located beyond eight miles

were dropped on the grounds that the readings were so low that .f
a

the uncertainty in the measurements prevented them from being g
reliable. Yet, the net readings for the excluded data points j -

~

(gross reading minus background) were comparable to some net
'

;

i ei e 1**i 1o 11 ** * >< i ** 11 1 - ** -
;

|O t-!
,

,
d <

I ,

|
.

!
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Table A-5

(Reprinted from Health Physics, 4,_0,, 461, 1981).0

W. PASCIAK ct al.

Table i. Proportionalit? constant "K" devised frcm dosimetr7 and meteorological date
for two rrtease tintes

: first ites perted

Statten 1/28 (4 e a 1 to 3/29 (e e.e ) Second Stee perted
t

, Meteorelegical 1/29 (e e o ) to 3/11 ('4 a e i
Meteorelegical

~

4 Dese," dispersten.** .Et Dese,* dispersten.** . Et

.

.A sec/es 1088-e /s,c en seg/es
s

10sg..s/geg
a

152 83.0 3. N 5 2. 8 19.7 2.08-S 0.98Ic1 7. 8 8.61-7 9.1 2.9 1.2t-6 2.4'-

I 252 31.5 2.St 6 13. 12.2 1. 71 6 1.9-

452 21.1 1.68-6 13. 124, 2. H 5 4.14A1 , 6. 4 3.M 7 21, 34.0 1.68 5 2.1
"

i 4G1 1. 3 4.5f-9 290. 0.9 1.71 7 5.3, 552 17.6 3.0t 6 6. 9, 49.0 4.61 6 1.1) SA1 4. 7 6.01 7 7. 8 8. 0 1.7t 5 0.47
'

FFI 4.4 0.
h 7. 5 1. 71 5 0.44

**

6 7G1 4.2 9. -* 7.1 1.71 5 0.42o
SC1 2. 5 1.61 7 16. 0.7 2.9t 7 2.4,;

-

952 11.0 3.01 6 3.50 0.7 1.78-7 4.1!'
9G1 4.5 9.01 9 500. 10.5 1.91 6 5. S| 2001 24.8 1.1t 6 23. 25.0 3.6t 6 1.67 1081 28.8 1.18 6 26. 1.0 2.at-7 4.2: l

1111 201.0 2.01 5 10. 14.8 6.5f 4 2.1till 5. 6 2.6t 6 2.2 107.0 1.2E 4 0.891452 118.0 3.01-5 3.9 9.2 3.61-6 2. b1452 135 1.01 6 4.5 48.7 4.0t*5 1.215G1 3. 0 7.08-6 0.43 1.6 4.M 8 27.1651 1020.0 4.08 5 26. 83.3 4.St 5 1. 716Al 441.0 2. N-5 22. 45.0 1.9t S 2.416Al 896 2.0t-5 45. -- == ..

"Deses are based en 7LO readtegs for the indicated statten.
corrected for Dackground redtatten. Deses have Deen

"wtee,.i. icai despersi.n e.i.es (i.e., i/5) are mated on reas stee teere-ieSicai sata a.ersees ..or the indicated time port.d.
data were ottained at the entite esteerelegical tower. Th. eese.r.iestcai

1The propeettenality tenstant *E" is attained by dieldin8 the dose at a
-

meteerelatical dispersten facter it.e., s/Q).particular stallen for the appropriate tieg perted by the corresponding

|

.

8
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\' # exclusion of the distant data points was an inconsistent procedure.

A more complete analysis would have kept all data points,

but used a statistical fitting routine (such as a Chi square

regression technique) that can explicitly weight data points
*

according to their certainty. In this way, all data points,

whether located within or beyond 8 miles, would have been treated

on an equal footing. (such an analysis should be carried out

in a more comprehensive dosimetry study.)

Although the authors did not explicitl; indicate the

population dose that would have been calculated had a larger

set of TLDs been kept in their analysis, they did present enough

intermediate information to allow a determination of this quantity

to be made by readers of their paper. Working from their results,

it appears that a 3 -fold increase in population dose would

(s,/ result, i.e., 12,000 person-rem, should three more data points
** #

be included.
-

This procedure still leaves two TLDs out of the analysis. ,

' s
The remaining two data points could not be included in their

.
:

analysis because the readings were anomalous. No wind direction (
,

readings were recorded for the angular sectors containing those .;

*fTLDs even though a net reading on the TLDs was recorded. Thus, -

the corresponding K-value entries in Table A-5 (those indicated f.
with dashes) are actually infinite because they have a zero h

,

t
*To do so, an estimate of the uncertainty in the background ('
readings would have to be determined. The necessary estimate i
could be obtained from analyzing the year-to-year fluctuation in &
readings recorded by Metropolitan Edison over a multi-year period. ef.

'E
1**Although population doses were not presented for both cases,

values for the intermediate parameter, "K," were. As indicated
on pp. 460 and 461 R turned out to bg 14x103 rads-m3/sec when p,

3 5-the five TLDs were excluded and 49x103 rads-m /sec when only
*'

f''N two TLDs were excluded. Since I is proportional to population -

( ,) dose, the ratio of the two R values is the same as the ratio of #6
population dose for the two cases. jp

:s
,

. _ .

. . . . _ _
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! O
divisor. There are at least two explanations for these apparently
anomalous readings:

1. The actual dose may have been zero, but the background
underestimated. (This is apparently the explanation favored by
the authors. Note that this possibility could be handled without

excluding data points, using the statistical fitting technique
mentioned earlier.) ,

2. The readings may have been real, but the wind direction

readings at the TMI meteorological station may have been in-
correct. That is, the wind may really have blown in the relevant

, directions for some portion of the measurement period, but not
1

when wind direction was actually recorded by the. recording in-
f)\(_, ,struments. (The fact that the amount of radiciodine found in

milk is also anomalousy high for at least one of these directions

suggests that the wind-wandering hypothesis is quite possible.)
Examination of a wider set of wind data from the area, some of

which were recorded at shorter intervals (or even instantaneously)
may help in resolving this anomaly.

In addition to the problems mentioned so far, the paper by
Pasciak et al. seems vulnerable in three additional respects:
TLD calibrations, background subtraction and meteorological-
modelling.

A. Calibration. It appears that the authors assumed that
the release consisted solely of Xenon-133. Contributions to the
dose from more energetic gamma rays coming from other radio-

I
isotopes were not included in converting TLD readings to dose.

.

. . - - - - - _ . . , . - - - . - .
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This assumption would be of no significance if the TLDs responded

" linearly" with gamma ray energy. However, the TLD detectors

apparently respond non-linearly, requiring that attention be

paid to the mix of gamma ray energies. I

B. Background Subtraction. Background data was obtained

from readings accumulated the previous year. One subcontractor

for this review was worried ,that the readings may have been

anomalously high in that year because of the contribution from

a Chinese weapons test. If this were the case, doses would have

been underestimated. Averaging several years' readings before

the accident 'ould tend to reduce this problem.w

C. Technical Considerations about Meteorological Modelling.

1. A " semi-infinite cloud" approximation was used in-

stead of taking into account the finite size of the actual plume.

2. i ground-level release was apparently assumed rather

than a release from the 160-foot vent stack. (Note that changing

the assumed release height has a very complex effect on meteor-

ological interpolation methods.)

3. It is not clear how the reactor building turbulent

wake was assumed to broaden the plume. Neither was it clear
I

whether the cooling towers' wakes were taken into account for

wind directions in which the plume would be affected by the

towers.

Preliminary review of these modeling assumptions suggests )-
a

that accounting for all of these effects would tend to increase 1

(''% ,

( ,) the population dose estimates. ; ,

i

,

j
Perhaps the most serious limitation of this meteorological

.

,

' e
,

|
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interpolation method as developed by Pasciak et al. has been

mentioned earlier, i.e., the assumption that the release was

constant during periods when doses were being accumulated cn TLD

cartridges. From examining the data contained in 'the Health

Physics paper, it would appear that this restrictive assumption

could have been partially relaxed. There were sufficient TLDs

available to allow division of each of the two measurement periods

into several time intervals with corresponding (unknown) release

rates. In this way, (rough) information about the time

dependence of the release could have been extracted from the data.

That there is more information in the data than has so far been

exploited can be seen,by examining the variation in ratios
between measured and projected TLD readings shown previously in-

\ Table A-4. As has been mentioned earlier, these ratios fluctuate

enormously. A variation in release rate during each measurement

period might explain these ratio fluctuations as well as explain

the apparent anomalies in the TLD measurements that were removed

from the data set. (An' analysis of this sort should be carried

out in a complete dosimetry study.)

'
| The impression should not be left, however, that improve-
!

! ments of the sort mentioned could completely compensate for

limitations in the TLD coverage. It still would be necessary to

assume that the release was constant over the time periods

chosen for analysis. In effect, this method is forced to assume
!

that there were no large bursts of radioactivity that might have j

occurred while the wind was blowing through a hole in the TLD_

d perimeter.

.

A ,
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A 4.3 Kemeny Commission Task Group (Auxier et al.)

A Kemeny Commission Task Group repeated the basic inter-

polation/ extrapolation method used by the Ad Hoc Dose Assessment
*

Group for its first four calculations. They obtained similar

results. Obviously, these calculations are subject to the same
.

limitations that were discussed under the section devoted to
the Ad Hoc Group's work.

.

A4.4 Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. (Woodard)

A calculation of population dose for General Public Utilities
was carried out by Pickard, Lowe and Garrick under the supervision

**
of Keith Woodard, an analyst with extensive experience in dose

() assessment.

The basic method used has already been described in section

A3.3. It makes use of TLD data points and meteorological inter-

polation. However, instead of assum'ing a uniform release

rate of radioactivity over long time intervals as did Pasciak

et al., the relative time dependence of the release was taken

from the stripchart monitors. TLD measurements "close to the

plant" (but otherwise unspecified). were then used to set the

overall scale of the release. Had the more distant TLD data

been included, the Pickard, Lowe and Garrick estimate would ,

have increased.

*Kemeny Commission, (Auxier et al.) " Report of the Task Group 1
'

1

on Health Physics and Dosimetry," (October 31, 1979), p 108.

() **Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., " Assessment of Offsite Radiation
Doses from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident," (Report ;

TDR-TMI-ll6, Revision 0, 1979) pp. 4-17.
, |

J
.

A

d
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/ In a sense, this calculation is actually a mixture of
LJ

the two basic methods, although it is the TLD measurements that

determine the overall magnitude of the population dose. These

calculations are subject to the basic limitations discussed in

sections A3.1 and A4.2: first, there are many reasons to expect

that releases occurred through pathways that would not have

registered on the stripchart monitors; second, any releases that

occurred during a time when the wind was blowing through a TLD

" hole," would not have been detected. If both conditions

existed (the second certainly did on many occasions), then the

radiation not measured could be very substantial.

A4.5 Takeshi and Repford

The last two population dose estimates to be discussed were

made by 1) Seo Takeshi, associated with the Kyoto Nuclear Reactor

Laboratory and 2) Chauncey Kepford, a nuclear critic, associated

at the time with the Environmental Coalition on Nuclear Power.
* **Similar methods were used by both analysts in separate studies. '

Concerned about the limited TLD coverage available during

the first few days, when only the original Metropolitan Edison

TLDs were in place, Takeshi and Kepford concentrated their attention
,

on the TLDs that were deployad in greater numbers after March 30th.
t

Noting that these later TLD measurements gave better spatial cover-
,

'
age, Takeshi and Kepford worked backwards from them to estimate

'

the population dose for the first few days. Thus their method -

corresponds to extrapolation in " time" rather than in space.

*S. Takeshi, " Excerpts from the author's review published in
the Japanese journal, Nuclear Engineering, Vol. 26, No. 3."

# (unpublished mimeographed notes, Kyoto University Nuclear
Reactor Laboratory, Kyoto, Japan, not dated).

f'N **Chauncey Kepford, " Testimony before the NRC Atomic Safety and
Q Licensing Board, August 20, 1979, in the matter of Public.

Service Electric t. Gas Co., Salem Generating Station Unit fl.,

Docket #50-272," (1979)..

b

m
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They divided the release duration into two time periods:

before March 30th and after March 30th. 'For the first period j

only the original Metropolitan Edison TLDs were available for
,

population dose estimates. (Population dose estimates were made i

using interpolation / extrapolation procedures similar to those
.

described earlier in Section A4.2.) For the second period,
N

readings were available from both the Metropolitan Edison TLDs

and the NRC TLDs. Takeshi noticed that in this second period

there was a discrepancy between the total population dose

estimates obtained from the set of Metropolitan Edison TLDs

j and the total obtained from the NRC instruments. In fact,

the NRC readings, with their greater angular coverage, indicated

a population dose .at least five times greater during the time

when the two sets of measurements could be compared--an indica-

tion that the Metropolitan Edison TLDs were only picking up a

j fraction of the. total dose. Assuming that the same fraction

applied to the earlier period, it then follows that the total
~

population dose estimated using the Metropolitan Edison detectors

should be multiplied by a factor of five or so.

Takeshi did not perform the calculation in such a direct

fashion. Instead he used the equivalent equation: ;

NRCy = MEy x NRC2 y)

ME , [2
;

where NRC is the hypothetical NRC measured dose from period 1,y

ME and ME are the measured Metropolitan Edison doses from periodsy 2

) 1 and 2 and NRC is the measured dose from period 2. (Total dose2

would then equal NRCy + NRC *}2
-

,

A L
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Thus, the results of the NRC TLD measurements are multi- 1

plied by a scale factor, S, (equal to the ratio of the Metropolitan
Edison measured doses for the two periods) to obtain the

dose during the first period. Using the above equation, with a

value of S equal to 20, Takeshi calculated a population dose
.

of 16,200 person-rem. Kepford, using slightly different assump-
tions, derived a higher value of 63,000 person-rem. Kepford

used a lower scale factor than did Takeshi (S=10), but a much

higher population dose for the second time period. The reason

for this difference is threefold:
1. Kepford reanalyzed the NRC TLD data, extrapolating

doses beyond 10 miles with a linear function that varied in-
''

versely with distance rather than inversely as the 1.5 power of
'~'

distance -(the choice of both the Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Groupi

and Takeshi) .e

[
,

[ 2. Kepford included NRC TLD readings from March 31 to
i

April 1, whereas Takeshi only included NRC readings starting
! from April 1.,

i 3. Takeshi assumed a conservative (i.e. , higher ) background
t

value, which led to a reduction in the population dose estimate|
,

'

,

by about 30% compared to the ostimate obtained using the back-

ground method described in the Ad Hoc Group's report, which
.

Kepford accepted.

It appears both analysts made reasonable assumptions
) to fill the gaps in the data. At this point, there is no

clear way to choose between their individual assumptions.i

| | I
l

However, further analysis should help in resolving these questions.,

| -

I
m

o
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In any case, the equation used by these analysts is only

valid under the assumption that the wind behaved in an identical

fashion during the two periods. Takeshi wac aware of this

but argued that other factors compensated for anyrequirement,
j

overestimation that might well result:
Although the calculation is an estimation wh'ich ignores
factors such as possible changes in meteorological
conditions, there is evidence that the actual dose could
probably be far greater.since 37 dosimeters can hardly
be sufficient in number.*
is to say, Takeshi believed that even the 37 NRC dosimetersThat

were insufficient in number to adequately assess the population (
?

No judgement is attempted here on this contention;dose.

nevertheless, the basic wind assumption required by this method
~

' appears to be contradicted by the actual wind data.
' %

's

[Suqqestions for Further Research Based on Environmental
DA4.6

Measurements.

It should be possible to improve the reliability of the {
I

Takeshi/Kepford approach by' repeating the calculations using T
9

actual wind data to account explicitly for wind differences 41

between the two periods. These calculations should be repeated
%.in a complete dosimetry study, thereby making meteorological

modelling an integral part of the methodology.
- I

g,

It is true that even such a revised methodology could be :.y
4

criticized on the grounds that the radioactivity release rates }<

i w

4
f.

*S. Takeshi, op. cit. 1O t
-

.
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might have had a completely different time dependence during the
i two periods. Without knowing the time dependence of the release,
{ there seems to be no way of unambiguously scaling the NRC TLDs to

obtain the population dose accumulated in the first time period.
However, Bayesian statistical methods might prove useful here to
indicate the probability of various scale factors. That is,

-

even assuming a wide range of hypothetical release rate behaviors,

it might turn out that the great majority of the resulting scale
factors fall in a narrow range.

An alternative approach to modifying the Takeshi/Kepford
'

methodology would be to integrate their insights, which are

an implicit critique of the methodology used by other analysts,
into studies that would avoid those pitfalls. As has been

indicated earlier, the NRC TLDs imply a greater population dose

than the Metropolitan Edison TLDs for the period in which the
two sets overlap. This contradiction casts suspicion on all

of the methods previously discussed which rely solely on the
Metropolitan Edison TLDs.

This contradiction might be removable by adjusting the

interpolation schemes used with the Metropolitan Edison TLDs.

For instance, in making the interpolations, it might well be ,

'

, possible to adjust the meteorological model to fit both the

Metropolitan Edison data and the NRC data simultaneously. In

this way uncertainties in the parameter choices for the meteor-
ological model might be removed. Certainly it will not be

i

possible to have confidence in any meteorological modeling
interpolation scheme until the model is adjusted so it can

_ _ _ . .

__
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reasonably explain both the NRC TLD data and the Metropolitan

Edison data--unless, of course, some of the data can confidently

be eliminated from consideration.
Whatever the approach taken, attempts should be made to

resolve the discrepancy between the two sets of TLD measurements

in a more complete dosimetry study. There are four obvious
.

explanations that should be analyzed:

1. There may have been background subtraction problems
'

with one or both of the data sets that led to incomplete dose

estimates. For instance, concern was expressed in the Ad Hoc
,

Group's report about the absence of true background readinga {
.

available at the time for the NRC TLDs. However, this problem , .

"

should now be resolvable. Background readings for the NRC ;

Idosimeters should now be available from current readings.
$c*

If not, new measurements could be made at any time as part of ir
|

=

a full dosiretry study. $
i

2. There may have been a calibration problem with one or - *
g

both of the data sets that led to inaccurate dose estimates. I
3. The interpolation schemes used with Metropolitan Edison y,

TLDs may have been deficient for one or more of the reasons

IAdiscussed above.

4. Some of the data points may be spurious. In fact this

Iwas the position taken by the Kemeny Commission Task Force
1about some of the data points included by Kepford in his %
E

analysis.

It is worth examining the reasons given by the Kemeny -

Commission Task Group for rejecting the NRC readings in the
C i

March 31 - April 1 period.

.

-- - _ .
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In the preliminary report, attention was called to

high doses predicted by NRC TLDs, placed from March
31 to April 1, compared with estimates from the TLDs
placed by Met Ed. Reevaluation of the calibration and
processing of these TLDs did not eliminate the incon-
sistency. However, review of the procedures for the
placement and the collection of the NRC TLDs raised
the possibility that considerable exposure was received
by these TLDs during the placement and collection
periods.

The high collective dose predicted by the NRC,

- measurements are due mainly to readings at locations
1'

of 8 to 15 miles from the plant. In several directions, i

these readings are higher than those closer in--a sit-
uation which, though not impossible, is highly improbable.
The TLD readings at 9.6 and 13.8 miles in the northwest

'

direction have the greatest impact on the estimate of
; collective dose. These high readings were referred
; to as the " northwest anomaly" in hearings before the

House Committee on Science and Technology on June 13, 1979.
~

Procedures for deploying and collecting one of these
'

(Station NW-4) were examined in order to determine""
possible reasons for spuriously high readings.

{ f The reading from the Station NW-4 TLD exoosed ~

; at 9.6 miles from TMI for 22 hours included exposure
over a 12-hour transit time, during which it was being,

distributed or collected. The TLDs were stored before--

[ hand, in a trailer for 2-1/2 hours near the station with
' the highest dose rate, and moved in and out of areas
'

with variations of a factor of 10 in dose rate, shielded
i only by the trailer or the auto in which they were

distributed. An estimated irradiation history for this,

TLD, assuming no shielding, is shown in Figure B-6.-

j Exposure rates at each time were estimated by assuming i

an r-1.5 decrease with distance and calculating the radial |;

) distance of the automobile at that time. The intended
! exposure period was from 1:45 p.m. on March 31 to 12:04

p.m. on April 1. From about 8:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.,e

the TLDs were stored in a trailer near the site, with no
|,
~

special precautions to shield them. The average
dose rate a short distance away was 1.11 mrem per hour.
Even if a factor of two or three reduction due to shielding,

in the trailer is assumed, the dose accumulated during
this period, as estimated from the area under that portion
of the curve, could be several times the dose accumulated
at Station NW-4 during the intended exposure period
from 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m. on April 1, when the TLDs
were on the front seat of the automobile.

No control dosimeters were used to estimate the
dose received during the distribution and collection-

periods. It therefore seems highly likely that some of

L
. - - . .. . . - ._ _
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the dose received by the TLDs at low-dose rate locations,
such as Station NW-4, was received during transit periods
through high-dose rate areas. Consequently, these measure-
ments have been rejected in the evaluation of the collective
dose.*

The approach taken by the Kemeny Commission Task Group

appears to be highly selective regardless of whether the particular

complaints are justified. One particular set of data is analyzed

in much greater detail than all other sets. In addition, the

analysts assume that it is the higher readings that must be

spurious, not the lower ones. They try to find an explana-

tion for readings at 8 to 15 miles being spuriously high, but

do not try to find an explanation for readings within 8 miles

being spuriously low. In any case, insufficient detail is

O) provided to allow a skeptical reviewer to check the sample cal-(s,
,

culation that was used as the basis for rejecting the data for

this period. As a result it is not possible at this time to

assess whether the assumptions that went into the calcula-

tion are reasonable. It is .not even clear where the basic
collection and distribution history came from. Nor is informa-

tion provided about the collection and distribution of the TLDs

not rejected. It should also be noted that Takeshi's estimates

begin with April 1, thus rendering much of their criticism

irrelevant to his work.

Certainly, there are questions that can be raised about
the TLD data--all of the TLD data--concerning calibrations,

|

*Kemeny Commission, (Auxier et al.) " Report of the Task Group'

,

on Health Physics and Dosimetry, " (October 31, 1979) , pp. 124-27.
s

~~
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background subtraction, limited coverage. At this point, there

is enough justification to make a plausible case for throwing
'

all the data out for one reason or another.
However, as with the paper by Pascia'k et al., we find |

analysts selectively throwing out data that would lead to a

higher population dose estimate. And once again this is done
'

without entertaining alternative hypctheses. A more careful

analysis would have investigated the release and modeling

assumptions necessary to explain the higher NRC readings. Only

if those assumptions turned out to be physically unreasonable,

would it have been justifiable to accept the explanation adopted
so easily by the Task Group.

AS.O Conclusion

Two general approaches, eleven separate studies and nineteen

calculations of the estimated whole-body population dose at

TMI have been reviewed in this appendix. None can be regarded

as without fault in their methodology, and no calculation,

can be regarded as definitive. The estimated whole body
:

population dose varies from a low.of 276 person-rems to a high-

of 63,000, but methodological considerations do not make it pos-
sible to choose, or average, or otherwise obtain a reasonable-

"best estimate."

In studies of the first approach--that of source release

measurement--the most serious problem is the need to rely, in one
way or another,on stripchart monitors far from much of the,

! ;h \
( ) escaping radioactivity.

; -

1
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In studies of the second approach--environmental monitor

measurement--the most serious problems a're the angular gaps in

TLD coverage, not corrected until three days af ter the accident

when new TLDs were added by the NRC. Neither of these prob 1' ems

will consent to go away, but if a consistent and reliable method-

ology is used that takes into account the many insights developed

by previous investigators, a combination of sophisticated
statistical techniques shou'ld be able to provide considerably

more accuracy to the estimation.

In stating that the available data, as analyzed to date,
cannot rule out releases of noble gases totaling as high as

40 million curies, nor population doses as high as 63,000

person-rem, it is clear that this review parts company with the

official assessments of the TMI accident. On the other hand,

it must be emphasized that statements in this report that the

population dose could range as high as 63,000 person-rem do

not mean that the population dose in fact reached that level.
,

The range given in this report is an estimate of the state of

scientific ignorance, and should not be interpreted as favoring

either high or low values at this time. ~

m
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Appendix B

|

A Method for Estimating the Noble Gas Release from TMI-2,,

Using the Krypton-85 Inventory Measured in the Contain-

, i ment Atmosphere during the Venting in June-July, 1980.
I i-'i
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In this appendix a met' hod is outlined for obtaining an

independent estimate of the quantity of noble gases released

during the TMI accident, using data that was not available

during the time that the official analyses were made of the

accident.
.

- Measurements performed during the venting of the TMI-2
I containment building atmosphere in June and July of 1980

indicated that, just prior to the venting, the containment

h atmosphere contained 44,000 Ci of Kr-85,* or, corrected for

radioactive decay, 48,000 Ci at shutdown on March 28, 1979.**
,

i
t
i 'U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (Final) Programmatic

- f Environmental Impact Statement Related to Decontamination and
B Disposal of Radioactive Wastes Resulting from March 28, 1979.

Accident. Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2 (Report
l l NUREG-0683, Washington, D.C., March 1981), Volume I, Table

5 8, p. 5-21.
I ;

~ ** Measurements of containment air samples taken before venting
had yielded significantly larger estimates of Kr-85 For
instance, the pre-venting estimate for shutdown given in the

. Draft Programmatic Enviro 6 mental Impact Statement was 62.000
| Ci. [U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Report NUREG-0683,

Washington, D.C., July 1980, Table 6.1-1, p. 6-2.]>

'

Bishop et al calculated 60,500 Ci as corrected to shut-
down. [W.N. Bishop. D.A. Nitti, N.P. Jacob, J.A. Daniel.
" Fission Product Release from the Fuel Following the TMI-2
Accident," in Proceedings of the American Nuclear Society /
European Nuclear Society Topical Meeting: Volume I Thermal
Reactor Safety, (Knoxville, TN, April 6-9, 1980), Table I, ;

,

p. 627.] 1
These larger values have been attributed to instrument

errors and uncertainties in knowledge of the building free
volume. [U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, (Final) PEIS,
(Report NUREG-0683, March 1981), oy. cit., p.iii, fn.]

O
.
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The Kr-85 measured in the containment . building represented

all of the Kr-85 retained in the reactor complex. (Noble !

gases that were in the reactor coolant system had been re-

moved by degassing in the makeup tank and subsequently vent-

ed back into the containment.*) Yet, the measured 48,000

curies amounts to only 50% or so of the initial Kr-85 inven-

tory in the core, whereas,more than 50% of Kr-85 and other

noble gases should have been released from the fuel, based on

measurements of radiocesium found in coolant water. Pre-

sumably, the " missing" Krypton-85 escaped from the reactor.

To extract quantitative information about the magnitude

() of the missing radioactivity, it is necessary to make use of
,

the equation for the Krypton-85 mass balance -- an equation

which is based on certain undeniable facts:

1) The initial inventory of noble gases either remained .,

in the fuel or was released from the fuel.
'

2) Those gases released from the fuel either remained
u

in, or leaked from, the containment before the delib- [,

erate venting. ?

Therefore, if one knows the inventory I, of Kr-85 at shut-

down, the fraction, f, released from the fuel, and the ?
.

amount, C, retained in the containment after the initial
,

5
e

' Bishop et al., og. cit., p. 624.
5.

3
-

&
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release, one can calculate the amount, A, of Kr-85 that
escaped to the atmosphere during the accident. The formula
is:

A = fI - C 1)

.

Determination of "I"

Estimates of the total inventory. I, can be obtained
directly from the literature. The results of four separate~

,

A calculations of I at shutdown are presented in Table B-1.

i.ke inventory labeled " LOR-2" was obtained using a version

of ORIGEN modified by Babcock & Wilcox and is reported by Bi-
ohop et al.' The "0RNL" inventory was calculated using the

Oak Ridge version of ORIGEN and was reported by private com-.

i munication.** The "Heidelberg" inventory was calculated
1

t using an unspecified version of,0RIGEN and was reported by
1

Franke and Teufel.***-

t

.

* Bishop et al., op. cit., Table IV, p. 627

g ** Private communication from Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
***B. Franke, D. Teufel, " Radiation Exposure Due to Venting,

TMI-2 Reactor Building Atmosphere" (Institute for Energy and
} Environmental Research, Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Ger-

(''/
N '

3 ;4 many, June 12, 1980), Table 1.
x_ ;

4

4
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Table 3-1

| t.omparison of core inventories at shutdown for THI-2 obtained
; from different sources.

(Curies)

i
Isotope LOR-2 CRNL Heidelberg Draft PETS

cs-137 8.45ES 8.50E5 9.07ES 8.9sES {
i-

l cs-136 5.44E5 - -

*

cs-134 1.68E5 1.75ES 3.41ES 2.52E5

)O Sr-90 7.71E5 7.53E5 8.17ES 8.24E5 -

1 3r-19 6.23E7 6.2(E7 8.01E7 8.97i7
<

xe-133 1.45EO 1.41ES
--

,

-

Xe-131m 4.10E5 - -
.,

I Kr-05 9.63E4 9.76E4 1.04E5 - '

,

!

!

.199 .205 .375 .230Q

|

|, ,

!'

'

j

. t
.

*
.

O
'

, .

* 1

1 '

--- h
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Calculation of "f"

The ratio of Cs-137 measured in the water to the total
production of Cs-137 (LOR-2 result) implies that 60% of the

{I cesium was released from the fuel. Because krypton is more
', volatile than cesium, a great 5r percentage of the krypton
I
'

should have been released. However, the 60% cesium figure es-

| tablishes a lower bound for f. Multiplying this lower bound

estimate by the LOR-2 production value for Kr-85 gives a

minimum value of 57,780 Ci for the amount of Kr-85 released

from the fuel. Assuming a 70% value for f, along with tlie

same LOR-2 production value, gives 67,410 Ci of Kr-85 re-
leased from the fuel. Finally, the assumption of a 100% re-

lease from the fuel would imply that the full 96,300 curies
should have left the fuel. .

,

Calculation of "C"

The amount, C retained in the containment after the
initial release equals the 44,000 curies vented in June 1980

(corrected to 48,000 Ci at shutdown) plus any slow leakage
from the building of Krypton-85 that occurred before the ven-
ting:

O
()

C = 48,000 + Delayed Leakage 2)

.

v-- -
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Information about this delayed leakage term is not given in

the published literature. Presumably, knowledge of the con-

tainment pressure during the 14 months prior to the venting
would allow an estimate of this leakage to be made. (Making

such an estimate would be a suitable project for any full-

dosimetry study.)
.

Calculation of "A"

*

For illustrative purposes, it is useful to assume that .

the delayed leakage term is zero. It is then possible to

evaluate equation 1) to obtain an estimate for A. The re-*

fsults for the amount of escaped Kr-85 are shown in the last

column of Table B2 using three estimates for the fuel release f
I

parameter, f. The lowest escape percentage, corresponding to e.
w

fa minimum f of 60%, is 10.2%. The value rises to 20.2% for

an f of 70% and to 50.2% 'for the maximum f of 100%. I

IImplications for Release of Other Noble Gases

,

Having obtained information for A, the next step in the I

proposed method would be to apply the percentages determined y
above to other noble gases. The rationale for this is that, |I
physically and chemically, all of the inert gases should have

behaved in the same way. 4
0 t
V 6

i ,

! (
I.

,

u

k
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Table D-2

Percentage of Krypton 85 Released to the Atmosphere During the Initial AccidentApril 1979) for Three Assumed fractions of (March-
the Amount Released from the Fuel *8

Assumed Amount of 4 of Kr-85Fraction Kr-85
Kr-85 Released toof Retained Amount Released to Atmospherein Released Atmosphere in theNoble Cases Containment in the in the Initial Initial

Released Krypton-85 After Initial Deliberatefrom Fuel Inventory
"f" "I=bl Releasy Venting Releasy Release

June 1980d)
*A**"C.c M*##hMarch-April, 1979 April, "979f)1

60% 96,300 57,780 48,000 9780 10.2%
,

; 70% 96,300 67,410 48,000 19410 20.2% h

.

'

1004 96,300 96,300 48,000 48300 50.2% 8

-4

deliberate venting in June of 1980.alAssuming no delayed leakage to the atmosphere of Kr-85 in the 14 months before thei,

b) "!AR-2* value from Table B-I. 1

I i

c) Percentage (given in Column 1) of Column 2.

di Under the assumption of no delayed leakage, this term equals the amount vented iJune 1980.,

; n
j e) Difference of numbers in the preceding two columns. |

'

f) Determined front
the ratio of the numbers in the preceding column to the numbers in thesecond column.

i 1
.

I

I

i

!
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Based on Unit 2's actual history', Bishop et al have

estimated that 145 million curies of Xenon-133 were,in the

fuel at the time of the accident.* To be precise, this

number would have to be reduced somewhat to account for
radioactive decay occurring while the gas was held up in the

reactor. On the other hand, the numbers should be increased

to account for the fact that Iodine-133 decays into Xenon-
I133, thereby providing another source of xenon not already

considered. The net impact of these two competing effects
~

should be evaluated as part of a full dosimetry study.

O * Bishop et al., op. cit., Table I, p. 627 .

'
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Appendix C

|
I

Radiciodine: Releases and Dose Estimates
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C1.0 Introduction

There are three major puzzles associated with the behavior

of radioiodine at Three Mile Island:
1) At least 11 million curies of the core's radiciodine

inventory is unaccounted for.

2) The amount of airborne radioactivity inferred from

milk measurements is much higher than the amount in-

ferred from other environmental measurements.
3) The chemical form of the released radiciodine is

unclear, i.e., it is not clear what percentage was
i
I
.

organic (e.g. , methyliodide) and what percentage was
! inorganic.

'' As in Appendix A, the first of these puzzles may be con-
' ~ ' I sidered a source term problem, the second a problem of environ-

5 mental monitoring. In this appendix, they will be discussed

in Sections 2.0 and 3.0, respectively.

The third puzzle--the percentage of organic versus
I
! inorganic radioiodine--repr'esents a complication both to

I source term measurements and to environmental monitoring.
j Most analysts have assumed that the release was all

inorganic. And indeed, some measurements appear to

confirm this, e. g. , a limited number of measurements made on

I

('') |
\-,)

1

f

.
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airborne samples taken outside of the reactor. On the other

hand, some analysts assume, based on reports of vent stack

measurements, that the release was evenly divided between the

Finally, it should be noted that there'is completely**
two forms.

contradictory evidence, based on analyses of auxiliary building

exhaust filters, indicating that 97% of the rel' ease may have been
***

organic.

Once the possibility is allowed that the ratio of the two
forms of radiciodine may be unknown--to be determined from the

available information at the same time that the release mag-

nitude is to be determined--the complexity of trying to make -

sense out of the data goes up enormously. The calibration of
f3

detecting insturments is different for the two forms, and
s-

the amount expected to end up on grass and soil per curie
'

rel' eased is different, as ,is the amount expected to and up in!

*E.W. Bretthauer, R.F. Grossman, D.J. Thome, and A.E. Smith,
"Three Mile Island Nuclear Reactor Accident of March 1979 j

Environmental Radiation Data: A report to the President's
Commission on the Accident at Three Mile Island" (Report
EPA-600/4-81-013B, Las Vegas, Nevada,1981 ) pp. 2-3.

See also, Ad Hoc Dose Assessment Group, " Population
Dose and Health Impact of the Accident at Three Mile Island
Nuclear Stations a preliminary assessment for the period March
28 through April 7, 1979" (Report NUREG-0588, Nuclear Regulatory
commission, Washington, D.C., May 10, 1979 ) Appendix B, pp. B2-4.

**Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., " Assessment of Offsite Radiation
Doses from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident" (Report

-

TDR-THI-ll6, Revision 0,1979 ) p. 5-5.

***See Table II-4 of Rogovin Report. M. Rogovin and ,G. Frampton, Jr. ,
Three Mile Island: A report to the Commissioners and to the
Public, Volume II, Part 2 (Report of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Special Inquiry Group, Washington, D.C., undated)

[ '))
-

.

p. 359.x_
.

o
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milk.
Furthermore, the two chemical forms of radioiodine cause

different radiation doses after being inhaled or ingested, because
they follow different biological paths through the body. This

complication will be discussed where it applies in the sections
that follow.

.

"C2.0 Source Term Issues and Estimates

C2.1 Liquid Pathways: the Missing Radiciodine

A very thorough and comprehensive report, " Iodine-131

Behavior During the THI-2 Accident," was prepared for the

Nuclear Safety Analysis Center by Science Applications, *
Inc.

In this 1981 report (hereafter referred to as "NSAC-30,") the

authors point out that the fraction of the core inventory of
,3
i \

\s l
radiciodine that can be tracked and measured outside the fuel
is much smaller than the fractions for either radiocesium or
Krypton-85:

Thirty-six percent (36%) of the core 131 I isaccounted for. ..By way of comparison, 51%.

of the 137 s, 68% of the 134Cs, and 71% ofC

the 85Kr originally in the core have been
accounted "or. (NSAC-30, p. 2-1)**. .

This is puzzling, because it is unlikely that less iodine was

*C. A. Pelletier, C. O. Thomas, Jr., R. L. Ritzman, P.
" Iodine Behavior During the TMI-2 Accident," Tooper,

(Report NSAC-30,Nuclear Safety Analysis Center, Electri
Palo Alto, California, September 1981) .c Power Research Institute,

,

** Note that a more recent accounting suggests that even less than 36%of the iodine has been located. The new estimate is 17 to 28 percent.[C.A. Pelletier, P.G. Voilleque, C.D. Thomas, J.A. Daniel, E.A. SchlomerJ.R. Noyce,
" Preliminary Radiciodine Source term and Inventory''} Assessment"

,

(G (Report GEND-028, E.G.&G, Idaho Falls, March 1983)]

.
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released from the fuel than cesium. If we assume that equal

amounts of radioiodine and radiocesium escaped from the fuel,

it appears that 15 to 32% of the radioiodine inventory has
*

ended up in some unknown location. Taking the more conserva-
,

tive 15% figure, it appears thatat least 11 million curies of radio-
** --about one million times. iodine have not yet been traced

as much radioiodine as has been officially acknowledged to have

been released to the environment.
-

When these 11 million curies are compared, not with the total
7

inventory, but with the 23 million curies actually located and
measured in liquids outside of the fuel, the discrepancy is seen to be '.

.-

.

much greater than can be explained by accounting errors. Fully
.

30% of the radioiodine released from the fuel has not been traced.
-

f~) '

i ,) The authors of the NSAC-30 report go on to give five possible .

explanations for what happened to the missing radiciodines |
'

'
1. It stayed in the fuel or reacted with

core material and stayed in the core. 1

2. It was scavenged by containment spray i
*liquid that never reached the sump and,

therefore, has not been measured yet. f
3. It plated out on air cooler surfaces f

during the accident and has not been (
measured yet. %.

5
. 4. Because of its volatility, the radio- 'g
t

iodine evolved from the sump water after s
the accident and deposited on building y
surfaces. [

^

5. It is in sump sediments. (NSAC-30, p. 2-1.) -

,

*The 15% figu're is derived by subtracting the iodine percentago
quoted from the percentage for 137 s. The 32% figure is de- $e,C
rived the same way, except that the percentage for 134 s is 3C

*
7-'s

used;
t i

Y' **11 million = 15% of 70 million curies. The 70 million curio e

figure for core 1131 is provided in NSAC-30, p. 2-1.
.

!
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Each of these five explanations seems possible, and all should

be checked when conditions allow, but one hypothesis is conspicuous

by its absence--namely the possibility that the radioiodine
escaped from the reactor. We add this hypothesis to the list

as item 6:

6. The missing radioiodino escaped from
the reactor by a liquid pathway. (An
airborne pathway for such a large re-
lease can be ruled out by environmental
measurements mado,after the accident.)

In examining the plumbing diagrams for THI-2, it appears that
a number of pathways for liquid releases should be examined

in order to check the official estimate that much loss than-

one curio of radiolodino escaped by a liquid pathway.*

In a first escapo category are possible releases by those path-
I '

ways that normally contain radioactivo effluents and are thorofore mon-
itored. For example, there is a real question about the total radio-

activity of the liquid release that took place through the normal
radioactivo liquid waste affluent system--a system that connects
directly to the Susquehanna River. Five known dischargos into the

river were not sampled for radioactivity, including one from the
**start of the accident at 0400 until 0900. Although no samples

were takon, the fact that a radiation alarm near the discharge
point did not trigger provides evidenco (assuming the alarm was

working) that any release of radioactivity was small. Supportivi
.

*U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Of fico of Incpoetion and
Enforcement, Invostigation into the March 28, 1979 Three Milo
Island Accident by the Offico of Inspection and Enforcement.
(Report # NUREG-0600, Washington, D.C., 1979,) p. II, 3-24

* *pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., Report TDR-TMI-116, op. cit. p. 3-3.

.
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evidence can be found in the fact that subsequent sampling * did

not detect radiciodine. (Had 11 million curies of radioiodine'~

it seems reasonable topassed out of the reactor before 0900,
expect some small fraction of it would have adhered to plumb-

ing surfaces in the plant or even in the Susquehanna River--a

residue that would have been detected later. That is not to say,-

however, that,the residue of a release considerably smaller than

11 million curies, but still significant, would have been detected

in subsequent measurements.)

A second category of liquid releases that should be con- ,

f
sidered includes releases by those pathways that are not meant to

.

contain radioactive effluents and are therefore not monitored. !
.

Because radioactive water from the leaking pilot-operated ,

relief ' valve (PORV) contaminated the gas-handling system, backing

up into a number of tanks and pipes, it is quite possible that
radioactive liquid entered parts of the reactor not designed [

Ito handle such intrusions. And because the drains in those 5

parts of the system are not monitored, there is no immediate k
t-

On gproof that radioactive liquid did not escape through them.
the other hand, checking every TMI plumbing diagram to locate

theoretically plausible escape pathways would be an incredibly

complex task.

Fortunately, there is a straightforward method for determin- 1
&ing whether or not any of the aforementioned hypotheses are d r

correct. As the authors of NSAC-30 point out: f,

I
The key to understanding what happened '

O) to the radiciodine in containment at TMI-2
\d now lies with 129I measurements of the i

,

,

*
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reactor building surfaces. Iodine-129
f-~$ has a half life of sixteen million years
(\ >j compared to 8 days for 131I. A carefully

planned and executed program of measurement
, is needed to distinguish among alterna-

tives 2,3,4, & 5 (mentioned earlier) .129 I should also be measured in letdown /
makeup components, e.g., filters and de-'

; mineralizer resin. (NSAC-30, p. 2-1)
h 'I would have dispersed and reacted chemically(Note that
|

in the same way as did shorter lived radioiodines.) In light

of the possibility that the missing 11 million curies of radio-
iodine may have escaped by a liquid pathway (hypothesis "6"),

all possible escape paths should be searched for I-129, re-

gardless of preconceptions about which escape paths are pos-
sible and which are not. No one really knows the condition

of every valve and every drain pipe at TMI, whether leaking
l or non-leaking. With the approval of the court, the TMI health

'

fund should press to have I-129 data collected, should monitor,

the data collection program, and should ensure that collected

data are made available for analysis.

C2.2 Secondary Side Release Pathway

The official view on radiciodine releases is that 15 - 30
'

curies escaped through the vent stack. However, there is evi-

dence that other minor airborne leaks may have occurred, including
leakage from the secondary side of the reactor.

Steam Generator B is known to have been contaminated,due

to a leak between it and the primary cooling water. It was

assumed in the official studies that because Steam Generator B
was isolated at 0527 of the first day, and supposedly not con-
taminated until 0626, no leak to the atmosphere could have

,

' ~ taken place through the " atmospheric relief valves" that were

.

==-i
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known to be emitting steam. More careful consideration sug-

gests that the location of radioiodine in the secondary side

is still at issue.

0400-0527. It is still not known why the

operators were having trouble with the water

level in Steam Generator B (the trouble that

led to the isolation decision at 0527).

There was no such trouble with Steam Generator

A. A leak in Steam Generator B may well

have been the problem, with possible release
i
'

of radiation through the atmospheric relief

valves.
,

0527-0626. The evidence for contamination <

at 0626 is indirect. It comes not from tne
.

~

generator itself, but from a monitor of

gererator exhausts,. The generator may have .

?'
**

been contamirateo well prior to 0626. y
*

1.
'If steam Generator B were contaminated ea'rly enough,'some [

radioactive water would have exited from the reactor through j

the atmospheric relief valves as a mixture of steam and fine .'u
''

|droplets.
.

e

5
4
v

*NUREG 0600, op. cit., p. II-3-4. j -

**Information for the period 0400 - 0626 was taken from NSAC-30, b' *:
'

9 {Appendix C, p. C-2. ,

1 ik c
9C i*

\
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_
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Given the published estimates of the concentration of

|

radiciodine in the secondary sice water, and the results of a

German study on secondary loop emissions, it appears that a small

airborne release is possible (see Appendix E) . Such a release

might double the official release estimate. Although a doubled

estimate remains below radiological significance, the possibility '

~

nevertheless suggests that emission of radioiodine from the secondary
i

side has not been given sufficient attention prior to this review.

Another hint that rackioactivity may have escaped from the

secondary side, either as a liquid or a gas, comes from variations in

measurements of radiciodine in the steam generator itself. A con-

centration measurement at 1030 on March 30th is interpreted in NSAC-30

to imply 840 curies of radiciodine in Steam Generator B, while a

subsequent measurement on the same day indicated only' 400 curies:

It is not known whether the difference in
the two measurements on 3/30 represents a real
loss of 131I or whether there was something
wrong with the measurements. Only the counting
sheet for the 3/30, 2045 hr. measurement
is available and nothing unusual is evident.
(NSAC-30, Appendix C, p. C-2.)

If the 440 curie loss is real, then several questions arise:

What happened to it? What would concentration measurements

prior to 3/30 have shown: if there were loss mechanisms operat-

,'ing on 3/30, were there perhaps greater " losses" before 3/307 *

In the course of reviewing the reactor plumbing diagrams

for TMI- 2, it has become obvious that another possible pathway

*In addition to the loss of radiciodine, some loss of radiocesium
is also apparent. Table C.3 of NSAC-30 shows data beginning !

at 2045 on March 30th for long-lived Cesium 137 in the steam
) generator. By April 5th the Cesium concentration in Steam,

Generator B had dropped by 33%.

w

- ., . _ _ _ _
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(3,) for radioactivity exchange should be examined,. namely the pos-
7

'sibility.that radioactivity from the leaking pilot-operated
1

.

relief valve (PORV) entered the secondary side: contaminated

water from the reactor vessel is known to have overflowed through

tdue PORV into the reactor drain tank, and afterwards forced its

way out through the drain tank pressure relief valve into gas

lines. Much attention has been given to how this liquid in the

gas lines contaminated various parts of the water-gas treatment

system, damaging valves and leading to noble gas releases. Not

mentioned so far has been the fact that this system also con-

nects to secondary side gas relief lines, suggesting that part

of the liquid from the PORV may have backed up into the secondary
'

side (see Figure C-1).

As a result, three new scenarios should be considered:
f'')

1) Radioactivity in the secondary side might have escaped'"

thrcugh the damaged waste gas system.

2) Liquid from the steam generator night also have entered

the~ waste gas system.

(
3) Radioactive gases and aerosols from the leaking PORV

might have entered the secondary side at a time

when pressure was low, and possibly exited during

the atmospheric steam dumps.

Perhaps some of the radioactivity in Steam Generator B came by

way of this last pathway, that is, it did not all come from a
*

direct leak to the primary side as has been assumed until now.
!

-

'

*11though this possibility may appear at first sight to be con- 1

tradicted by the fact that only Steam Generator B was apparently
|

contaminated, further analysis is warranted. It is true that
| (p), Steam Generator A did not show similar contamination levels and' ,

certain samples from pump discharges "showed no radiciodine, '

| activity." (NUREG-0600, op. cit., p. II-3-4).
(continued on following page) j .

"
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Figure C-1
i

Possible Indirect Path by which Secondary Side Water-

Could Have Been Contaminated by Radioactive Primary Water'
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In any case, there seems to be a clear need for a more complete

study to reassess possible interactions between the primary

and secondary sides of the reactor.

C 2.3 Problems with " Calibration" of In-Plant Radiciodine
,

Measurements.

C2.3.1 Measuring Charcoal Efficiency

Escape through the vent stack, the normal path for residual

gases that are not trapped by. filters, was the only release

pathway given careful scrutiny by the official studies. About

15-30 curies were estimated to have been released. There are

a number of reasons to suspect that this number is low and

some to suggest that it is too high.

The 15-30 curie estimate was derived from or extrapolated

from in-plant radiation measurements. (Gaps in the measure-

ment data will be discussed in Section C2.4.) Unlike the noble

gas monitors., the radiciodine equipment did not saturate (their
,

equivalent to going off scale). A number of questions never-
*

theless remain about the calibration of the radioiodine filter ,

- i

and cartridge measurements, all of which, depend upon knowing the j
efficiency with which radioiodine attaches itself to charcoal

i
e

$

(continued from previous page:) $
However, the circulating water pumps had been turned off at 0500 i
on 3/28 (in order to switch the steam generators to the atmospheric j
relief valves). Consequently, circulation in the secondary side i

~

would have deteriorated after this point.
. .

*" Calibration" is used figuratively here since no scale is attached $*

Jto these filters. As discussed in the text, to " calibrate" a J
filter means to establish, for particular atmospheric and environ- 4

gs ment conditions, the efficiency with which particular radioactive j !.( ) particles or gases are entrapped. j g
W*

i 1
1

*
-

_

g3
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under the conditions that held at the time of the accident.
i

Two types of radioiodine measurements are of major impor-
j tance:
4

Ventstream Cartridge Measurements. Radiciodine in air-
.

l streams leaving the auxiliary building, the fuel handling building,,

and the vent stack itself was measured by drawing off air from the
,

ducts and passing it through charcoal cartridges. The cartridges

were removed to a measurement room from time to time to record

the amount of radiciodine accumulated since the last cartridge |

,

change.

Exhaust Filter Measurements. Additional information about
radioiodine leaving the auxiliary building and the fuel handling
building was obtained from analysis of charcoal filters .that

were in place at the time of the accident in ventilation exhaust
ducts in these buildings. Although these filters were designed
for radiation protection, not for monitoring, post-accident
analyses of the radiciodine deposited on them has been used to

*extract useful information. |

j
At least three independent variables--humidity, the form of

radioiodine, and the presence of other gases--effect the efficiency
with which charcoal entraps or absorbs radiciodine. Furthermore,

the effects of these variables are interdependent: that is,

for example, charcoal efficiency for methyliodide and for
_

'See Rogovin and Frampton, Three Mile Island: A Report to the
Commissioners and to the Public, Vol. II, Part 2 (Report of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Special Inquiry Group, Washington,D.C.,O undated ), pp. 355-59.
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inorganic iodine may be expressible in some ratio at Humidity A;

i the ratio may be quite different at humidity B. In table C-1
*

each of these variables and their interdependence is listed,
|
|

|
both for the ventilation cartridges and the exhaust filter.

In each case there were two times when the effect of these
1 variables should have been investigated, first in.the calibra-
|

-

,

Ltion process and second in the analysis of the results for the

various reports produced. As .can be seen in Table C-1, in

most cases these effects ware neglected.

One omission should be singled out for further comment,
t

namely the interaction of charcoal and radiciodine in the presence ,

of noble gases. The high concentration of xenon gas might have f
i

affected the efficiency of charcoal for retaining radioiod,ine .

(assuming 30 curies of radiciodine released, the ratio of xenon
to radiciodine was over 100,000 to 1). Although xenon is a j .

noble gas, it can attach itself to charcoal temporarily, thereby

possibly blocking sites to which radioiodine might otherwise he =

bonded. In other words, both :artridges and filters may have

been temporarily saturated by xenon, dramatically lowering
..

the efficiency of rndiciodine entrapment and thus allowing
**

much higher levels of radiciodine to escape without detection.
,

|

*A fifth condition, namely the representativeness of the sampled
air,is also listed for the ventstream cartridges, since their
readings are based on air drawn off from airstreams. Because
essentially all air that passed through the exhaust ducts passed
through the exhaust filters, the representativeness of a sample is
not an issue in the filter case.

i **This possibility has been pointed out by Dan Pisello. In consider-
ing the noble-gas-saturation hypothesis, it would be useful to , p'

compare the noble gas release history with the wind direction data ,

(continued on following page. ) {,

I .,.
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Table C-1

Analysis of Charcoal Efficiency Determinations
in on-site Calibration Procedures and in Analysis of Results

.

ventstream eartridges Exhaust filters
Location auxiliary building, fuel-

handling building, vent auxiliary building,
fuel-handling buildingstack

Hamidity no adjustment made in theoretical correctionefficiency calibrations: (956 relative humidity
.

no correction noted or assumed) applied in
applied in reports reports

Forms of not considered in considered in efficiencyRadioiodine efficiency calibration calibrationno analysis in reports
Presence cl not considered in not considered in*

Noble Gases efficier.cy calibration) efficiency calibration,

; mentioned, but no mentioned in TMIcorrection applied in literature , but no
*

reporta
correction applied inr

1 reports
', Interdependence not considered in not considered iny of the effects efficiency calibration efficiency calibration1

i of hunidity, form no correction applied in no correction appliedof radioiodine, reportsI

I aoble gases in reports

Air sample not considered in calcu- not applicablerepresentative. lation of total radio-ness iodine sampling weaknesses
(leaks in sampling ducts,
incomplete mixing of air)

j mentioned for auxiliary and,

fuel-handling building in
NSAC-30 report not con-
sidered for vent stack

.- -- - . - . - - - . -.
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The fact that the presence of large quantities of noble

gases do affect radioiodine measurements is mentioned in several

places in documents concerning the TMI accident, yet this effect

appears to have been overlooked in the iodine release rate

calculations. This oversight should be corrected in a full
|

dosimetry study. Theoretica1' chemical analysis will help, but |

it is possible that experiments may be necessary to determine

the importance of the noble-gas effect.

C2.3.2 Evidence Pointing to Incorrect Calibration

Discussion so far in this section has been limited to

theoretical and procedural problems in calibration. Evidence

that makes it possible to infer incorrect calibration has been

(n} discussed by Takeshi. Takeshi begins his analysis by examining
*

the time dependence of the reported radiciodine release rate

from the vent stack (see Figure C-2) . Referring to the variation
?
:

s

(continued from previous page)
available for the period. If the high noble gas bursts i
occur when the wind is blowing towards locations where low concen- .

trations of radiciodine were found, the " saturation" hypothesis *

can. be ruled out. Conversely, if the high noble gas bursts should g
occur at times when the wind was blowing towards the locations '

with high milk radioiodine measurements (to be discussed later), 1

the hypothesis would be supported. Y

A second way that noble gas contamination could have affected [
charcoal calibrations would be by direct reaction between noble *

gas radiation and the " activated" part of activated charcoal.
,

;

See Victor R. Deitz, " Charcoal Performance Under Simulated Accident y
Conditions" (Presented at 17th DOE Nuclear Air Cleaning Conference, 1

Washington, D.C., undated.) Calculations made both by the author {
of the work cited and by this review conclude that the dose was 4
too small for a significant effect. 3

?
*Seo Takeshi, " Excerpts from the author's review published in I

M{
Nuclear Engineering |[The Japanese Journal], Volume 26, No. 3"

[]-s .(onpublished mimeographed notes, Kyoto University Nuclear
Reactor Laboratory, Kyoto, Japan, undated). 5'
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1Figure C-2 '

Reported Rate of Release of I from the Vent Stack as a
Function of the Total Time after 28 March 1979.*
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* Reproduced from V.R. Deitz, J.B. Romans and R.R. Bellamy,
" Evaluation of Carbons Exposed to the Three Mile Island Accident"
Presented at DOE / Harvard Air Cleaning Lab, Nuclear Air Cleaning
16th Conference (San Diego, October 20-23, 1981).
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in the intervals between measurements shown in Figure C-2, he
states,

it is clear that during the period before
April 14 the average sampling intervals were
seven to eight times longer than after Aprill4.

!

Takeshi suspects the accuracy of the data before April 14 because

of the coincidental decline in release rate immediately after

more frequent sampling begins in the period from 400 - 900
'

hours.

It seems reasonable to explain this strange
behavior of the monitored iodine releases
as follows: For the first two weeks the
charcoal cartridges were-changed only every
day or every two days because there existed
a real danger that workers replacing the
cartridges would be exposed to extremely high
iodine concentration in the ventilation system.

[_s} There also existed unusual amounts of aqueous *

'V vapor. Under those conditions the absorbent
capacity of the cartridges must have been
rapidly minimi=ed resulting in the unusually
low level of iodine concentration as shown
in Figure 3 [ our Figure C-2 ].

If the data beyond 400 hours is ignored' and one extrapolates

backward from the later data to get the release rate at earlier

times, it is certainly true that a higher release estimate
.

,

would result. However, Takeshi takes an approach slightly different
from extrapolation to estimate the total release. He assumes

'

that the ratio on April 20th between the radioiodine release

rate (given in Figure C-2) and noble gas release rate (not shown

in Figure C-2) holds for all earlier times--a rather heroic

assumption.(This ratio is 1 to 8800 when corrected for radioactive 'h .
decay.) He then divides his estimate of the noble gas release j

i

1
4

.. h

. _ _ _ _ _ ___. . ._ _- _ - - __ - - _ - _ . _ .
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|(45 million curies) by 8800 to obtain a total of 5100 curies of !

radiciodine. The noble gas estimate used is high. Should this |

method be applied to the range of noble gas release estimates dis-
cussed in Appendix A (e.g. , 2.4 million, 10 million, and 30 million

curies), the corresponding radiciodine release estimates would be

270, 1100, and 33 00 curies, respectively.

When considering Takeshi's hypothesis about the cartridges,

it should be noted that the excess radioiodine he calculates would
presumably be organic in form (e.g., methylodide), rather than

inorganic, because degradation of the cartridges due to excess

humidity is likely to have affected their ability to detect
organic components without significantly disturbing their ability

| to detect inorganic components. On the other hand, a large inor-

'd ganic component in Takeshi's calculated release cannot be completely

ruled out, because cartridge degradation can also affect detection
of inorganic iodine in' extremely wet conditions--conditions

which cannot be excluded as a possibility for the vent stack
i

environment.

In' assessing the reliability of Takeshi's method, it must
be recognized that the a sumption of a constant ratio between

radioiodine and noble gases is questionable, for one reason, be-:

cause much of the late radioiodine may have originated from resus-

pension of methyliodide from charcoal--long after the noble3

( gases would have dissipated. Thus, the radiciodine/ noble gas
'. ratio could easily have been less than 1 in 8800 in the earlier'

.

v ,

s

i

t
s

"
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*
period.

On the other hand, there is some evidence that the ratio was

actually greater during the earlier period. For instance, Takeshi

points to a higher ratio (1/700 ) obtained from vent stack data
** 1

taken very early in the accident (0655 on March 28 ). Assuming i

this ratio held for succeeding days, which (once again) is a

heroic assumption to make, Takeshi divides 45 million curies

of noble gas by 700 and calediates that 64,000 curies

of radioiodine may have been released. However, the radio-

iodine measurement used in this estimate by Takeshi was not

taken in the same way that the measurements discussed previously

in this section were taken. The measurement in question was ob-

tained by counting the total radioactivity on the charcoal cart-
^

ridge while it was in place. The cartridge was not removed and

specifically analyzed for radiciodine (after a delay .to allow *

temporarily bonded noble gases te evolve). As a result, it is

|
now believed that the reading that Takeshi made use of for his {-4

!

}. .
.

3*For instance, Dietz, Romans and Bellamy performed experiments
i'with methyliodide and TMI filters,. finding that methyliodide

evolves for long periods after the initial exposure. ("Evalua- ,

tion of Carbons Exposed to the Three Mile Island Accident," ;

Presented at DOE / Harvard Air Cleaning Lab / Nuclear Air Cleaning ?

Conference, San Diego, October 20-23, 1981). The TMI release !
data shown in Figure C-2 is similar in some ways to the experimental i
curves given in their paprr. However, it is not clear whats

fraction of the data shown in Figure C-2 actually refers to 3

methyliodide as opposed to inorganic iodine. Thus, the paper j
by Dietz et. al. may not be directly relevant. In any case, -

it would be interesting to try to combine the work done on re- $i
suspension by Dietz et al. with Takeshi's method. fl

7-' I
**NUREG-0600, op. cit., Table II-3-3, p. II-3-76. ?|

1-
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second estimate was excessively high, representing a combination

of radioactivity from radiciodine and noble gases.

This same phenomenon of noble gas interference was found

with portable field survey meters, as will be discussed in Section
3.1 below. Additional evidence is provided by the results of

, _

an experiment carried out after the accident, indicating that

charcoal cartridges retain 0.03% of xenon flowing through them
*for a 17-minute sampling period. Even though 0.03% is a small g

fraction when compared to the almost 100% efficiency that might hold
[

for inorganic radioiodine, there was perhaps 300,000 times as much -

m

noble gas as iodine in the air early in the accident, ** '
so that

it is quite plausible that xenon would contribute a larger signal -

during the time the xenon adhered to the cartridges. Nevertheless, %m
it is not certain that the entire reading on March 28 was caused
by extraneous noble gas radioactivity. The reading may have j ..
included a large component of radiciodine. _

p4
Even if both of Takeshi's radiciodine release estimates

should turn out to be too high upon further analysis in a more Q
complete study, he has made an important observation about %

" coincidental"' change in the shape of the curve of the radio- 3

iodine release rate. His suggestion that the car'tridges were h
degraded b' y humidity, especially during the lengthened sampling i
intervals, should be carefully analyzed. Certainly the

*J. E. Cline, " Retention of Noble Gases by Silver Zeolite Iodine '

Samples," Health Physics g ,71-73 ~(1981).
* *According to the official estimates , a characteristic ratio

would be 5 million curies divided by 15.

""
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assessments he makes are plausible enough to suggest that

questions about the radioiodine release magnitude will have |

to be settled, if such questions can be settled at all, by
examining the environmental measurement data for radiciodine.

(Environmental measurements are discussed later in Section 3.0.) I

'C2.4 Gaps in the Vent Stack Monitoring Data

In addition to questions about the accuracy of the cali-
'

bration of the vent stack cartridges, as discussed in the last

section, equally important questions must be pursued about the

completene'ss of the vent stack monitoring data. A cursory

reading of the official studies carried out on the TMI
accident (e.g. , the Rogovin report) would lead one to the

A
() conclusion that the official IS-curie estimate for released

radiciodine,~unlike the estimate for noble gases, is solidly
and unambiguously based on measurements taken in the vent stack--

measurements that appear to be reasonably accurate, provided

the calibrations of the vent stack cartridges are accepted.

However, a footnote to the reported iodine release data covering

the crucial first 15 hours indicates the actual vent stack data
is missing for this. period! To get around this gap in the data,

analysts substituted data from monitors in feeders to the vent-

stack located in the fuel handling and auxiliary building vent!1a-

tion systems) and implicitly assumed that there were no filter
bypasses and no iodine contributions from other feeders to the -

~

vent stack.
;

7-~ In the course of this review, however, evidence has been
\~ / found that radiolodine may well have been released from pathways v

:
%
i

m . $

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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other than those mentioned in the official studies, and at a7s
( l
's_/ greater rate. (See Figure C-3 for a diagram of possible escape

paths.) For instance, as discussed in Appendix A, there was at

least one known pathway by which radioactivity escaped to the

vent stack (through the so-called " relief tank vent header") that

bypassed the fuel handling and auxiliary building cartridge moni-
tors entirely. This pathway also bypassed all charcoal filters.

Of equal concern is the possibility of leakage of substantial

amounts of airborne radioiodine from the containment building
j

itself. None of this material would have registered on upstream
auxiliary or fuel-handling building monitors. In attempting to

account for 11 million curies of missing radioiodine, two of the
five hypotheses entertained by the authors of NSAC-30, cited at

the beginning of this appendix, allow for airborne radiciodine
(~N (conceivably up to or exceeding the full 11 million cdries) in the)
''# *containment building atmosphere.

One simulation model of radioicdine transport suggests that

700,000 curies of Iodine 131 were actually made airborne during the

accident, (with a maximum of 140,000 curies airborne at any one
**

time).

With radioicdino airborne in the reactor building, a 1cak
through the reactor b'uilding purge system early in the accident

~

wou1d have allowed radioiodine to escape from the vent stack

during the period when the direct stack monitoring data are missing.

*See Section 2.1 above. NSAC-30 hypotheses 3 and 4 assume that
the missing radioiodine condensed on certain surfaces. In orderto condense, the radioiodine must first have been airborne.

**C.A. Pelletier, P.G. Vollique, C.D. Thomas, J.A. Daniel,
E.A. Schlomer, J.R. Noyce, " Preliminary Radioiodine Source-
term and Inventory Assessment" (Report GEND-028, E.G.& G.,

(""N Idaho Falls, March 1983). It was estimated in the report that( ) approximately 1% of the iodine originally in the fuel was made
(continued)

.

__
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Fiqure C-3. Schematic Diagram of Some Relevant
,

-

Pathways for Airborne Radiciodine at TMI
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I,_ ) Such leaks would have been possible before the containment build-
(__,

ing was isolated and during the periods when isolation was defeated
by the operators. Furthermore, the filters that would have

'

served as the last line of defense against radioiodine release
from the containment building were probably ineffective. It was

*discovered in early 1982 that a bypass existed around the
)

.

filters between the containment building and.the vent stack.

Steel plugs that were supposed to block interconnecting drain
pipes were missing. In 1,980 these holes were covered with " tuck"

tape, as preparation for the Krypton venting, but evidently

there was not even tuck tape in place at the time of the original
accident.

~

The possibility of there existing even one radioiodine

escape path other than those through the auxiliary building ori

() fuel-handling building ventilation system compromises the

official 15-curie release estimate. Because of the missing
cartridges, no record would have been left had a large burst of

radiciodine escaped through the purge system during the first

15 hours. Making r.atters worse ic the fact that NSAO-30 investi-

gators found not only' the data from the first 15 hours missing

but data for the next 27 hours 'also unreliable due to the absence
**

of identifying labels.

(continued from previous page)
airborne during the accident, and the maximum air concentration
during the accident resulted from transport of 0.2% of the original
core inventory. Conversion to curies has been made using the
70 million curie estimate for core inventory given in NSAC-30, p.2-1.)

* Ronald R. Bellamy, "HEPA Filter Experience During Three Mile
Island Reactor Building Purges" in 17th DOE Nuclear Air Cleaning
Conference, M.W. First, Ed. (Department of Energy, Washington, D.C., |,r wg Conf-820833, 1983.),

U
**NSAC-30, op cit, p. 9.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - -.-+m - - - - - - - -
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C2.5 Vent Stack Bypasses

It must also be kept in mind that there are a number of

possible pathways that bypass the vent stack completely--pathways

that have simply been ignored in the official analyses. Possible

releases from the secondary side have already been discussed

in Section C2.2 above. Another case: at one point the ventila-

tion system was turned off, despite a warning by the NRC that in

so doing a ground level release (as opposed to an elevated
*

stack release) could result. With the ventilation system

.

*NUREG-0600, op. cit., p. II-A-42. The ventilation system for
Unit 2 was turned off at 1104 on 3/28. The time at which the

-

ventilation system was restarted is not clear for the sequence
of events given in NUREG-0600. However, the following narrative

O account is provided: - '

Shift Foreman B stated that the Unit 2
ventilation system supply fans tripped and -

,

remained off because of high radiation levels,
but the exhaust fans operated continuously l},
except for a few brief periods when the >

ventilation systems were turned off in an j
attempt to reduce the release rates.
Securing the fuel-he.ndling building and I .{K

,

: auxiliary building ventilation systems early
en March 26 and again on March 29 caused ,

exposure rates to incrosse significantly ,
l-

in the Unit 2 auxiliary building, thus E

hampering emergency activities. Perhaps %

more important was tne fact that control
room airborne radioactivity levels started

! increasing when the ventilation systems
were shutdown. . because of the need f.

to ensure habitability of the control room y
and to keep dose rates as low as possible n

iin the auxiliary building to facilitate
emergency activities, the ventilation systems b:
were subsequently kept in operation. i l.

'

(NUREG-0600, p. II-3-21.) F
? v|
5O
|
, ,

?'

; i! .

! i t

I j .
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%|
turned off, radioactivity could have leaked from a number of
locations, including perhaps the air intake tunnel.

C2.6 Need for a Program to Search for Residual I-129 'n thei

Reactor Complex.

Nowhere can any language be found in the official lit-

erature that would serve to alert the non-specialist either to
the significance of the aforementioned gaps and calibration

problems associated with the vent stack monitoring data or to
the significance of paths that bypass the vent stack. Whether

or not attention to these questions during the official inquiries
would have led to any answers is not certain. In any case, it is

.

fortunate that there is still a chance to learn a great deal() about radiciodine pathways at TMI by implementing a carefully
.

planned search for any residual, long-lived Iodine-129 deposited

on surfaces throughout the reactor ventilation and exhaust systems.

(such a search would compliment the Iodine-129 program proposed

for other parts of the reactor in NSAC-30 End discursed earlier
in Section 2.1.) Because Iodine-129 would have behaved chemically

and physically in essentially the same way as Iodine-131, detec-

tion of Iodine-129 would be tantamount to detection of past
deposition of Iodine-131.

The first place to look for Iodine-129 traces would be in the

reactor building purge system, especially inside the piping that
bypassed the filters and inside the valves to the vent stack--
valves that were supposedly closed. Next, measurements should

r~N .

( ) be made along the vent stack itself. Finally, all pathways
>

6&
_ --
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that bypass the vent stack should be checked, including the a r

intake tunnel.
The possibility that methyliodide dominated the radioiodine

9

release reduces the chances that detectable deposits of Iodine-12
(Methyliodide

will be found throughout the exhaust system.
Nevertheless, there aredoes not stick easily to surfaces.)

First of all,'

still good reasons for pursuing such a search.
Second, even small

even a negative finding would be useful.
traces of inorganic Iodine-129 could provide valuable clues -

to alternativa pathways that organic radiciodine may have
c

taken during the accident. t
h

-

Environmental Monitoring of Radiciodine c
C3.0 e

With the vent stack radioiodine measurements ccmpromised, .r
j

especially during the first 42 hours, it become's important to .- r .
I |to the

determine if the environmental data collected subsequent I ,

:Cj
.

accident can shed any light on radioiodine releases. k .

( |inorganic radiciodine sticks easily :Unlike the noble gases, - [ ti
to grass and ground, and all kinds of iodino, whether organic - {ti

. , .
'

or inorganic, are easily absorbed after breathing by humans re
Consequently, radioiodine leaves traces that can be 'ior animals. p,cThe fact that

detected many days after the original release. r
.Su ,f the ;

actual or formal monitoring equipment in place at the time o
i [,

accident was inadequate did not therefore rule out the detect on ,
s

of hypothetical bursts of radiciodine released in the first hat:
E

.

i. C

! ?
1 r
,

E
a L

I I
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42 hours. In fact, with the advantage of hindsight, it is
clear that had the authorities been concerned about mapping out

the actual radioiodine release, rather than. convincing themselves
|

that the release was small, they could have done so in the first
few weeks after the accident using soil and grass measurements
alone.

-

Unfortunately, even though many grass samples were taken,

the sampling did not cover all wind directions from the reactor.

Cross-checking of radioactivity measurements by employing other

techniques at the same location was not performed, and insufficient

quantities of grass were~taken in each sample to allow enough posi-
!

tive readings to be obtained so that an adequate map of the deposition
*

could be made. Thus, as we shall see, analysis of the environ-
.

mental data, like the analysis of inplant data, gives ambiguous
results about the amount of radiciodine released.

' .

C3.1 Airborne Measurements.

The earliest readings on portable radioiodine monitors

,taken outside the reactor in air were very high--as much as 100,000t
, times the amount that would be expected based on the official
*

release estimate. These initial high readings, taken with,

i f
'

portable equipment, were attributed to noble gas contamination.
1

Subsequent (delayed) laborat6ry analysis of some of the field
.

T

' Estimates of the contamination per square meter should have
been made so that sample sizes could have been adjusted to
match the sensitivity of detection equipment. Had grass samples

[>) ken 100 times larger than actually taken, the number of readingsc

Ibove the detection limit would have increased enormously.
N

t

t

l
"

1
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samples tended to confirm this hypothesis, showing readings

roughly consistent with the official release estimate. (There

is, however, no discussion of how these portable units would have j

- |

responded to methyliodide.) As a result of the possible noble

gas contamination, the bulk of the portable survey data for
radiciodine--that which was not checked in the laboratory--

appears to be useless.
Information from the regblar, fixed environmental monitor-

ing stations is also of limited use. Only eight of the twenty

stations (see Table C-2) were equipped with charcoal cartridges
* designed to accumulate radioiodine for periodic measurement.

As snown in Appendix A, the conplete set of twenty stations

) was insuf ficient to avoid windows in the noble gas monitor-

ing system; eight stations for radiciodine were clearly inadequate
,

to characterize the radiciodine release. During the crucial
.

first 42 hoars, when vent stack release data is either missing or
,

unreliable (sea Section C2.4 above), these stations miss most -[
'

'sf.]fof the prevailing wind vectors. As Figures C-4 - C-7 6.emonstrate,
-

radiciodine could have been blown in many directions, especially |
-

'

to the NNW, without being detected. ;

Nevertheless, the airborne monitoring data is still of some use. I
1

For times when the wind was blowing towards one of the eight [
e

stations, it can be used to rule out release rates much greater ,

i <

$
<
I*NUREG-0600, op. cit., p. II-3-79. ;

i**Again no information is provided on the ef ficiency with which
("'}/ these units would detect methyliodide.N,,

6

I ;

1*

- |
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Table C-2

Regular Environmental Monitoring Locations

Licensee Radioiodine Distances andDesignation Monitorinq Iocation Direction
,

152 " yes North Weather Station 0.4 mi N
2S2 Northfiridge 0.7 mi NNE
4S2** Top'of Dike 0.3 mi ENE
5S2** Top of Dike 0.2 mi E
952 South TMI 0.4 mi S
1151 " Mech. Draft cooling Tower 0.1 mi SW
1452 Shelley Island *** 0.4 mi WNW
16S1?* North Boat Dock 0.2 mi NNW
4A1 Laurel Road 0.5 mi ENE

{ ) sal" yes Ob. Center Bldg. **" 0.4 mi E
16A1. Kohr Island *** 0.4 mi NNW,

10B1 Shelley Island *** 1.1 mi SSW
12B1 yes Goldsboro Air Station 1.6 mi WSW
1C1 yes 'tiddletown Substation 2.6 mi N

,

8Cl** yes Fallmouth Substation 2.3 mi SSE
7Pl** yes Drager Farm **** 3 mi SE
401** Rt. 241**** 10 mi ENE
7G1 Columbia Water Plant 15 mi SE
9G1 yes York Hed Ed Station 13 mi S
15Gl** yes West Fairview Substation"" 15 mi NW

* Relative to a point midway between the two containment buildings.
" Location also has RMC TLD for quality control purposes.

"* Island locations contained two Teledyne TLDs on 3/28/79.
*"* Location also has a dosimeter which is readout on a monthly basis.
Source: NUREG-0600, op. cit., p. II-1-48.

.

.
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Figure C-4
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Figure C-5

.
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Figure C-6 *

*
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Figure C-7
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than those indicated in the vent stack data. A comparison

of the measured results with model calculations based on the
*

vent stack release data agreed within about a factor of 12.

That is, the model tends to overpredict by an average' factor

of six when it overpredicts and it tends to underpredict by an

average factor'of two when it underpredicts. Given the fact

that the measured data was aggregated over six days or more,

and therefore should be relatively easy to fit, it cannot be

said that there is good agreement with the model. Nevertheless,

the results tend to support the hypothesis that the radioiodine

release rates were lower on average than'those indicated by the

vent stack data, at least for-times when the wind was blowing

toward the radioiodine. monitoring stations.

one isolated measurement of airborne radioactivity is also,

**
worth mentioning. Noble gases were detected a few days

after the accident in a radioactive plume 375 kilometers away

in Albany, New York. Although no radiciodine was detected within

I
the sensitivity of the measuring equipment, it is still possible g

to usefully compare the limit on radioiodine detection with $
5

measured noble gas activity. Although the authors of the paper [
f.

did not make such a calculation themselves, it is so straight- $

forward to do so that we have made the calculations for this
e

review in order to determine where this paper belongs in the ;

*Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc., Report TDR-TMI-ll6, og, cit.,
**Table 5-2.
h

**M. Wahlen, C. Kunz, J. Matuszek, W. Mahoney, R. Thompson, 5

" Radioactive plume from the Three Mile Island Accident: Xenon-133 4
*'in air at a distance of 375 km.," Science 207, 639-40 (1980)

n2
1,t
- !

b<
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spectrum of environmental monitoring papers. The results indi-

cate that the ratio of radioiodine curies to Xenon-133 was less
*~

than 7.10 to 1. If this ratio were characteristic of the
entire release, it would give a total radioiodine release ranging

from less than 1.6 curies to less than 7 curies of radioiodine
(depending upon whether a total Xenon-133 release of 2.4 or 10

; million curies is assumed). Although the radioiodine detection
i t

I limit supports a small (15 curies or so) release of radioiodine,
Ir
1 it should be realized that the' air mass that arrived at Albany

may not have contained the emissions from the earliest period
**when a large burst of radioiodine might have escaped. Also,

no information was given about whether or not the radioiodine

detection equipment used was sensitive to methyliodide. Never-

theless, the measurement provides further. support for the conclu-
'C sion that there were periods of time v5en the radioiodine release

.

rate was as small as stated in the officiaa studies. In addition,

unless the Albany measurement was not capable of detecting '
'

,.

methyliodide, this finding tends to contradict Takeshi's release

estimates (discussed in Section C2.3.2 above) which are based
on assuming a high iodine / xenon ratio over the entire release

period.

C3.2 Grass Measureme;.ts

Analysis of grass samples for many locations were made by

the Department of Energy, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and

~4*0btained by dividing the 8 x 10 pci M Iodine-131 detection
limit value by 1230 pei/m3 of Xenon-133. (1230 is the average ofthe two values given in the report, 1390 and 1060.) ;

,

*The air mass containing the radioactivity arrived in the Albany
O' area sometime between 1230 EST March 29 and 1500 EST March 30.

| If moving at an average speed of 4 meters /sec ( about 8 miles /hr. ) ,'

the air mass would have taken 26 hours to reach Albany.
i

I

h
|
'

_ _ _ __ - _ _ _ . -. . _ . - - -_
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( Radioiodine was found on many of'

the Metropolitan Edison Company.
,

these samples, but most were below the limits of detection. As parti

|

of this review, the positive measurements, as well as a sampling
Itof the negative ones, were plotted on a map of the area.

was found that the grass samples were not taken uniformly in
The data is quite limited in certain sectors,all angular sectors.

particularly in directions which will turn out to be of interest
later--directions in which radioactivity initially moving upriver
would have eventually blown over land due to the windings of the

river.

Some of the grass measurements reported by the Department

of Energy are' so uniform as to suggest incorrect labeling.
.

Until this issue is resolved, it is premature to recommend ,

On the other hand,() a thorough modeling analysis of the results.
'

,

the peak concentration reported (0.9 nanocuries/per square meter
,

of Iodine-131 measured on 4/15/79 at a distance of one half mile
southeast of the plant ) can be compared with peak concentrations }

*

reported in another accident, at Windscale, England, in which the ?
!

amount of radioiodine released was determined. |
9

First, however, the measured value must be corrected for i
1

radioactive decay. (Since the number of nanocuries of radioiodine i*

decreases with time due to radioactive decay, the concentration .

.

The 0.9 ywould have been higher had it been measured earlier.)
E

nanocuries per square meter on 4/15 is equivalent to about 3.5 g

nanocuries per square. meter at the start of the accident.

Similar results (0.73*This measurement was taken by the NRC. 7.were obtained by DOE at a similar location at the2nanocuries/m ) 3
same time. IE.W. Bretthauer, R.F. Grossman, D.J. Thome, and I('') A.E. Smith, "Three Mile Island Nuclear Reactor Accident of March fp '
1979 Environmental Radiation Data: A Report to the President's(_,/

( continued on following page)
,

-

!

|
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This peak value of 3.5 nanocuries per square meter can be compared
with the peak value of 17,000 nanocuries per square meter

measured in October of 1957 following the accident at Windscale,

England, in which about 20,000 curies of radiciodine were released. *

Scaling the 20,000 curie Windscale figure by the ratio of

3.5/17,000 gives 4 curies, a number which is not wildly inconsis-

tent with the official TMI estimate of 15 curies. Of course {
1;

|| it has to be borne in mind that TMI data are much scarcer than
*

'

-

; Windscale data. It is unlikely that those making the measure-'

ments at TMI happened upon the hottest spot. And in light of the

fact that the TMI grass measurements may have missed certain

bursts of radioiodine--especially bursts blown upriver--the re-
.sults of the analysis given here only support the official

release rate estimates for those wind directions in which
,

measurements were made.
A final caveat must be included about

methyliodiae.
Because methyliodide does not stick easily to

grass, a large release of methyliodide would not have shown
up in the grass measurements. **

(continued from previous page)
Co.mmission on the Accident at Three M.ile Island," (ReportEPA-600/4-81-013B,
Las Vegas , Nevada , 19 81. )U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
2 of Table 9-E. The Measurement was found on page
Table ll-E.j The DOE measurement was found on page 50 of

*The peak grass measurements shown in maps of deposition at
Windscale occur at about 0.5 miles and again at about 2 miles.
A.C. Chamberlain, Royal Meteorology Society Journal . 85,Figure 1, p. 352. (1959),

For additional discussion of the NEndscaleaccident, see J. Crabtree, Ibid., p. 362. *

*Of course, if the same percentage of methyliodide was released
at Windscale and TMI, this caveat would be irrelevant to thecalculation. However, the measured deposition velocity atWindscale (0.003 meters /sec.)methyliodide release there. appears to rule out a large

.

"
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C3.3 Measurements of Absorbed Radioactivity in Humans

Some 760 people living within three miles of TMI were

counted for a period of 10 minutes in a "whole body c'ounter,"
*

beginning on April 10, 1979. The hope was to identify or set

limits on any specific radioisotopes in excess of normal radio-

activity found in the body (i.e., above the 100 nanocuries of
*

radioactive potassium (K-40) that occurs naturally in humans. )

However, the Kemeny Commission staff did not think very highly

of the procedures followed and' tended to discount the measurements:

To summarize, it was impossible for this
task group to assess internal dose based
on in-vivo measurement, even though there
was a multitude of data available for analysis.

131
For I in particular, the task group had this to say,

Some question is raised as to the appropriate-O ness of the electronics settings. The gain
*

of the signal amplifiers from the detector
should be adjusted so that the energy region
of the net spectra best incorporates all of ,

the likely isotopes to be found. In the *

case of a nuclear plant, a key one is I-131
with its primary photon energy of 364 key. :

?Both of the subcontractors have set the oain of
their amplifiers in such a way that the i-131 )
photopeak is very close to the low end of the 7
spectrum. This is certainly not the most optimum y
setting. The energy region that these spectra 4

are suited to is the K-40 region, which al- {
i'. though beautifully centered in the middle jof the page, is not an isotope of any concern

'at TMI or any other nuclear facility. Other g
difficulties encountered with troth of these 9

whole-body count systems involve geometry y

problems that could lead to significant ,

errors in quantifying any given isotope. ,

!However, these problems are inherent in
" shadow-shield" type whole-body counters, f,,

such as those employed by RMC and Hegelson.

,

*R.D. Gotchy, The Whole Body Counting Program Following the
Three Mile Island Accident. Technical Report April-September

1979, (Report NUEG-0636, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
"

\_/ Washington, D.C., 1980.)
1 F

**Auxier et al., op. cit., p. 155.

|
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Despite these limitations, it does not seem wise to discount
the information completely. Data at TMI is so sparse that none

of it should be ignored unless there is convincing evidence thati
i

it is completely useless. It is better to extract as much in-g

formation as possible, bearing in mind that the derived results
may carry great uncertainty. In this spirit, it is worthwhile_

to convert the whole-body radioactivity results to a release
.

i
'

estimate. It is only in this way that the whole-body counting
results can be put into perspective with the other published
papers.

31In the case of I, the data showed a completely null
result, i.e., no radiciodine was noted in any individual down
to a reported detection limit of 2 nanocuries. Assuming that

the detection limit is correctly stated, it appears that -

this result is quite consistent with a 15 curie or lower release.
In other words, 2 nanocuries per person would not be expected
to be found in many individuals. The average value caused by,

inhalation of radiciodine might be 0.1 nanocuries per person,
with large fluctuations about the average. Some additional

*For instance, the amount of radioiodine inhaled is given by the
integrated product of breathing rate multiplied by the concentra-
tion per unit volume multiplied by the exposure time. These
last two are generally combined in the literature into one factor,called the "X/Q" factor.; An average "X/Q" of 10-6 would result; in about 4 nanocuries inhaled per 15 curies released. 4 nanocuriesl

would have decayed to 2 nanocuries by the time of the measurement,
assuming the average radiciodine release occured on April 6
and the average measurement took place on April 14. The con-centration would have been reduced by an additional factor of
3 to 0.66 nanocuries in a 'few days due to elimination from thebody (see U.S. NRC, Reactor Safety Study, Wash-1400, vol. VI

! 1975, p. D-25) .
i For comparison purposes, a release averaged over all wind

directions uniformly would have a X/O of 0.17 x 10-6 at 2
C,, (continued on following page.)(assuiming uniform mixing in the reactor wake), ie.,

ilometers
.

.
.

-
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( radioiodine may have been ingested from milk, contributing
*

perhaps another 0.1.nanocuries on the average.

Even if one assumes that a 2 nanocurie detection limit
overstates the sensitivity of the measuring equipment, the

fact that no radiciodine was found in any individual is useful

information. It probably rules out a release above, say, 150
curies of radioiodine while the wind was blowing in the direction

in which the 760 people in the sample lived, worked or went to

school, i.e., all directions presumably except up or down the
!

river. (Any excessively high release up or down river would

probably have missed people living within 3 miles and therefore .

?.

would have been missed in the whole body counting data.) This ;

radiciodine limit is particularly important because it probably .f
'**

also applies to methyliodide (once again only in those directions 4

covered by the 760 " human dosimeters"). f
As part of any full dosimetry study, it would be worth- i

while to establish a more rigorous upper limit on the release. |
i
I(continued from previous page)

the average expected concentration for a 15 curie release would
be 0.11 nanocurier. Actual X/Qs would be higher or lower for
various wind directions and distances, so that fluctuations 3

s per person would be expected. (A breathing *
about0.11nanocurig/sec.hasbeen' assumed.)rate of 2.7 x 10-4m

*Berger et al. calculated that the contribution to the 50 mile
gopulation dose from milk was twice that from direct inhalation.2

" Population Dose Estimate for a Hypothetical Release of 2.4 xl

l06 Curies of Noble Gases and 1 x 104 Curies of 131I at the
Three Mile Island Nuclear Station Unit 2" (Report ORNL/TM-7980,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, September
1981.)~ Ilowever, the population living within 3 miles probably
drank Ellk from more distant locations, reducing in their case ,

the relative contribution of the milk pathway. Thus, it is more
reasonable to take the milk contribution equal to the inhalation
contribution.

() ** Assuming that, as would be expected, methyliodide is eliminated ..

from the body more slowly than inorganic forms of iodine.
.

!
,
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i
{ For that purpose it would be useful to reanalyze the original
! whole-body data, if it is available, to obtain greater sensitivity

for radioiodine. The original energy spectra could be added

together for many individuals thereby improving the " signal-to,
;

noise" ratio . If 100 spectra were added, the detection limit,

for the average would drop to 0.2 nanocuries. If all 760 spectra

were added, the corresponding limit would be 0.07 nanocuries--

a level of sensitivity that would be sufficient to detect a
15 curie or even smaller release. '

.C3.4 Radiciodine in Meadow Voles

Two groups reported finding radioiodine in meadow voles:
' -

one group actually removed the vole thyroids to track its path; **

the other group merely identified the radioiodine without determin-
***

ing its location in the voles. No attempt was made in either

case to work backwards from the findings to a check or an estimate
of the quantity of radioiodine released. Consequently, as it

stands, the existing literature cannot be used to compare vole ,
results to other environmental measurements, especially to,

measurements on cow's milk tha't will be shown (see below, Section
3.5) to be in conflict. Fortunately, the prin'cipal investigator
for this review became interested enough in the vole problem to

perfom calculations on his own (under the auspices of the National
Audubon Society). The results are reported below.

*The detection limit would decrease by.the square root of the
a.mber of spectra summed.

|
**W. Field, E. Field, D. Zegers and G. Steucek,'" Iodine 131 in

the Thyroids of the Meadow Vole (Microtus Pennsylvanicus) in the
vicinity of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating Plant,"
Health Physics 41, 297-301 (1981)..

**S. Morris, P. Mehrle, "A Report on Radionuclide Analyses Done
(continued on following page)

.
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(', )
N' One factor complicating the necessary calculations is the

absence of research on the metabolic behavior of radioiodine

in voles. Such information should be obtained experimentally in

a complete dosimetry study, but for these calculations, it has

been assumed that, as in humans, one-third of the radiciodine

consumed by the vole ends up in the thyroid. Given this assump-

tion, it is possible to convert the vole measurements into
.

measurements of radioiodine concentration in the grass eaten

by the vole. Such a derive.d concentration may then be compared

with both actual sample grass measurements and with meteorological

predictions of radiolodine concentration in the grass of the vole 3

Ehabitats (assuming the official 15 curie release) .
,

!
Table C-3 shows the results of model calculations--adapted

I i
from the paper by Field et al.--that attempt to predicts ,

) 1) how much of the official (15 curie) estimate of radio-
iodine would have been deposited per square meter at

2

each of the two sites studied (a purely meteorological
.

dispersion calculation--see Table footnotes b,c),, 5

2) 'the resulting quantity of radioiodine per gram of
i

vegetation (see Table footnote d), and d
1,

3) how much vegetation the voles would have had to have

eaten at each site to accumulate the amount measured in
,

their thyroids. As shown in Table C-3, column 5, the

model is internally consistent in this regard in that it ,

predicts the same amount of vegetation eaten by voles

at the two sites. Or, in other words, the ratio be-

tween radioiodine per gram of vegetation and radioiodine

(continued from previous page)
via Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy on Wildlife Samples from Areas in
Close Proximity to the Three Mile Island Nuclear Generating

) Station near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania," (Mimeographed report >
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Columbia, Missouri, June 11, 19793*_,

-

t
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measured in the vole thyroids is the same for both sites.

The prediction for the amount of radioiodine per gram of grass

is about four times higher than a measurement made by Metropolitan

Edison Company at a location fortuitously midway between the
two vole sites. (The agreement might be even closer than a

factor of four if a correction factor is included to account
for the soll mixed in with the grass collected in the Metropolitan

*
Edison sample. ) Agreement within a factor of four is also found,

for the amount of radioiodine projected to have been retained
in the vole's thyroid. About 37 grams of grass would have had to

.

have been eaten by the voles in order to produce the measured
thyroid radioiodine concentration. Over the same period, the voles
would have eaten about 160 grams of food. Thus, if all the vole's

.

food were vegetation, the model would predict 160/37 times,as
much radiolodine as was found, i.e., a factor of about 4 more.

**

As a result, it appears that the vole thyroid measurements are con-

sistent with a radioiodine release estimate which is lower by

about a factor of four than the official estimate of 15 curies.
*The average prediction for ths two vole sites in Table C-3 is0.31 picoeuries per gram. On 4/5/79, 0.11 picocuries per gram ofgrass was found 1.1 miles ENE of the reactor. (This amount of
radioactivity would have decayed to 0.071 picoeuries per gram
on 4/10/79, the average date used in the table.) [h. A. Hilton,
R. F. Grossman, "Three Mile Island Nuclear Reactor Accident ofMarch 1979. Environmental Radiation Datar Update 2 Volume I,"(Report EPA-600/4-81-014A, Environmental Protection , Agency ,
Environmental Monitoting Systems Laboratory, Las Vegas, Nevada,March 1981 ) , Table 17- E ]

The Metropolitan Edison samples are described as follows, "

collected along with soil taken from three 6" by 6" areas." grass(Ibid. , Table 16e. ) Depending upon the amount of soil included
in the part of the sample actually counted,.the reported con-
centration may have been based on an excessive weight.

**It should be noted that some filtering of radioactivity may have
occurred in the overgrowth at the vole sites in the upper levelsf-~3

t ) of the pasture. As a result, the voles eating at ground level' '

may have consumtid grass with less radiolodine than the average.
Accounting for this effect would lead to better agreement.

.

&
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- Tablo C-3
-

Model Predictions of the Amount of Radiolodine Deposited on Vegetation and Consumed by '.* oles

Curles Deposited Picoeuries of Average Grams of Total

assumed radioiodine radiciodine radiotodine vegetation diet for

released in na p ries per gram of measured in eaten to same

in sector per a re- vegetation vole thy- accumulate period

(a) saining on (d) rolds in measured (in grams)

4/10/79 picocuries radiciodine (g)

(b c) (e) in thyroids
(f)

vole site II th) .37 0.21 0.17 2.2 '39 160

8

vole site III (1) 82 0.57 0.46 5.6 36 160 Q,

as
i 1
'

(a) Obtained by weighing the time dependent radiotodine release shown in Table II-3 of the!

(p.3561 by the percentage of time the wind was blowing in the 22.5' sector
,

Bogovin report
containing the vole site.

(b)' Assumieg 1) a 0.003 m/ sac. deonsition velocity (consistent with the average value measured
for radioiodine af ter the Windscale accidentis
2) Malf of the release was methyllodide and hence did not stick to ground surfacess

| 3) An average wind speed of 3 m/sec. consistent with the meteorological datas
J

4) An laitial plume shape matching the turbulent wake of the buildings near the vent
This was accomplished by using a vertical dispersion coefficient of 50 metersstack. Since the atmosphere was quite stablo during this period,j in a Gaussian plume model.

no significant additional dispersal would have taken place by the time the radioacti-
vity reached the volo site. The radioactivity was assumed to be spread uniformly in
a horizontal direction over a 22.5 sector.

'

1

|

4

|
-
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(continued from preceding page)
.

. .
1

5) weathering rate of .002 per hour (Bergeg et al., * Population Dose Estinatefrom a Hypothetical Release of 2.4 x 10 Curies," Appendix B.) Such a ratej

leads to a reduction of a factor of 2 in ground concentration by 4/10/79.i

6) Radioactive decay reduces concentration by a factor of 2 on the average.
! (c) Average over 22.5' sector (east for site II, northeast for site III).

(d) Assuming 700 (wet) grams of grass per square noter and 57% deposition of the radiciodine,

; onto grass. Note that the pastures from which the voles were taken were uncut for two
years. (The 700 gram figure has been taken from NRC Regulatory Guide, V. 109 (Rev. 1).
It is equivalent to a value of 3.6 tons per acre, which is reasonable for an unfertilized
field. Crass yields were discussed on 4/13/82 with Victor Lechtenberg, Associate Director,
Purdue University Agricultural Experimental Station, Purdue University. The assumed
percentage deposition on grass (571) is based on Berger et al., op. cit.) I

.

I
(1

(e) William R. Field, Elizabeth H. Field, David A. 2egers, and Guy L. Steucek, " Iodine 131 (j,

. in Thyroids of the Meadow Vole (Microtus Pennsylvanicus) in the Vicinity of the ThreeI gMile Island Nuclear Generating Plant," Health Physics 41, 297-301 (1981). It is
assumed that 1) the voles eat predominantly " wet" grass rather than grass that has

i fallen and dried out; 2) that one third of the ingested radiolodine ends up in the
! thyroid.

(f) Three times the ratio of the entries in the two preceding columns, which is equivalent
to assuming that two-thirds of the radioiodine is eliminated from the vole before.

being absorbed by the thyroid. Because we are not aware of any data on this subjecti

! - for voles, we have taken the same value for the fraction eliminated as has been measured
for humans. [USNRC, Reactor Safety St udy, 1975, vol. VI, p. D-25]

(g) Reference (e) states that voles eat one-third of their weight per day. Average
weight of a vole is 50 grams [W.H. Burt and R.P. Crossenheider, A Field Guide

- to the Mammals.3rd Ed. (A Peterson Field Guide, 1976)], implying that voles eat about 16~

j grams per day.

(h) 2.3 km east of the plant.
4

| (1) 1.9 km northeast of the plant.

|
'

:

'
.

>

|
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(v)

The necessary caveats to such a finding are as follows:

1) The diet of the meadow vole may be low in the grass

that would contain radioiodine.
2) The vole thyroid may not absorb rsdioiodine with as

high an efficiency as the human thyroid.
3) The assumed proportions of inorganic radioiodine and

'

organic radioiodine (methyliodide) may not be accurate.
Each of these caveats should be addressed in a complete dosimetry

study, but the low values for these preliminary calculations are
ironic in that the authors of the vole thyroid paper have been

*

criticized for claiming that they found any radioiodine at all.
Although the measurements discussed so far are the only

ones taken directly on vole thyroids, the results given in the
O' second vole paper are just as important. At the reque'st of

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, a vole was trapped on April

25, 1979, at a distance of 0.5 miles east of the TMI reactor.

The analysis was conducted at the University of Missouri
**

Research Reactor facility, where 56 picoeuries of radiciodine
g

were found in the body of the vole. Although the measurement

is a whole body measurement, it is probable, again assuming that

radioiodine works in voles as in humans, that by 4/25 all or
almost all radioiodine not eliminated by the vole had made l'ts way

to the thyroid. When appropriate adjustments are made to the

*For instance, the Director of the Environmental Protection Agency's
TMI field station published a sarcastic letter of criticismJ

about the vole paper in Health Physics,' suggesting that the tech-
niques used were faulty and had led to an overestimate of radio-i
iodine, and possibly a completely false signal. See W. P. Kirk,

(~') "1311 in Thyroids in Meadow Voles near Three Mile Island Nuclear
(m / Generating Station," Health Physics 44, 175-177 (1983).

**S. Morris, P. Mehrle, op. cit.
.

- |
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(p) reported number of picoeuries, a comparison can be made with the,

first vole study, with both results referenced to a common date.
The necessary radioactive decay correction increases the 56
picocuries to 205 picoeuries as of 4/10/79. This number, while

*

still small, is fifty times greater than the average 4 picoeuries

of radioiodine found in the first set of measurements. Part of

the discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the higher

measurement was taken closer,to the reactor (at 0.5 miles rather
than 1.1 - 1.4 miles). But it is doubtful that meteorology can
make up the entire factor of fifty discrepancy.

.

C3.5 Radiciodine in Rabbits, Goats,and Sheep

In addition to the findings on meadow voles, and to the

considerable attention devoted to the study of radiciodine in
cows' milk (see below, Section 3.6), a limited amount of data

exists on radioiodine in animals such as rabbits and goats.
'

For example, 550 picoeuries of radiciodine per gram, referenced
[ to 4/10/79, were found in the thyroids of rabbits trapped at

locations 1 to 3 miles northeast of the reactor. **
This high,

1

i
f number has not yet been analyzed in accordance with the model

!

*That is, 205 picoeuries on 4/10/79 would have decayed to 56 pico-curies by 4/25/79. There is a slight ambiguity involving the
4/25 data that has been resolved by communication with Dr. Morris:

1 of the University of Missouri Research Reactor facility who
} analyzed the samples for radioactivity content. To the best

of his recollection, the radioactive measurements made by him
'

were corrected for radioactive decay to the 4/25 date of entrap-ment. (Private communication, 8/15/1983.), ,

!

"The actual reading was 160 picoeuries per gram on 4/29/79. I
Adjust-! ment to 4/10 is provided for comnarability with the vole measure-

p [S. Morris,P.Mehrle,Jr.,op. cit.]
'j

' ments in Section C3.4 above.
|

V -
1

,

|
'
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presented in Section 3.4, however. A high concentration of

radiciodine was also found in goats' milk, (the peak concentra-
*

Thetion reached 100 picocuries per liter on April 24.)
fact that the concentration for goats was higher than f'or cows

may be due to different metabolic processes, to different local

deposition, or to the fact that goats may have obtained a higher

percentage of food from grazing than did cows.
For completeness, it should be noted that some critics

of the official studies of the TMI accident have privately

pointed to radioiodine measurements in European sheep as potential
I

indicators of a large release from TMI. Although a factor of

1000 reduction in radioiodine signal might be expected 3000
it would be closed-minded to reject a causalmiles west of TMI,

connection without analysis. Consequently, some modeling work

should be carried out on this subject as part of a full dosimetry |
t

study. i

4
'

-

k
,

C3.6 Radiciodine in Cows' Milk &

Comparisons of the amount of radiciodine found in cows' f
L
''

milk with model predictions appear to be wildly inconsistent.
But othersSome model calculations support the official release.

indicate that the amount of radioiodine found in cows' milk
appears far too high to be consistent with the official release ,

*

figure, unless farmers blatantly disregarded instructions to **
keep cattle on stored feed.

*D. Baker, R. Schreckhise, and J. Soldat, " Pathways of Iodine-131 |
to Hilk Following the Three Mile Incident," (Letter Report,

Battelle Memorial Institute, Pacific Northwest Laboratory,V
Richland, Washington, 1983).

.

l
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( ) C3.6.1 Review of Three Milk Studiesm-

,

In the aftermath of the accident, checks'were made by two
\
$ groups to compare milk radioiodine measurements with model

projections, assuming a 15 curie radioiodine release. In the

first study the model projections were reported to overestimate

the measured milk concentrations at three locations by a factor
*

of 10 to 50. Few details were provided, however. In the second

ctudy, projections made for a 15 curie release underestimated
,

the measured milk concentrations. (See Table C-4.) The under-

estimate was quite large when the radiciodine was assumed to be

released as a vapor, but only lower by about a factor of four, on
average, when the released radioiodine was assumed to be in the

**
form of a 5-micron particle. However, in both cases the cal-

culations were performed ascuming that 10% of the diet of TMI- area
cows was obtained from grazing. This appears to be a highly

questionable assumptions the accident did not occur during the
grazing season; most farmers in the area rely on stored feed'

even during the grazing seasoni and farmers were specifically
instructed to keep their cows on stored feed as a result of the

***
accident. The next question is inescapable: If cows were on

*The sites were not identified.
(Report TDR-TMI-116) , pp. 5-6.~)[Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.

**C.D. Berger et al., ca. cit.

***In response to a question about compliance with the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture's recommendation that cows be kept
indoors after the accident, Mr. Furrer of the Bureau of Animal
Husbandry said:

1. The accident occurred at a time of the year when
(''N cows are generally kept indoors on stored feed.

I G
' (continued on following page.)

|
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Table C-4

Summary of Results of Berger et al

.

(Summary of Comparison Between Predicted and Obs'erved Levels
.

I3I 131of I in Milk Resulting from a 15 C1 I Release at TMI Unit 2.)

*
Avg. Measured Max. Measured Predicted
Activity Activity Activity

Compass Distance (picoeurie per (picoeurie per (picoeurie per
Direction Sector (alles) liter) liter) liter)

(a) (b)
NNW 2 9 12.51 18 0.83 3.51

WNW 4 5 1.34 22 0.82 2.01

W 5 15 2.31 16 0.07 0.75

| 8 9 12.5 1.60 30 0.01 0.11

SE 11 1 21.75 33 1.17 11.64

E 13 2 5.56 23 4.10 5.50
.

131(a) 2 as a vapor.
.

131(b) 2 as a 5-micron particle .

?

+
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stored feed and only 15 curies of radioiodine were released,
how did that much radioiodine make its way into cows' milk?

|
;The NRC was evidently interested in this question and com-

missioned a third, more investigative, study by Battelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratory. (We learned of this contract by accident,
as a result of the computer search turning up a reference to
it. Upon contacting the NRC, we learned that the study had been

completed eighteen months earlier, but had " slipped through
the cracks" and had not yet been reviewed for release. We were

promised that this oversight would be corrected and indeed the

study was released in the form of a " letter report" in June of
*1983.) This study,by D.A. Baker et al., concluded that the

O major pathway by which radiciodine initially entered milk was
\s / inhalation, not grazing. From certain experimental data on

the inhalation of radiciodine by cows, Baker and colleagues
'

concluded that the peak amount of radioiodine found in milk

(continued from previous page)
2) Those that weren't kept indoors were still fed
stored feed under normal end of March conditions.3) In the initial period after the accident, com-
pliance with recommendation that cows be kept in-
doors was very high. Near 100%. However, farmers
were told the results of milk analyses on the first
day. As they found out that results of milk contami-
nation analyses were " insignificant," some of them
probably left cows outside. (Private communicationwith Elizabeth Speer, 2/14/1983.)

*D.A. Baker, 41.G. Schreckhise, and J.K. Soldat, " Pathways of
Iodine-131 to Milk Following the Three Mile Island Incident," 1

(Letter Report to NRC, Battelle Memorial Institute, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washingtoh, June 1983).

O.
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at three sites near radioiodi,ne monitoring stations was not un-
reasonable given the airborne radioiodine concentration measured

at nearby locations. Thus, it was not necessary, according to

this study, to assume any grazing took place at all--at least-
*

at the sites studied.

Now if one set of data can be explained assuming an inhalation

pathway, calculations assuming a 10% grazing pathway should

overpredict by far the amount of radioiodine in milk--as was
the case with the Pickard, Lowe and Garrick study. This was

certainly not the case with the results of Berger et al., which

predicted less than the measured amount. ( A summary of the

conclusions of the three studies on radiciodine in milk is pro-

vided in Table C-5.) Perhaps the explanation for the discrepancy()
between the results of Berger et al. and other analysts lies ,

in the fact that different analysts-have used different milk
i

data. That is to say, more radiciodine may have been released i
1 .

or deposited in certain directions and locations than others. (
t

In order to unravel this puzzle, it will obviously be necessary . |
'

Ito go back to the raw data to try to make comparisons on the same I
! H

milk data. This conclusion should also serve to identify the

need for developing a unified map of environmental sample sites f ,

I

to be utilized with wind and other appropriate meteorological i

variables. t

$1
1!

'

little quantitative attenti6n has been given to*In the past,
the possibility of inhalation of radioactivity by cows in potential ! [

reactor accidents, because the grazing pathway was generally ;

1 :thought to be so much more important. If practices in animal
I l !husbandry are changing, however, so that grazing is in general,

i kA

becoming a less important source of food, research practices
fmust change in consonance.

.

/ r,
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Table C-5

Conclusion of studies Performed on Radiolodihe in Milk
_Prior to This Revaew

(Assuming a 15 Curse Release)

Analysts
Conclusionf

Pickard, Lowe and Carricka),b) g0%gragingassmtin! *

j concentrations in milk at3 sites by a factor of 10 to
50.

i Berger et a181e')
lon grazing assumption
underpredicts radioiodine
concentrat2ons in milk at manysites by a factor of four on
average.

Baker et al )d
initial peak concentrations of
radioiodine in milk appear to
be consistent with an inhalation

g pathway and do not require any
\m / grazing to explain the results,. at least right after the accident,

a)
It should be noted that the two grazing - pathway studies may not

have considered the same time dependence for the radiolodine release.
The Pickard, Lowe and Garrick study assumed a radiciodine release
consistent with the radioiodine vent stack measurements discussed

' .

earlier. The time dependence assumed in' the paper by Berger et. al.,is not clear. It appears from the text of their paper that the Iodine
release rate has been taken proportional to the noble gas releaser yet
the actual data given in their table, showing the amount of radioiso-
topes released into each angular sector, does not bear the text out inan obvious way. Pochaos certain correction factors were applied.
b) Pickard, Lowe, Carrick, Inc. " Assessment of Offsite Radiation Doses
from the Three Mile Island Unit 2 Accident," (Report TDR-THI-116,Revision 0,1979), pg. 3-3.
c) In this study, calculations were mac's for both a 15 curie releaseand a 10,000 curie release of radiciodine.
15 curie release are reported here. The results for the
Estimate from a Hypoth9tical Release of 2 4 x 106t Btrger et al, " Population Dose

Curies of Noble Casesand 1 x 104 Curies of AJI I at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,Unit
2". (Report ORNL/TM-1980, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge,Tennessee, september 1981).3

d) D.A. Baker, R.C. Schredkhise, and J.K. Soldat, " Pathways of Iodine-131to Milk Po11owing the Three Mile Incident", (Letter Report, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory Battelle Memorial Institute , Richland, Washington,*

1983).
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In any case, the data reported by Berger et al. appears to

contradict the official release estimate. In order to obtain

a rough indication of the magnitude of the discrepancy'it is
necessary to obtain a value for the amount of radioiodine concen-

trations in milk, should the pathway to milk be changed to in-

halation rather than grazing. As shown in Appendix D, to get

the same milk concentration via inhalation of 5-micron particles,

180 times as much radioiodine would have to have been released

using the basic model reported in the paper by Berger et al.
i

However, the discrepancy is actually larger. Inspection of

Table C-4 (see above) indicates that for 5-micron particles

(
the ingestion model underpredicts in most cases. As stated

earlier, the average discrepancy is a factor of four. Thus, to
'

match the measured milk data given in Table C-4, assuming an

inhalation pathway, the 180 figure would have to be increased j
4 |

by another factor of four. Consequently, the resulting discrepancy
'.

(a factor of 720) is enormous and serves to separate this milk j

fdata from all other environmental measurements. I
IIt is interesting to note that the study by Berger et al.

was commissioned specifically to calculate the whole-body dose
'

e

that would be delivered by a 10,000 curie release of radiciodine.
|

It is quite possible that someone else made the same inhalation { |

pathway analysis as was made in Appendix D and commissioned a
.

1

*The study was requested of analysts at Oak Ridge National f
Laboratory under a Department of Energy contract.

,

'
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study to check whether or not such a large release would cause

any radical change in the total whole-body population dose.

C3.6.2
Reconciliation of High Milk Results with Other Environmental

Measurements

There are two ways that a large release of radiciodine

could be consistent with other' environmental measurements:
1) The release could have been inorganic

in form, but restricted to wind directions
in which other data are missing. Whether

this is the case with the measurements of
) Berger et al. will have to be checked against'

ms/s the raw data. Two of the sites appear to

be in similar directions as those chosen for
analysis in the paper by Baker et al., but -

at different distances. In these cases,,

agreement is closest between the two papers,,

but a large discrepancy still remains.3

f
2)

The release could have been in the form of
,

organic iodine, e.g., methyliodide.
,

,,

In this
j case, no wind direction restrictions would

be required because methyllodide neither
i sticks to grass very well nor would it be

detected easily by radioiodine monitoring
,-- equipment.

,

k
'

s-

.
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In evaluating the methyliodide hypothesis, it should be

noted that essentially no monitoring of airborne methyliodide

took place. Cows would indeed inhale methyliodide, which in

turn would be trapped in the body. However, to enter cows'

milk, the methyliodide in the cows would have to be "hydrolized."

That does not happen in humans very quickly, but apparently no

one has measured the rate at which methyliodide does enter cows'
'

milk. It is therefore impossible to evaluate the methyliodide

hypothesis properly at the present time. In view of the need

to promote the inhalation pathway to at least equal status
with ingestion, the necessary, background research should b'e

performed.
O( ,) In any case, the health significance of inhaled methyle

iodide would be small. Methyliodide when inhaled by humans

does not get picked up by the thyroid gland. There might

be an increase in the whole-body dose but the increase would
*

likely be less than a few thousand person-rem.
:

The factor of 720 discrepancy referred to earlier would only .

I
iapply to methyliodide, not the inorganic form. There exist other
inon-inhalation pathways into cows for inorganic radioiodine
.

fthat have not yet been mentioned. For instance, even cows that were ,

i
?

*This estimate should be checked in a more complete dosimetry study. i
4 Berger et al. indicated that 10,000 curies of inorganic radio- |

iodine would contribute 1600, person-rem to the whole-body dose. t
Although the calculation is somewhat di'fferent for methyliodide j'

(no ground dose but longer body residence time,) a large dif- !
!ference should not result. I

(''N In pursuing research on methyliodide in humans, it would in-
cidentally be of interest to determine whether breathing methyl- -

iodide may be responsible for the metallic taste reported by f\ _/
local residents at the time of the accident.

.
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[') not grazing
LJ on pasture could have ingested deposited inorganic

radiciodine by licking or chewing the ground--a practice that is
*

common to cows. A rough calculation made for this review

suggests that a cow might need only to lick 1.5 square feet per
day to obtain as much radioactivity as would be inhaled. Thus

it does seem possible that the " licking" pathway could be more
important than the inhalation pathway, one paper which summarized

research on soil ingestion by cattle appeared in the literature
as this Appendix was being finalized. The reported measurements

indicate that dairy cattle ingest soil in amounts less than 14 of
the total dry-matter intake in situations where feeding involves

little or no grazing. ** Although the result does not precisely

indicate the relative amount of radiciodine that would be absorbed by
way of the two pathways, it does make it unlikely to expect that a

(a'} cow could lick enough ground to ingest as much radioactivity as
would be ingested from a 10% diet of contaminated grass. How-

ever, more research is needed in this area before a definite
conclusion can be drawn. For the moment, it would not be unre'ason-
able

to hypothesize that the release of inorganic radiciodine implied
by the high milk measurements would still be greater than 15

curies even when the soil ingestion pathway is taken into account.

In ovaluating the reasonableness of the first, inorganic release
hypothesis above, it is extremely important to compare the milkro

i locations of the paper by Berger et al. with the locations
"A second possible pathway might be associated with cows lickingtheir calves.
other stored feed itself.A third possible pathway might be baled hay or

,

Baled hay might serve as an efficient
filter of airborne radioactivity, especially,if it were located
outdoors or in a well-ventilated barn. (However, baled hay
would not be expected to absorb as much radiciodine per gram asdispersed grass.)

('~') Zach, K.R. Mayoh, " Soil Ingestion by Cattle:**R.
i A NeglectedPathway," Health Physics 46, 426-431 (1984), p. 429. The percentageof soil ingestion rises to an average of 4-84 when cows are in pasture.

.
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( ) at which grass measurements were made. The compass directions

with the highest radiciodine concentrations in milk were NNW,
However, greater precision in these directions will

,

W and S.

be necessary for comparispn with the grass data.
Before attempting to analyze the discrepancies between

the papers by Baker et al. and Berger et al., it is necessary

to digress for a moment to explain some of the inherent difficulties

in the method used by Baker et al.--a. method that analyzes the

peak radioiodine concentration in milk rather than the average
The ideas behind this highly technical paperconcentration.

are very good, but the authors were forced to rely on inadequate '

dataconcerni$gairborneradiciodineconcentrations--variables
-The onlywhich enter their calculations in a fundamental way.

;

available measurements on airborne radiciodine were take,n at
,

stations at least 20' off angle from the farm at which milk

measurements were taken.
This angular separation appears too ,

;

As discussed in Appendix |
*

great to allow reliable extrapolation.
A, the general alternative to extrapolation is meteorolcgical f

b

11owever, the one set of meteorological projectionsmodeling.
L

of radiciodine concentrations made at TMI are inadequate.

As discussed earlier in section 3.'1, projections made for the

Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. study appear to be off by a factor
I

suggesting that meteorological modeling may not |**
of twelve,

e.

*There appears to be a poor correlation between the airborneradiciodine concentration and the milk radioiodine concentration
,

i
"

al. It is true that the firstshown in the paper by Dakar et
peak in airborne radioiodine concentration is followed by a peak '

,

in milk radiciodine, but subsequent airborne peaks do not showi

O) up in the milk data. 4%
!

( 3
| **See Report TDR-T111-116, gp_. git , Table 5-2.
| i*

,
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solve the problem in this case.*

Table C-6 compares milk concentrations found at the farms
studied by Baker et al. with the farms studied by Berger et a)
There are two wind directions that contain sites studied by both.
In one case, radioiodine concentrations differ by about a factor
of three. The discrepancy would presumably be larger if cor-

rections were made for the different distances of the sites
studied by the two groups. In'the other case, the concentrations

differ by a factor of eight for average concentration, but only
a factor of 1.7 in peak concentration. Some of this discrepancy
might be explained by the different distances of the sites
studied by the two groups. Another possibility to consider is
that one of the models used is drastically incorrect.

O( For*
/ instance, perhaps the model used by Berger et al. underestimated

**the deposition of radioiodine.

*There are other more technical problems with the methodology usedby Baker et al.
The authors did not have available to them areliable " response function" that would indicate the time depen-

dence of radioiodine in milk following a brief or " spike" inhala-tion of radiciodine. In the first part of their paper, they assume
that radioiodine would instantaneously enter milk (with subsequentconcentration decreasing with a one-day half life). In the secondpart of their paper they implicitly assume that the response fune-
tion is shaped so that inhalation, over a few days can be treatedas if it were a " spike" input. A more consistent calculation shouldbe made,
nificantly.although it is doubtful that the results would change sig-

<

** Underestimation could occur in at least two ways: 1) If terrainheights were neglected, airborne concentration could be underesti-
mated in elevated terrains, and therefore net deposition on theground would be underestimated. But this would only occur for an
elevated release, and it appears that the paper by Berger et al.assumed a ground level release. 2) Deposition velocity used in thecalculation might be incorrect. Close in to the plant higher depo-
sition velocities lead to higher net deposition per squ,are meter,3

N ') whereas at greater distances a high deposition velocity can lead to1

reduced net deposition because so much material has been depleted(continued on following page.)
'

.
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Table c- 6 |
1i

Comparison of Milk Radiciodine Csneentrations Used in Two Studies

Compas s Distance Average - Peak
concentrationb) concentrationAnalysts ) Direction (Mua
(picocurse (picoeurie
per liter) per liter)

'
----

taker st al -- --

Berger et al NNW 12.1 12.5 19

Baker et al WNW (294') 3;5 0.6c) 7,4c)

Berger et al WNW 5 1.34 22
:

--
-- -- --Eaker et al

berger et al W 15 2.31 16
.

* --
-- -- --Baker et al

Berger et al s 12.5 1.6. 30 , ; i
.

i C
Baker et al SE (140*) 1.6 2.8 20

'

Berger et al SE 1 21.75 33 -

J IT

----Baker et al -- --

23 s;Berger et al E 2 5.56 *

I

taker et al ENE (65') 1.1 0.8 S.5 V|
----

Berger et al ----

a:,

'

'

a) Pickard, Lowe and Carrick, Inc. is not listed because
no information is given in Report TRD-TMI-116 concerning |

''

the locations of the (arma analyzed.
I

b) 30 day average concentrations for the paper by saker
-

et al have been taken from the raw data given in their
Averages for the paper by Berger et al have beenpaper.taken directly from their paper. However, the time

period for the averaging was not specified. A communi- ,d
,

cation with C. Berger indicated that to the best of her
recollection, the averaging period was 30 days.

c) Approximate due to missing data. , - - -

-I(ce''
-
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!
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Y
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As a check of the Berger et al. model, it would be useful to see
how well the model they used would reproduce the airborne radio-

iodine concentrations at the (8) monitoring stations from which
*

radiciodine data were taken.
t

g At the present time, however, there is'no obvious way to
{ decide whether either one of the approaches taken by the dif-
!
I

ferent analysts is to be preferred.
i
j C3.7 Resolving the Discrepancies in the Radiciodine Environ-

mental Measurements

The data available on radioiodine appears to be confusing
and contradictory.

There is a clear need for construction of
a detailed map of the TMI area that would indicate the loc' tiona

of every piece of environmental data--grass, air and milk measure-
ments. In addition, the complete set of milk and air time
series data must be checked against various hypotheses. Inter-

views with farmers would help to reconstruct the actual feeding
and exercise patterns followed.

(continued from previous page) '

from the plume before arrival at the site that there is littleleft for deposit. This possibility cannot make too much dif-
; ference in this case,however, because data have been analyzed~s
iby Berger et al. for bot' as 15 miles. nearby sites and sites as far away

!
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C4.0 Doses from Released Radiciodine

Only two papers were located in the literature that attempted
to relate radiciodine releases to thyroid population doses.

In one case (Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.) a 15 curie release .

1,

|was assumed and a 1280 person-rem thyroid dose calculated out
*

to 50 miles. In the second case (Berger et al. ,) a 10,000 curie

release was hypothesized and a 90,000 person-rem dose calculated
**

out to 50 miles. The origin of the 10,000 curie figure is

somewhat obscure. The authors did not maintain in their 1981

paper that such a release actually occurred. Instead, they

justified their calculation solely as a continuation of work
started by the Kemeny Commission (in 1979) on TMI accident

sequences that might have occurred had the accident develoved

differently. No reasons were given for choosing the part.cular()
value of 10,000 curies, nor was it explained why a separate

calculation was necessary for this release when a simple scaling

of the results for 15 curies would ordinarily be sufficient.

In any case, even if the 90,000 person-rem figure is taken as

purely hypothetical, it can be used to provide a consistency
check on the first paper.

Although the two results--1280 and 90,000 thyroid person-

rem--appear at first sight, to vary appropriately with the
assumed releases, there is a major discrepancy when the tesults

are compared quantatively. The dose magnitudes are only

* 180 person-rem is the contribution from inhalation,1,100 person-
rem from milk ingestion. ickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc.,

" Assessment of Offsite Ra ation Dose's from the Three Mile Island
Unit 2 Accident," (Report TDR-TMI-ll6, Revision ), July 1979.)]

** C.D. Berger, B.H. Lane, S.J. Cotteg< C.W. Miller, S.R. Glandon,O " Population Dose Estimation from a Hypothetical Release of |
4 Curies of 131I at '

2.4 x 106 Curies of Noble Gases and 1 x 10the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2," (Report.ORNL/TM-
1981)7980, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge Tennessee, Sept.

,
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in the ratio of 1-to-70, whereas the release magnitudes are
in the ratio of 1-to-6'66. No obvious explanation for this

inconsistency is apparent in comparing the models used by the
different groups.

However, the paper by Berger et al. was not as precise

about the dose pathways that were included in the 90,000 person-

rem thyroid calculation as it was about the pathways included
in the dose to the whole body; It is possible that the thyroid

i

numberwascalculatedassumibgthatthedosetohumanscame

from inhalation of airborne radioactivity and not from drinking
of milk. A 1-to-70 ratio would then be quite reasonable. Although

such an assumption would appear to be inconsistent with the rest
*

of the paper, the assumption would be consistent with the

hypothesis discussed in Section C3.6 that a large release of radio-g

iodine is necessary to explain the high milk data if grazing is
rejected as the source of radioiodine in milk. To check the

possibility that the 90,000 figure was indeed an inhalation calcu-

lation, a number of intercomparisons were made, as part of this'

dosimetry revir.w, to test for consistency. The internal evidence
**

} supports the inhalation conjecture.

*e.g., It is stated on page 3 of the paper by Berger et al. that~

ingestion was included in the collective population. dose calculation.
**The first piece of evidence is that the 180 person-rem inhalation

dose calculated in the first paper scales to 120,000 person-rem
(which is very close to 90,000) when multiplied by the 1-to-666

} release ratio. The second piece of evidence is less direct, but
just as relevant. The authors (Berger et al.) reported a figure
for the whole-bcdy population dose calculated for the released
radioiodine (1600 person-rem) as well as reporting 90,000 person-
rem for the thyroid dose. The 56-to-1 ratio for these numbers
appeared low based on radioiodine studies carried out in the pastby the principal investigator (Beyea). Therefore, a simple rela-'% tive calculation was made from first principles, relating the ,

i i
\- ' thyroid dose from inhaled radioiodine to the whole-body dose from

radioiodine deposited on the ground. Ignoring the milk pathway,
the results indicated that the thyroid dose should have been 78

|sl)
.

a
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On the other hand, the possibility that a large radioiodine
l

release might actually have occurred was never discussed in the :

paper. As stated earlier, the authors never maintained that any-

thing but the official 15-curie release took place. According to

their paper, they addressed the alternate accident sequence

problem at the request of personnel from Los Alamos National

Laboratory and Sandia Laboratory. Perhaps, these individuals
'

were aware that a 10,000 curie release might be consistent with

the milk data and, if so, that the resulting thyroid dose shoold be

calculated assuming inhalation only. If no one was cware of this

possibility, it is rather a remarkable coincidence that the

internal evidence in the paper suggests a sophisticated knowledge

of both the release magnitude necessary to explain the high milk
*

data and the pathway to humans that would be appropriate to use

for dose calculations. ;
I

In any case, whether by accident or not, it appears th.at

a calculation exists in the literature that can be used to assign

| s

| (continued from previous page) {
times higher than the dose to the whole-body (assuming a deposition i
velocity of 0.01 m/sec., as was assumed in the paper by Berger |et al., and a ground shielding factor of 0.33). ;i

Consequently, it is difficult to see how only a 56-to-1 : i
*

ratio could have been calculated by the authors if the milk ,

pathway were actually included. Furthermore, evidence is avail- |

able that it is the 90,000 person-rem' thyroid number that is ,

inconsistent rather than the whole-b6dy number. In fact, the whole- |

body number can be used to correctly predict the thyroid inhalation h
"dose given in the Pickard, Lowe and Garrick, Inc. paper. (1600

person-rem times an inhalation /whole-body ratio of 78 to 1 implies
an inhalation dose of 125,000 person-rem for every 10,000 curies '[
released. For 15 curies released the prediction would be 19'9 person-
rem, a value which is quite close to the inhalation number given by ; '
Pickard Lowe and Garrick of 180 person-rem.) f

(''T l
(,,/ *As discussed in Section 3.6, a release 720 times 15 curies, or

,910,800 curies, would lead to sufficient radiciodine in milk to
explain the data, p

;

< h
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a thyroid dose (90,000 person-rem) to the release hypothesis

discussed in Section C3.6. However, until further discussion of
i

,

these matters can be held with the various researchers who have {

made thyroid dose calculations (perhaps at the proposed dosimetry !

workshop), it would be premature to make any definitive state-

ments. Consequently, discussion of thyroid dose has been con-

fined to this section and not mentioned in the main report.
It should be noted that the paper by Berger et al. concluded

that 90,000 person-rem would cause less than one case of thyroid
disease (0.36 cases to be precise). However, this conclusion

appears to be based on an incorrect interpretation of the dose-effects
|

| coefficient used to make the calculation (four cases per million
exposed persons per year per rem). The 0.36 number, which equals

'

4 x 1076 4x 9 x 10 , is in reality the number of cases per year,
not the total number of cases. To calculate the total number
expected over the life of the exposed population, it would be

necessary to multiply 0.36 by an appropriate " plateau" period--
possibly 20 to 30 years. Discussion of this calculation would be
warranted at the proposed dosimetry workshop.

!
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i Appendix D
i

t

Quantitative Comparison of Inhalation and

Ingestion Pathways in Cows
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

\
l This technical appendix provides an estimate of the

ratio between the amount of radioiodine entering cows'
'

milk via ingestion of vegetation and the amount of radio-
1 -

iodine entering cows' milk via inhalation. The advantage of

computing a ratio is that it'is independent of location and the
| airborne concentration of radioiodine.

The first step in the calculation involves determining
the ratio between the number of curies ingested by a cow and
the number of curies inhaled. Table D-1 shows the results for
a particle with deposition velocity of 0.01 meters /secohd.

Tables D-2 and D-3 outline the terms that enter the calcula-
tion.,

The next step in the calculation involves deciding whether

inhaled radioiodine is less likely, more likely, or just as
likely to enter milk as ingested radiciodine. Based on a |

discussion with Frances Kallfelz of the Large Animal Clinic
,

,

at Cornell University's veterinary College, it is assumed

that the amount of radiciodine breathed is as likely to end up
*

i
i in milk as if it were ingested. Experimental evidence has
i **

been located that supports this statement.

i
\

|
.

* Private communication, 2/9/1983 '

**As reported in the paper by Baker et al. (See Bibliography) ,
voilleque found that inhalation of 0.74 microcuries of radio-
iodine over a half hour period led to a peak milk concentration
(continued on next page of text.)
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Table D-1

Ratio of Curies Ingested to Curies Inhaled fur Cows Obtaining
10% of Their Food from Grazing

b' Ratio for "5-micron" particle = 18000 V "I = 180 )
, d

i

l

a) As shown in Table D-2. v is the assumed deposition velocity.d

b) Deposition velocity of 0.01 meters per second is assigned to a

" Population Dose Estimate from a Hypothetical Rel[Berger et al,
5 micron particle in the paper by Berger et al.

6
ease of 2.4 x 10

4
Curies of Noble Gases and 1 x 10 Curies of 131I at the Three Mile
Island Nuclear Station, Unit 2" (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, ORNL/TM-7980, (September 198117

O
f

a

i
4

I
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i
:
4
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~
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Table D-2

Factors Involved in Calculating the Ratio .of Curies Ingested
by Cows to Curies Inhaled by Cows

(for Cows obtaining 10% of,
_their Food from Grazing)"}

U ed
Curies ingested as calculated in Table D-3=p

Curies inhaled b)

24V X = 24Vd = 18,000Va
d d

I bX b

where b =' cow breathing rate which we take
to be .0014 cubic meters /secondc)

V = deposition velocity in meters /secondd

X.= integrated air concentration in units
of curies per cubic meter multipli.ed
by exposure time.e'

a) Assuming a burst release of radioactivity rather than a
continuous release. The ratio would change slightly for
a continuous release.

b) The number of curies inhaled is simply equal to the
'

breathing rate multiplied by the airborne concentration
multiplied by the exposure time.

c) Based on relative metabolic rates calculated by taking the
ratio of weights to the 3/4 power,.i.e.

,

. T50 kg (weight of average dairy cow) 3/4
{

_70 kg (weight of average human)
,

.

(Private communication from Francis Kallfelz, Veterinary College,
Cornell University, 2/9/1983.) The breathing rate for humans
has been taken to be 2.7 x 10~4 meters /second. (U.S. NRC, Reactor
Safety Study.)

.
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Table D-3

Calculation of Curies Ingested by Cows Using Parameters in
Paper by Berger et al (10% of Cows' Food Coming from Grazing)

|

The amount of radiciodine deposited per square meter Vxd
(X = integrated air concentration in units of-
curie-seconds per square meter)
(Vd = deposition velocity in units of meter /second)

Fraction of curies deposited on grass 0.57a)

Amount of kilograms of grass per square meter 0.28a)

(Dry) kilograms of grass ingested by cow per day 15.6 )8

(Dry) kilograms of forage assumed ingested per day 1.56 )a
at TMI in paper by Berger et al'

Curies ingested in first day:
,

\ *

| 1.56 x 0.57 x V x = 3.2 V Xd d

0.28

Total curies inges~ted in all days O = 7.6 x 3.2 V X
d

= 24 V *d

4

i
!a) From Appendix B of C.D. Berger, B.H. Lane, S.J. Cotter,
3C.W. Miller, S.R. Glandon "Popu ption Dose Estimates from a

Hypoth tical Release of 2.4 x 10 Curies of Noble Gases and ,
1 x 10 Curies of 131I at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, p
Unit 2". (Report ORNL/TM-7980, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, !
O.ak Ridge, TN, September, 1981.) j

b) 7.5 days is the combined environmental meanlife of the L
Iodine 131 (Radioactive meanlife = 11.5 day,s; weathering meanlife= -[

, 20 days according to paper by Berger et al. )

'

O k
.
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Having made the assumption that the same proportion of

radiciodine inhaled or ingested enters cows' milk, the ratio

of 180 given in Table D-1 can be applied directly to deter-

mine the ratio of radiciodine in milk for the two pathways, IN
1.

i.e., a cow obtaining 10% of its food from nearby grass con- I
'

taminated with radioiodine is projected to end up with 180
'

times more radiciodine in its milk than it would if it only

breathed radiciodine. Obviously to make a calculation of this |
:

sort, numerical values for a number of parameters must be ;
,I

chosen. Tb be consistent with the use to which the calcula- ii

'tions have been put in Appendix C, the parameters have been

matched with the paper by Berger et al. whenever possible. *

! 4
'

-

f-~s
,

,

!
!
!

!

;

.

;

(continu0d from last page of text)

of 1400 picoeuries per liter, decaying thereafter with a two
and one half day half life. Assuming that the rise time before
the peak is one day, the total radioiodine leaving the cow in
the form of milk is .066 microcuries, or 0.8% per liter of

| the ingested quantity. This percentage is very close to the l

1% per liter mw_Jured for ingestion. USNRC, Reactor Safety
Study, 1975, Figure VI-E-8. However, no information about !

particle size for the radioiodine used in the experiment by |

O Voilleque was available. Conceivably, the results might not '

hold for all particle size cases.
g

i
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Appendix E

Radiciodine Releases from the Secondary Loop

During the TMI-2 R'eactor Accident
.

.

In investigations of the TMI-2 accident,
little or no attention has been given to the
possibility of radiciodine emissions from the
secondary side of the reactor. This appendix,
produced by Dr. Thilo Koch, considers how a
model developed and utilized in Germany may .

Ibe adapted for use in further TMI investiga- .F
t 'i
|

tions when the necessary additional data has
! 's been collected. [

,,

e

l
'

!
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i
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Introduction

Due to the high chemical and biological activity of iodine, re-
leases of radioiodine from a nuclear power plant may constitute
a major public health risk. The radiciodine releases to the en-

vironment during the TMI-2 accident therefore need to be closely
investigated.

Before dose assessment can be accomplished, the following questions
require answers:

1. How much radiciodine (iodine 131 and iodine 129) was
released?

2. When were the iodine isotopes released?,

|

3. What release pathways contributed significantly to
the total amount released?

In terms of question three, a number of release pathways for ra-
diciodine have so far been considered in some detail. Data records
and follow-up inquiries indicate that secondary cooling loop emis-
sions of radiciodine and perhaps other relevant radionuclides

should be included in the investigation on the adequacy of the
TMI dosimetry.

Having dealt with secondary cooling loop emissions of German PWRs
in the course of an elaborate research study financed by the Fe-

{ deral Department of Research and Technology, we were asked to in-
! vestigate whether or not quantitative information on radioiodinc

} releases from the TMI-2-secpndary cooling loop could be developed.

On the basis on the NSAC-30 Report on Radioiodine and the Rogovin
Report, Vol. II, part 2, we have attempted to define the problems

| involved with the quantification of secondary loop emissions du-
ring the accident.

!

Before going into the details, it should be noted, that the com-
plexity of the secondary loop necessitates the use of a computer
simulation code, derived from a refined and detailed secondary
circuit nodel, if a somewhat accurate analysis of the secondary
loop emission is desired. Whether a detailed analysis is desirable,

i,

or not, depends on the significance of this release path as com-

i
l

J
!

!

,_ __ _ .
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accurately known, the significance of secondary loop emissions

may be based on rough estimates.

In the above mentioned IFEU-study the detailed computer simulation

code SEKEM 4 was developed and successfully tested for the German
KWU-Biblis B powerplant. Principally the variability of SEKEM 4

.

allows for the computer code to be applied to the TMI-2 secon-

dary loop.-

In the following sections of this study we will attempt to point

out: (1) what data is basic for a rough estimate on radiciodine

releases from the secondary loop; and: (2) also what programming

effort is needed to apply the SEKEM 4-code to the TMI-2 secon-
'

dary loop.

There are four factors that essentially determine the quantity

of secondary loop emissions of radioiodine:

1. primary loop concentration

2. steam generator (SG) leakage

3. decontamination factors in both the primary and the
secondary circuit

4. mass flow rates in the secondary circuit

Accordingly the four following sections shall point out the prob- f
lems of obtaining rough estimates and the feasibility of a detai- i

I
led analysis. p

1

f

i
1
i
(
~

.

|
'

4pd,

4
o

'

!

l

l
'
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1. Quantification of primary loop radiciodinc concentrations

.

In order to derive at secondary loop releases, the specific
activity.of radiciodine.or its concentration in the primary-

coolant must be known. Under normal operation conditions,-this.,

poses no great problem, since the radioiodine content inside |

| the fuel rods may be calculated using the ORIGEN-code, and
the primaryLcoolant concentration is usually calculated as

.

an equilibrium value assuming 11 fuel rod-leskage.
' As the Rogovin Report illustrates, the reactor cooling system

(RCS) behaved much differently during the accident, and with
respect to the specific activity of radiciodine the following4

problems need to be resolved:

1 1. There was a reactor scram, and the fission induced produc-
; tion of radioiodine within the fuel ceased, altering the

equilibrium source-term conditions. Furthermore the RCS() underwent numerous and drastic pressure and temperature
gradients (spikes) which influenced the fuel rod leakage.

L Spiking factors of 50 to 100 for I-131 during power ramps
~

in'other PWR were observed. The fuel damage finally caused;

an additional activity spike by several orders of magni-;

tude.

We therefore found an irregularly spiked time-dependent
~

radioiodine input function into the reactor coolant water
*

: and steam, with a marked jump after approx. 3 hours into
the accident. When heavy fuel damage occured, the release

'

of radioiodine was no longer diluted to the fluent water
|

,

coolant but to the gas and steam bubble.
! 2. Parallel to the time-dependent fuel rod input functions,
| the rapid changes in mass flow (let-down, make-up and coo-
'

lant flowed-through the stuck open PORV) prohibited equi-
libration of radiciodinc in the RCS. Therefore the specific

. activity of radioiodine varied not only in time but also in
! ( space during the accident. To assume a primary steam gene- I

. rator concentration equal to that in the reactor coolant is
i

e

:
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tenuous at best and leads to an overestimation of the
secondary loop releases.

3. Considering the specific radioiodine activity entering

.
the SG it must be kept in mind, that for longer periods

"of time the RCPs were not running, mass flow through the

OTSGs was low, with considerable amounts in a steam phase,

thereby changing the leakage characteristics of the SGs.
On the basis of the information at hand, it does not seem

feasible to derive a sound time dependent radioiodine con-

centration inside the OTSGs. Moreover it is doubtful whether
this is possible even on the basis of accident data records.

In terms of a rough ~ estimate, one would perhaps assume the
following: The coolant Iodinc-131 concentration equals

(,,) approx.,10 uCi/ml on 3/29/79, according to NSAC/30, through-4

,

out the primary loop (ignoring space and time variations) .

Without having seen the available data records, it is impos- -

sible to give a fairly good estimation error range. To be

on the safe side at least one order of magnitude should be

envisaged.

Regarding the applicability of the SEKEM 4 code, we may either

use a time-constant radiciodine concentration of the primary

coolant and neglect all steam phase phenomena, or a time- ,

1

dependant concentration function. In both cases thorough j

analysis of the data records is required.

i

O

_
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(~} 2. Quantification of steam cenerator leakaces
\m /

The second basic parameter to be quantified is the steam

generator leakage. Under normal operation, implying a small

leak rate, the leakage may be calculated back from main

steam and measurements of radiciodine concentrations in

the demineralizer. This calculation assumes a certain pres-

sure and temperature dependent decontamination f_ actor in
the SG and, of course, the mass-fluxes. Large 1cakages should

| lead to a scram and may be calculated by comparison of the
5 pressure history in both the primary and the secondary SG-

volumes.

Taking the TMI-2 accident into account, the following prob-

lems arise:

The pressurc 'nd temperature history of both the primary1. a

and the secondary SG-volumes need to be known in order

i
:
. to derive the leak-rate governing differential pressure

g across the SG-tubing.

2. The leak rate alters with a change in fluid dynamics,

e.i. a change in coolant phase. Both SGs boiled dry rc- |

peatedly with the water level changing over the whole

length of the SG-tubes (presumably leaving the leak un-

covered with water). As stated in the first section, pri-
|

mary coolant circulation was irregular, natural circula-

tion did not occur until late into the accident. Additio-

nally the hot leg was repeatedly superheated and the

SG-tubes were filled with steam for some time. |

3. Only insufficient measurements of radiciodino activity

in the secondary loop are reported. To be correlated

with the time-dependent pressure difference, the mea-

surements seem to have been too few and at the wrong

place (no steamline measurements are mentioned in the

reports).

Even though the time-dependent pressure difference of the

SG tubing eventually may be derived from available data re-

.

- - - - - - - - - - - _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _--
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L cords, the rapid changes in the coolant phase altering
the fluid dynamics, coupled with the lack of reliable in- ,

formation on the radioioding activity in the main steam, f
make it a difficult task to estimate the time-dependent

e
leak rate of OTSG B.

An estimation of an average leak rate for OTSG B on the
basis of the two reports is not feasible for us at the mo-
ment.

Provided a time dependent Icak rato could be established,
some adjustments in the computer code SEKEM 4 would be ne-4

cessary and feasible.

'

.

.

.

:
:

:
t

:
.

k
'

i.

t i

ie
OTSG A is said to have been tight although there is no re- (
liable proof of this assumption in the reports. j

O k

l
-
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3. Quantification of radiciodine decontamination factors

A thorough evaluation of secondary loop releases of radicio-

dine must take into account the prevailing iodine decontami-
,

nation factors (DF) in both the primary and secondary loop. )
Since, decontamination factors are a function of the time-de-

pendent pressure and temperature, they too become time-depend-
ent.

The IFEU-study on secondary loop emissions includes a theo-

retical model on phase distribution and decontamination fac-

tors, which shows that the DF depends on two distribution fac-

tors: the masc distribution factor, which gives the quantity
of steam or water as a fraction of the total massflow, and:

| the activity distribution factor, which gives the quantity of
! a certain nuclide in the steam phase as opposed to the liquid

V) phase. The first factor is closely related to the so-called(

" residual moisture" and is highly dependent on pressure, tem-
perature and humidity. The second factor is determined by the

,

chemical and physical properties of the nuclides.
i

[ Obviously it will take some careful study of the data records

} to develop the pressure and temperature history and to derive
from it, estimates of the " residual moisturc" necessary to

4quantify the DF. As the DF-values range from 1 to 10 secondary,

loop releases may easily be over- or underestimated. For con-

servatism the DF in the primary loop may be set equal to 1, im-

plying that there was no decontamination between the liquid and
gas phase, and in the SC equal to 10 1 100 % to account for the
possibility of dehumidification processes.

.

With respect to the DF, application of the SEKEM 4 code poses no
,

. problem. Although the code normally calculates the DF at dif-

ferent parts of the circuit, present values may be easily in-
serted.

!

, __

_ ,
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4. Secondary loop circuitry and cuantification of mass-flows

The radioactivity in the primary and secondary loop is carried
along by the coolant-water or steam. Under normal operating
conditions, a high-mass flow of the primary coolant guarantcos
good mixing and quick equilibration of the radioactivity from
the fueirods. High massflow within the secondary loop leads to
higher releases of steam from the high pressure drainage de-
pressurizer and the degassing of the feedwater tank. High steam
releases are identical with high releases of ra'dioactivity in
case of SG leakages. In order to determine steam releases, the
mass-flow rates in the secondary loop must be known (mass flow
rates in the main steam lines, feedwater line, condenser and hot-
well etc.).

During accident conditiens with a, scram and turbine trip, the

() SGs are used as main heat sinks. With a turbine trip, the. main
steam is directly bypassed to the condenser. If the condenser
is not operating, steam can be released to the atmosphere through
the atmospheric dump valves.

Since mass-flow data are not directly available, they must be
reconstructed on the basis of the data records. The following |

problems need to be especially considered: |,

'. b
1. Is the evidence, that only OTSG B was leaking, conclusive?

s

2. Both steam generators boiled dry, with the OTSG A boiling )
.

'
dry twice. Did this affect any steam releases from the high ;

I

pressure system and/ or the feedwater degassing? j

3. Two periods of atmosphoric steam-dump can be' recognized
(Color Plate III, Rogovin Report Vol. II), the first lasting ,

two hours, the second nearly five hours.

O How much steam was released during the atmospheric steam-dump?

i

-

- - - _ - - - - - _ _ _ - - - _ - _ - - - _ - - _ . _ - - _ _ , . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ - . _ , . , , . - - _ _ _
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Reconstruction of the steam-dump may be possible, if the
combined information on feedwater input and secondary side
water level is carefully analyzed.

4. What is the feedwater input history of both steam generators?

5. At what time did the leak in SG B occur? The analysis of the
charcoal cartridges of HP-R-219 does not provide this impor-

information since the sampling time was too long.tant
In

fact, a considerable radioi'odine release during the first 18
hours due to atmospheric steam dumping could not have been
registered by the HP-R-219 monitor located in the THI-2 stack,
and would even have reduced the concentration results of the
first sampling period.

Although the accidents progress is well described in the Rogovin
Report, it does not answer the above questions and mass-flow
rates cannot be deduced. A steam generator mass balance between
feedwater input and mainsteam output (either to the condenser
or through the atmospheric dump valve) cannot be undertaken
on the basis of the reports at hand. Furthermore the signifi-

!

cance of steam releases during condenser operation cannot be
concluded without some knowledge of the time-dependent circuitry
and mass-flow rates.

Great attention must be paid to the atmospheric steam dump (see
next section). In attempting a rough estimate for the SG B steam
dump during the first dumping period, we would calculate a low
release of 8 000 kg of steam, coolant capacity of 25 000 gal and
a temperature of approx. 550' F, assuming a boiling dry of SG B
with a 5% operating range. The actual steam release could have
been much higher but even for a rough estimate more detailed
studies are necessary.

In respect to the SEKEM 4 code we see no real problem in apply-
ing the code to the TMI-2 block .

\ '

6

_
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5. The Ouantification of secondary loop radioiodine concentrations

Given the primary circuit concentration, the leak-rate of the
steam generator, the decontamination factors and the mass flows,
the secondary loop concentration can be calculated by employ-
ing the SEKEM 4 code.

According to the NSAC 30 Report, iodine 131 was measured in secon-
'

dary liquids and the condenser off-gas-monitor indicated that
-3OTSG A was " tight" (having concentrations of less than 3 x 10 *

'

uCi I 131/ml) and the OTSG B was leaking, (having concentrations
.

ranging from 2.2 to 7.9 pCi I 131/ml). The report does.not say }
where the liquid samples were taken and what kind of analyis was j
done. It is concluded that the activity in the secondary liquids

was 440 Curies and the concentrations was 4.0 uCi/ml, taking ;

about 95 % of the capacity of the secondary side e.i. 25 000 gal 5
i

into account. .

O !'
The rise of the radiation level detected by the condenser-off- 1

gas-monitor is believed to have been caused by a 7 second open- -[
ing of the OTSG B to the rest of the secondary loop,'lcading to

..

a sharp rise from backgroundlovel and a gradual decrease. Al- _

though the samples of the secondary liquids were measured two
days after the accident, the difference in radiciodine concen-

trations in OTSG A and OTSG B strongly indicates that there was
no substantial leakage of OTSG A. On the basis of these measure- ,

ments it could be concluded that the total I 131 activity in

the secondary loop was 440 Curies trapped in the steam generator _

B, thus defining an upper limit to secondary loop releases.

Compared to the measured I 131 inventory of the various water j

tanks of a total of 2.3 million Curies, 440 Curies in OTSG B ,

seem negligibic. But assuming only a 10 t relcase of the second- ; t

ary loop inventory, this is nearly three times the 15 Curies
-

f
Fof iodine supposed to have escaped the reactor (NSAC 30); and q

[f
even a 1 % release of the 440 Curie secondary loop activity

would still amount to a 30 % increase of above the 15 Curies
'

radiciodine release. .

I
-

-

- - - - - - - - _ . . _ - . . . _ . _. _ . _ _ . . _ . -L
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Using the low rough estimate of 8 000 kg released during the
r- first atmospheric stcom dump of SG n (soc section 4) and assum-,

[ ing a steam concentration of 4 pCi/ml, a radioiodine release of
'

32 Curie can be arrived at , which is double the total I 131 re-
lease assumed in the Rogovin Report.

_

These figures should be understood in a more qualitative way.
Under realistic assumptions the secondary loop releases o'f radio-
iodine may be of the same order of magnitude as the total re-
leases taken into account, without considering the secondary
loop.

With appropriate data, the SEKEM 4 code could calculate how much
of the 440 Curie I 131 secondary inventory was finally released
to the environment.

.

e
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,6. Conclusion

|

In the event of an accident, all factors, relative to the quan-

ti'fication of secondary loop releases of radioiodine, are time-
dependent and vary at different locations in bdth the primary
and the secondary loop. A calculation of secondary loop releases
on the basis of the Rogovin, Report (Vol. II, Part 2) and the
NSAC 30 Report alone does not seem feasible. Data records during
the accident and follow-up studies must be darefully analyzed

'

in order to develop convincing quantitative information. On the
basis of already developed time-dependent functions, the IFEU-
computer code SEXEM 4 may be utilized for a sound determination
of the TMI-2-accident secondary loop releases of radioiodine.
Although seue program adjustments will be necessary in order to

.,model the TMI-2 facility correctly, from the present outlook,
no principal difficulties shculd arise.

.

Secondary loop releases "of radiciodine have so far been neglec-
ted, seriously underestimating the significant contribution ;

.

of those releases. In fact rough estimates on the basis of the .

Rogovin Report and the NSAC 30 Report show that the accondary t
loop releases may be of the same order of magnitude as the to- |

-

tal releases that have so far been officially reported. Further- !

more, man other radionuclides endangering human health also
need to be considered in terms of secondary loop emissions, if I

th'e TMI accident dosimetry is to be accurately reconstructed.
- >
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| Appendix F- ei

i

- A Review of the Cleanup
'

of Three Mile Island Unit 2
i i

-

Readers should note that this appendix
.

*

was completed before the NRC revised upward
its estimate of the occupational radiation
exposure that will result from the cleanup,, ,

i Although it was anticipated that the NRC j

would increase its 2,000 to 8,000 person-rem ij
estimate, the-six-fold increase (to 13,000 to '

,'

46,000 person-rem) was more than expected. j
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Supplement to the NRC's Programmatic Environmental'

Impact Statement (Report NUREG 0683, Supplement il,
December 1983) .
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k 1. Introduction / Summary

The purpose of this review- was to determine the public
health significance of actual and potential events associated
with the cleanut., so as to assist the board in its allocation
of research budgets.

{
Based on an extensive review of relevant documents, we

have selected subjects which warrant more extensive study.
None of these items appears to have major public health im-
plications, except for some potential severe accidents. One
subject (disposal of processed wkter) has socio-economic and
psychological stress implications.

The body of this report is supported by four appendices,
addressing: major documents, cicanup schedule, occupational
exposures, and offsite waste shipments.

2. The Investigators

The principal investigator for this review was Gordon-~

(_ ,/ Thompson, consultant in energy, environment, and inter-
national security issues.

Research assistance was provided by Howard Gold, who
is completing a graduate program in Urban and Environmental
Policy at Tufts University. Gold has served as a consultant
to firms doing work on hazardous and low-level radioactive

I
waste management, and energy policy analysis.

3. Documents Reviewed

A sequential list of the major relevant documents is
given in Appendix A. Of these documents, the most compre-
hensive is the'NRC's Programmatic Environmental Impact
Statement (PEIS), issued in March 1981.III

An additional key s'ource is the series of weekly reports
issued by the NRC's TMI Program Office. Unles's referenced
otherwise, data cited in our review have been taken.from
these weekly reports. ' ~

-
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4. Cleanup Schedule

A comparison of the projected and achieved schedules

is provided in Appendi. B. Without the devotion of consid-

erably greater effort, it was not possible to estimate the

degree of completion of the various ongoing tasks. However,

based on the completed. milestones, it seems that the sche-

dule projected in the PEIS (see Figure B.1) was not grossly

in error.

It should be'noted that contaminated areas in the
auxiliary building and in t'he reactor building have been
bypassed (see later discussion of shielding in the reactor

building). Decontamination of these areas may present dif-

ficulties in the future. The director of the NRC's TMI

Program Office has pointed out that radioactivity tends to

i " soak into" concrete surfaces and to bond to corrosion

() layers on metal surfr.:es (2) ,

The schedule far remova1 of the reactor vessel head

has been delayed due to two circumstances:
* high radiation levels under the head may prevent the

previously envisaged " dry" head lift

* NRC has disapproved tlie' licensee's procedures for -

load testing and operation of the polar crane (see ,

our later discussion of alleged unsafe practices). !

5. Occupational Exposures |
*The PEIS projected a cumulative dose of between 2000
t

and 8000 person-rem for the entire cleanup, with the great- I

est exposure for any cleanup phase occurring during decon- I
f

tamination of the reactor building. ;

Appendix C provides a comparison of projected and |
:

actual worker exposures. As for the overall cleanup sche- 6
,

dule, it was not possible for us to estimate the degree to

which actual experience has matched the projections. However, | |
Iit does appear that doses will exceed 2000 person-rem.

O, From May 1st, 1979, to the end of 1982, workers 'at TMI-2
- >

accumulated 1258 person-rem of exposure.

'

I
:
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Exposures at TMI appear to have been lower than at
typical operating nuclear plants. For 1981, NRC data
show 201 person-rem at TMI-1 and 146 person-rem at TMI-2,
compared with 779 person-rem at the average operating

{ LWR (see Appendix C).
I

According to GPU, almost 5 million person-hours of
labor have been expended at THI-2 from 1980 through
1982, with no employee receiving more than 5 rem per year
(compared to four such exposures at the average PWR) I

Inside the reactor building, a shielding program was
.

initiated early this year, to reduce' worker exposures (seeAppendix C).
Although this has been effective in the short

run, the radioactivity must be removed eventually (see our
previous discussion on the effect of delay).
6. Environmental Monitoring

NRC operates an on-site continuous air sampler and(, publishes weekly results for the concentrations of I-131
and Cs-137. These have typically been less than 8 x 10~14
microcurie /cc.

NRC also operates a TLD direct monitoring network, at
59 off-site locations. Two sets of TLD's are placed at
each location.

Each set contains two lithium borate andtwo calcium sulfate phosphors.
Both sets are read on aquarterly basis

(Prior to July 1, 1981 the TLD change fre-
quency was monthly). Readings have consistently indicated
levels which are not above natural background.

The licensee operates a monitoring. program, as des-
cribed in the PEIS (Chapter 11).

This includes an on-site
groundwater monitoring program, using wells as shown in
Figure 1.

Periodic sampling of TMI groundwater began in January!
1980, in an effort to detect any potenti'al leakage from the
contaminated water in the basement of the reactor building.
Such leakage has not been detected. The program did'iden-
tify some groundwater contamination which was attributed to

.

I

I
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leakage from the borated water storage tank (BWST).
,

Pre-TMI monitoring data suggest that surf ace water,
*

drinking water, and precipitation in the TMI area will

normally contain an average of 300' picocurie /l of tritium
(with values as high as 600pci/l with:.n the expected . range) .
The highest TMI groundwater contamination was recorded in
test boring 17 on March 23, 1982, witn tritium at a level
of 1.1 million picoeurie/1. This can be compared with the

maximum permissible concentrations of 3 million picoeurie/l
in unrestricted areas, and 20,000 picoeurie/l in drinking

water.

Although tritium is the predominant radioisotope de-

tected in the groundwater, sporadic trace levels of radio-

active cesium (Cs-134 and Cs-137) have been detected in
test boring 2. On June 1, 1982, 11 picocurie /1 of antimony-

125 was detected in test boring 17 (concentration was re-

ported to be just above the lower limit of detection).() Subsequent samples from this boring did not show detectable
antimony.

EPA operates an extensive monitoring system, as des-
cribed in the PEIS (Chapter 11) . Radiation has generally )

Ibeen at background levels except during periods of krypton

venting. .

DOE, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the State of f
Maryland, and a number or local communities operate a j ,

variety of monitoring systems, also described in Chapter {

I11 of the PEIS. I
During the krypton venting in June and July, 1980, it

appears that official monitoring may have been deficient.
i

The group, Accord Research and Educational Associates Inc.,
by measuring Sr-90 to Kr-85 ratios in the plume at (moving) .

Ipoints of high concentration, estimated that 7 millicuries
g|of Sr-90 and 20 millicuries of Cs-1.37 w'ere released during

the venting.I4I EPA air sampling evidently relied on fixed
sample points. Incidentally, these estimated * releases are

much greater than those shown in the PEIS (Tabl'e 10.1), f|

.

I

!
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X) which indicates atmospheric releases during decontamin--(v
ation of the reactor building at 5 microcuries of Sr-90

j and 80 microcuries of Cs-137.
I )

i7. Off-!.ite Radioactive Waste Shipments
|

It was feared ac one time that the TMI site would
become a long-term interim storage site for various radio-
active wastes which could not meet regulations for shallow
land burial. DOE has now agreed to take these wastes, in
the form of demineralizer resins, damaged fuel, and fuel
debris, for research and development purposes.

1

Appendix D provides a comparison of projected and
actual shipments. As for other areas of our review, it was

not possible to accurately compare projections and achieve-
ments. It appears, however, that the natures and numbers of

i shipments are generally falling within the bounds laid out
in the PEIS.

I
The fate of this material, while in DOE hands, is a

matter deserving of further consideration.

1

l 8. Disposal of Processed Wat I
At the conclusion of the cleanup, when all contaminated

water has been processed, there will probably remain about
1.5 million gallons of water containing radionuclides as ,

'

shown in Table 1.
|

The PEIS devoted considerable attention to various op-
tions for disposing of this tritium-contaminated water.
Table 2 summarizes those options, with the NRC's estimate of
off-site doses in some instances.

As for the krypton venting, it can be expected that
there will be public concern about disposal options invol-
ving releases to the local environment. It will be recalled

that the city of Lancaster and the Susquehanna. Valley Alliance
went to court to prevent the licensee from commencing the
discharge of this water to the Susquehanna river in 1979.

F
Even if the NRC's estimate of 30 person-rem of exposure

(see Table 2) for local releases is correct, there may be
.

F
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significant socio-economic effects and psychological r, tress. |
Economic effects on Chesapeake Bay fisheries deserve par-

ticular consideration.

For completeness, it should be pointed out that the<

Savannah River Plant typically releases about 350 thousand
Curies of tritium annually. (5)

9. Potential Accidents .

'

While substantial quantities of radioactivity remain

on site, there are possible accident scenarios whereby a

release of major public health significance could occur.

Perhaps the most serious of these scenarios are those
involving criticality, fire, or loss of water from the pri-

| mary circuit or refuelling canal, during the defuelling op-

eration. As 'Snyder (NRC) has pointed out, such events have
a small, but non-zero, probability (2)

|
,

l In the context of atmospheric releases from such acci-p
dents, it is worth noting that the present practice is"to

leave the reactor building doors open during personnel

entries.

In May, 1982, a health physics technician was unable to

leave the building due to jamming of airlock doors (freeing

the doors took nearly an hour). Procedures have now been ,

;

modified so that the personnel airlock in the equipment j
hatch is used for ingress, while both doors of the other air- !

lock will be kept open during building entries, in order to |
| expedite worker egress. |

It is intended to keep both airlocle open during future i

entries, as the tempo of work increases. The potential of f
this practice to lead to atmospheric releases of radioactivity I

during accidents deserves further consideration. That,poten- |
tial would be even more significant if the equipment.Jiatch

were opened, as might be envisaged at some stage ,of defuel-
ling and primary circuit decontamination. i

i
-

Warning has been given to the NRC of the dangers associ- g

N ated with the possible existence of zirconium hydrides in the >

core region (and perhaps elsewhere in the primary circuit) (6,H ,
. .

' - - - -- -- ,mw.v -,- _ , . , , , . . _ _ _ , _ . , , _ , , . _ _
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These hydrides, in powder form, may react violently with air.''

Although the NRC regards ,such an event as unlikely (see
page 13-80 of the PEIS) , this matter also~ deserves further
consideration. -

10. Allegations of Unsafe Practices
Beginning in March this year, there-have been various

press reports about such allegations made by existing and
past employess of the licensee. A hearing was held before

the Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, House Interior
and Insular Affairs Committee,'on April 26th.

The most serious allegations concerned load testing
and operation of the polar crane in the reactor building.
This matter is relevant to our previous discussion of poten-
tial accidents because the dropping of a heavy load (eg the
pressure vessel head) could initiate an accident.

Based on the limited review we have undertaken, it is
not possible to pass judgement on the safety of current

\ practices.

11. Recommendations for Further Study
The major task which we recommend can best be described

as oversight. We propose that a single individual should
become familiar with the cleanup and follow a number of its
elements. In addition, we recommend two lesser tasks:
reviews of the disposal of processed water, and of the dis-
position of high-active wastes by DOE.

The tasks would be as follows:

(i) Oversight

The investigator should follow, over a number of
years, the cleanup in all its on-site manifesta-
tions. Special attention should be paid to:

,

* schedule
.

* occupational exposures
[''} * potential accidentsv !

-_ . _. . . - . . . . . - . _ _ _ ... .
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\g * unsafe practices

* environmental monitoring, both on and off-site.

* tendencies to ignore future problems (eg

bypassed contamination, sludge in the reactor

building basement)

* waste shipments.

This oversight function should, ideally, remain

effectiva until all wastes are removed from the

site and decontamination is complete.

(ii) Review of Disposal Options for Processed Water

This investigator should independently review the

PEIS, and other, options for disposal of this water.

The experience of the krypton venting should be

examined for points of guidance.
.

(iii) Review of DOE's Disposition of TMI-2 Wastes
*

These wastes will constitute a potential public

) health hazard even when they have all been trans-

ferred to DOE. Therefore, an investigator should

follow DOE's management of these wastes. That

effort will also yield a more general benefit,

because management of other DOE-controlled wastes

will receive public oversight in the process of

following TMI-2 wastes. ,

:
6

12. Notes :

:
(1) " Final Frogrammatic Environmental Impact Statement !

related to decontamination and disposal of radio- .'
active wastes resulting from the March'28, 1979,

accident at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station, Unit

2", NRC report NUREG-0683 (2 Vols) March 1981 :,

l !
|-

(2)~ Bernard J. Snyder, Director of TMI Program Office

(NRC), " Status of the THI-2 Cleanup", testimony to j

() the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public
Works, 20 May 1982 !

l
.

|
. - . - .

|
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(3) Herman Dieckamp, President of GPU Nuclear, testi-

mony to Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment,
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, as
reported in Nucleonics Week, 28 April 1983, pp 4-5.

(4) J. Harvey, R.C. Piccione, and D.M. Pisello, " Measure-
men?. of Strontium-90 Released in Venting of the TMI
Unit 2 Containment Atmosphere: June 28 .fuly 11,
1980",pp A-173 to A-180 (Public Comments cn the

i

Draft Version) of the PEIS (see note (1)).
.

(5) " Background Information Document: Proposed Standards
{ for Radionuclides", EPA report EPA 510/1-83-001

(Draft), March 1983, Table 2-A
)

(6) D.M. Pisello, "The Zirconium Connection",-pp A-180
to A-187, source as note (4).

(7) E.A. Gulbransen, letter to B. Snyder,. page A-1,
source as note (4). j

}
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Table 1

NRC Estimate of Radioactivity in Contaminated Water

from TMI-2 Cleanup, after Processing i

!

I
1

Total h.edioactivity in Processed Water (Cl)U |

I

Radionuclides Best Case (505/EPICOR II)' Worst Case (505)c
!

H-3 2900 2900 |
Sr-89 6 x 10 * 0.6
Sr-90 3 x 10.s 9

Ru-106 0.04 21

Sb-125 0.07 54

~Te-127m 0.1 51

Cs-134 <0.3 0.9
Cs-137 0.6 5

Ce-144 0.02 5
'

\

'The total volume of stored processed water would be slipntly
over 1.5 million gallons if no clean water were added and none
was lost by evaporation. The origins of this water are:
743,000 gallons from tne AFH8 that has already been processed
by EPICOR II, 700,000 gallons of contaminated water in the
reactor building basement that has not yet been processed, and
96.000 gallons of water in the primary system of the reactor
that also remains to be processed (see Tables 7.23 and 7.24).
If the processed water were released to the river, the rate .

and the mixing with uncontaminated water would be adjusted so !
that the concentration of radionuclides in the river would be .

well below the threshold level for deleterious effects in
aquatic species or numans. i

Values are rounded to one or two s,fgnificant digits. !

"See Section 7.1.3.3 for a discussion of these systems.
{

.

.

.

:

(adapted from Table 10.2 of Final Programmatic EIS on TMI-2
;

Cleanup, NRC report NUREG-0683, Vol.1, March 1981) 8

I
i
I.

.

_ _ . . _ . _ . u
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Table 2

NRC's Comparison of Alternatives for Disposal of Processed Water from THI-2 Cleanup

Pr.tential ReignlJtoryRelease Pathways Obstacle
Oisposal Years to To Atmo- Io lo io Sunsur- Io hRC (PA State / Doses Cost' Dist.nsi-

Ofisitg Peemanent
Alternatives Complete sphere River land face Water Ocean Licensing Permitting Local Person rem (110') . tion
tong-Tere Onsite
Storage

._

1. In liquid tanks * 200 *

2. As concrete slabs 200 * * NA 5600 No
30' 2300 NoOnsite Disposal

D3. stb trenches S + *4. Underground * N4 1300 Yesbinjection 5 * * * * NA 250 YesGffsite Disposal
D )5. Deep well injection 5 + * + + t44 3700 ves

"6. Ocean disposal 5 + +7. stb facility 1 * NA 1700 Tes
N4 4!np y,gDischarge to

Environs

d. Release to river <1 +

9. Natural evaporation 1 * * 30 100 Yes
10. Forced evaporation <1 + * 3'I 500 Tes

30 250 tes
'After storage alternatives 2 through 10 are applicable. '

D
8ased on potential licer. sing and permitting delays.

* Based on the low cost values in Table 1.42.
# astd on the 505/EPICOR Il process effluent.B

'8ased on loss of all tritium in the concrete slab.

(adapted from Table 7.43 of Final Progranunatic EIS on THI-2 Cleanup, NRC report NUREG-0683, Vol.1, March 1981)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . - _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Figure 1

Cround Water Monitoring Wells at TMI - 2
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Notes 1

(i) Chart from NBC's TMI **cogram Orrice Weel:Jy Status Report,
30 August - 6 Septem!>ve, 1980.

(ii) Water samples taken weekly from each or the 15 wells.
3

(iii) Sample results (pics::uries per liter) are for samples
taken 7 July,1980. Tritium was the only isotope iden-

F
titled.

.
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Sub-Appendix A
I
-

IMI-2 Cleanup:' Sequential iist of Major Documents
.

prepared by Howard Gold, 3 May 1983

C.. .ober 3, ;1979
...

<

" Environmental Assessment for Use of EPICOR-II at Three MileIsland, Unit-2", NRC report NUREG - 0591. .

October 16, 1979

NRC memorandum and order directing the licensee to use the EPICOR
-

-II System for cleanup of the wat.er in the auxiliary and fuel
handling building (AFHB).

3

November 21, 1979
i

,

Policy statement by NRC announcing the intent to prepare a pro-!

grammatic 0 vironmental impact statement on the decontamination.

and disposition of radioactive wa.ste resulting from the March28 accident.i
,-

March 1980Oi

!
Draf t environmental assessment issued by NRC listing alternatives
for the decontamination of the reactor building atmosphere.

I

; May 1980
*

[ " Final Environmental Assessment for Decontamination of the
3

- Three Mile Island Unit 2 Reactor Building Atmosphere", NRCreport NUREG - 0662.

June 12, 1980

NRC Memorandum and Order authorizing licensee to remove gaseous
'

effluents (Kr-85) from the reactor building by controlled purging;
Commission orders: Docket No. 50-320.

.

July 1980<

"NRC Plan for Cleanup Operations at TMI-2", NRC report
NUREG - 0698.

August 14, 1980,

1

" Draft Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement related to
decontamination and disposal of radioactive wastes resulting

,

i

from March 28, 1979 accident" (Docket No. 50-320). Formal no-
tification was published in the Federal Register on August 22,; -

1980, initiating a 45-day period for public comments. The
ecmnent period was subsequently extended to November 20, 1980.

,

i

M
i

.

. . . .
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March 9, 1981

" Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement" (PEIS) issued
by NBC. This considered a wide range of alternatives fort
decontaminsting the THI-2 facility; defueling the reactors and
disposing of the radioactive wastect together with the potential,

impacts of these activities on the environment, members of the
*

public, and plant workers. NRC report NUREG - 0683.

April 28,, 1981 -

Policy statement by NRC, in conjunction with PEIS, that cleanup
should be expedited consistent with maintaining public health
and safety. This outlined NRC policy for review and approval
of subsequent cleanup operations.

June 1981

" Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of the Sub-
merged Demineralizer System at Three Mile Island Nuclear Station,
Unit No. 2". NRC report NUREG - 0736.

() July 15, 1981
v

Memorandum of Understanding reached between DOE and NRC speci-
fying interagency precedures "Concerning the Removal and Dis-
position of Solid Nuclear Wastes from Cleanup of the Three Mile
Island Unit 2 Nuclear Plant". .

.

February 1982

Revision of the "NRC Plan for cleanup Operations at Three Mile
Island Unit 2". This reviews cleanup progress, updates cleanup
schedule, and discurses NRC's role in ongoing and future cleanup
activities by GPU Nuclear. NRC report NUREG - 0698, Rev.1

March 15, 1982-

.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between NRC and DOE, a revision
to the existing MOU signed July.15, 1981. Identifies changes
in the proposed disposition of the reactor fuel and the makeup
and purification system demineralizer resins (believed to be
highly contaminated in the accident). The DOE agreed that the
entire reactor core will be shipped to one of its facilities
for selected research and development.
Also signed was an Agreement in Principle between DOE and General
Public Utilities for the " Acquisition of the Damaged TMI-2 Reactor
Core by DOE".

( March 16, 1982

Errata Sheet for NUREG - 0698, Rev. *

. -

-. - - - . , - - . - - - - - - - .
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Sub-Appendix B

"

D11-2 Cleanup: Projected and Achieved Schedules ,

prepsred by Gordon Thompson and Howard Cold, 6 May 1983
1

Projected Schedule%

| '
IIn N*ovember,1980, the licensee projected that the cleanup would be com-.

picted, except for minor decontamination, by the Spring of 1986. Figure
B.1 shows the projected schedule.

The NRC's most recently published Plan for Cleanup Operations, published
in February 1982, contains an estimated schedule based on licensee pro-
jections as of October, 1981. This schedule is shown in Figure B.2.

Comparison of these two schedules suggests that the earlier projection
was more accurate. The later projection shows fuel removal o= ginning in
the middle of 1983, which seems unlikely. j

At a meeting of the NRC's Three Mile Island Advisory Panel, held on Feb-
ruary 2 ,1983, representatives from GPU Nuclear provided an overview of,

the latest TM1-2 Recovery Program Estimate. Five dif ferent alterna ;ives
were presented, yielding estimates for program completion ranging fromOi December 1987 to December 1989. This presentation, together with our
personal conversations with NRC staff, makesit apparent that the cleanup
schedule remains indefinite. ,

r

Achieved Schedule , 3

The chronology of major events has been as follows: ,
2

4

| March 2 8,1979 et seq.

The accident involved the release of hundreds of thousands
of gallons of contaminated water from the primary system

,g into the basement of the reactor building (sump water).
Additionally, primary system coolant entered the auxiliary
and fuel handling building (AFHB), contaminating its floors,
walls and storage tanks. The containment atmosphere was;

i contaminated with radioactive gases and steam. Interior,

surf aces of both the reactor building and the AFHB were
coated with thin deposits (plateout). The reactor core
suffered substantial damage.

October 16, 1979 ||
,

NRC authorized the use of a 3-stage demineralization system,
designated as EPICOR-II, for decontaminating water with in-'

termediate levels of radioactivity (between 1 and 100
microcuries/ml) held in the AFHB tanks and sumps.

3
; l
l
; m
' -.

._ -_ _. - - _ _ . , ,,.,,_.m, . . _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . , , , . , _ . , _ . - _ , . - , , .,._.___m..._.._,e_._ _ . , ,-
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(Note: It appears that 500,000 gallons of contaminated
water.were generated during the accident, and up to
250,000 additional gallons during decontamination.)

June 12, 1980

NRC authorized the licensee, GPU Nuclear, to remove. , ,

Krypton-85 from the reactor building by controlled
purging to the atmosphere.-

June 28-July 11. 1980
,

Venting of the reactor building released 44,000 Ci of
Kr-85. Future purges,of less than 100 C1, were also made
prior to worker entries into the reactor building.

July 23, 1980

After the overcoming of jamming problems with airlock doors,
and the purging of the reactor building atmosphere, the
first containment entry was made. This initiated a series
of programmed entries for the purpose of data collection
and equipment maintenance.

Processing of auxiliary building water, using the EPICOR-II
system, was suspended. As of that date, this system had
processed 500,000 gallons of contaminated water.

March 1981

NRC approved the shipment and disposal of 22 EPICOR-Il
resin liners containing low levels of radioactivity.

April 23 - June 27, 1981

The 22 EPICOR-II second and third stage liners were shipped
from TMI to the commercial waste disposal site at Hanford,
Washington, for final burial.

Hay 19, 1981

A high-specific-activity first-stage EPICOR-11 liner (PF-16)
was shipped to Battelle Columbus Laboratories for analysis.
Although this analysis did not show significant degradaticn
of the ion exchange medium, a measurable amount of hydrogen
gas (of concern for potential flanusability) was detected.

O
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NRC approved Metropolitan Edison Company's plans to use.
the submerged Demineralizer System (SDS), an underwater
ion-exchange system, to process thu highly contaminated
water in the reactor building sump and the reactor coolant
system.

July 10 - August 9, 1981

Processing of approximately 150,000 gallons of inter-
mediate radioactivity water from the Auxiliary Building
Reactor Coolant Bleed Tank (RCBT) through the SDS was

carried out. Results showed greater than 99% removal of
Cs-137 and Sr-90.

September 11, 1981

The EPICOR-II system, after undergoing modification, was
restored to use and began ' polishing' SDS processed water.
The polished water is stored on-site in the processed water
storage tanks.

September 22, 1981

Following minor system changes, the transfer of water from
the Unit 2 Reactor Building Sump to the SDS Feed Tanks was
begun. The next day, processing of reactor building sump
water was initiated. Approximately 635,000 gallons were
created over the next eight months.

October 27, 1981

A series of reactor building (RB) entries, characterized
as the ' gross decontami. nation experiment', was begun. The
aim cf this program was to characterize the RB contamination,
and to survey the effectiveness of the decontamination
methods used.

May 17 - May 20, 1982

The reactor cooling system (RCS) was put through the first
of many feed and bleed cycles, to permit processing of RCS
water. Sir.ce the RCS is a recirculating loop which cannot
be drained without exposing the reactor core, it is being
decontaminated in a recirculation, or by-pass mode, as
opposed to o once-through operation. Processing of RCS
water commenced the next day with the SDS.

Ol
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May 21, 1982 .

The first SDS waste vessel was shipped from THI to the
Pacific Nsrthwest Laboratory, Hanford, Washington.

1

July 21, 1982 f
:

A closed-circuit television inspection of the reactor
core (the " Quick Look" inspection) was performed. Sub-
sequent inspections inside the reactor vessel took place
on August 4 and August 12.

August 17, 1982

The first of 49 EPICOR-II first-stage liners or "prefilters"
(PF) was shipped from TMI to the Battelle Columbus Laborato-
ries. Later PF shipments have gone to the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in Scoville, Idaho.

lSeptember 1982

A reactor decontamination program was begun, indluding decontamin- fation of the reactor building, the polar crane, and the inside !
surfaces of the "D" rings (the concrete shields around each

,

steam generator). Decontamination methods being used include !hot water and high pressure flushes. The contaminated water i
*

a
is periodically drawn from the reactor building sump and ; e
processed through the SDS. $.

'
DC

September 1982 - present f UE

Although a variety of evaluation programs have been performed,
and decontamination has continued, no major milestones have
been achieved.

.

'
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Figure B.1

Licensee Estimate of TMI-2 Cleanup Schedule, as of November 1980
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Figure B.2

NRC Estimate of TMI-2 Cleanup

Schedule, as of February 1982
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Notes

(1) This figure adapted from Figure 4.2 of NRC Plan for Cleanup
Operations at THI-2, NRC report HUREG-0698, Rev.1. Feb.1982.

(ii) Dates on the top line indicated as 1982, 1983, etc. mark the
beginning of that year.O t
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Sub-Appendix C

TMI-2 Cleanup: Projected and Actual Worker Exposures

prepared by Cordon Thompson and Howard Cold, 9 May, 1983

Projected Expos' resu

The NRC has estimated worker doses for different cicanup operations "9shown in Table C.1. A cumulative dose of between 2000 and 8000 persor-
rem was projected, for the entire cleanup.
Actual Exposures

Exposures through 1982, as indicated by the licensee's TLD's, are shown
in Table C.2.

These exposures appear to be lower than those at typical operating plants.
From data reported to the NRC from 70 LWR's for the year 1981, it appears
that the average collective dose, per reactor, was 779 person-rem (which
was slightly lower than the 791 person-rem per reactor reported in 1980).
The average collective dose, per pressurized water reactor (PWR).was 656
person-rem (boiling water reactors had an average approximately 50% higher).(g)

$ I If the cleanup of TMI-2 is assumed to have commenced en May 1st, 1979, the
cumulative cleanup dose through 1982 sums to 1258 person-rem. This
suggests that the lower estimate (2000 person-rem) in Table C.1 is opti-
mistic.

Reactor Building Decontamination
i

!

In the PE1S, the decontamination of the reactor building was determined to
be the cleanup activity which could result in the highest occupationali

j dose (see Table C.1). The NRC's cleanup plan projected for the
decontamination:

"First, by means of a gross decontamina. tion, it should be possible
to decrease the radiation exposure and contamination levels in the
reactor building to acceptable occupational exposure levels so that
worker occupancy-intensive activities such as hands-on decontamination
work related to fuel removal can be carried out. Subsequent to
the gross decontamination, manual decontamination efforts will be
employed to cleanup the facilities such that fuel removal and, sub-
sequentiv
tiated."5A) decommissioning or refurbishment operations can be ini-

At present, the decontamination of exposed reactor building surfaces is
being reevaluated since past decontamination surveys have indicated that
recontamination was occurring at rates which significantly reduce the long-
term effectiveness of the original decontamination. The reactor building
air-cooler fans were thought to be a contributing factor to this recon-ew

w/
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tamination. To determine if this is the case, tests have been conducted |

to see if there would be a significant reduction in airborne particulate
activity when the recirculation fans were shut down. A preliminary test
showed this not to be so.

The limited amount of exposure (available person-rem) permitted for the
specialized work force has been identified as a potential limiting factor
for the projected work scheduled during the first half of 1983. In re-
sponse to this, a dose rate reduction program was initiated by the licen-
see during January 1983. CPU designed and constructed shielding around |

- high radiation sources in the reactor building.

Figure C.1 depicts'the floor plan for the 305 ft elevation. It shows
the before-and-after radiation rates for three personnel traffic areas,
following the installation of radiation shielding materials around the
enclosed stairwell and the core flood tank B during January and February,
1983. Metal equipment hatches and open stairwell areas have also been shiel-
ded (in March) to provide further reduction.in the dose rate arising from
high-radiation sources in the reactor building basement. |

Although substantial reductions in present dose-rates have been achieved *

by this shielding, it will be noted that the contamination must be re-
moved eventually. ;

*

it appears, f rom reading the earlier reports of worker entries into the
reactor building, that the maximum total body exposure for any member of

'

an entry team (during each entry) had been calculated not to exceed
500 arem. Most exposures seem to have been kept below this level although
some slightly higher exposures were reported to occur during surveys of
' hot spots'.

The rise in reported worker exposures for 1982, contrasted to the previous
year (see Table C.2), is presumably attributable to the increase in the
number of reactor building entries. The table below summarizes the number
of person-hours inside the reactor building and the cumulative exposure (in
person-rem; for building entrics. These entries are divided into two phases,
namely prior to the gross decontamination experiment entries (1-16), and

'during the gross decontamination experiment entries (17-56).

Entries 1 through 16 Entries 17 through 56
(7/23/80 to 9/24/81) (10/27/81 to 3/31/82)

Total person-hours 199 507

Total person-rem 63 115

(N317 mram/hr) (v 227 mram/hr)

The early worker entries chiefly involved data u llection and equipment
maintenance, and some experimentation with cleanup methods. This was
followed by a larger-scale experimental program of entries to carry out '

and evalusta the effectiveness of various decontamination techniques.

O, ,
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The more recent entries, expecially since September 1982, have been in-
volved extensively with actual gen *4 elecontamination work in the reactor
building. In the year that followed the " gross decontamination experi-

|ment" (4/1/82 - 3/31/83) the rate of reactor building entries accelerated '

greatly. A tally f rom weekly reports indicates about 120 work crew entries
for that year (cumulative exposur. levels for this period are not y'et
availabic). Frcm the beginning of 1983, entries were continuing at the |rate of about five per week. However, in April, cleanup activities |
slowed because of a reassessment and evaluation of various tasks and
operating procedures.

Overexposures

There have been several incidents which resulted in overexposure of
workers. For example, in 1979, a group of cleanup workers suffered
overexposure while trying to contain a leak of highly contaminated
water in the auxiliary building. In 1980, another leak of highly
contaminated reactor coolant caused high airborne levels of radioacti-
vity and contaminated several workers. Another important incident occur-
red the following year as described in an NRC report:

"Upon exiting the RB, the entry team underwent routine " frisking"
for radioactive contamination. Contamination was found on the skin
of all four individuals. The primary areas of contamination

(''} included the buttocks, elbows, and knees. Personnel decontamination
\s_/ procedures were initiated and after several hours, three of the

four individuals were decontaminated on July 1, 1981. The buttock
of the fourth individual was not completely decontaminated until
the following day.

The skin contamination apparently resulted from climbing on con-
taminated crane surfaces in perspiration-soaked protective clothing.-

I
Following several instances of personnel exhaustion during RB
entries, the licensee relaxed the criteria for use of plastic
protective clothing in the RB to reduce fatigue and the crane
inspectiun team was wearing only two sets of protective clothing.

F The outer layer of protective clothing was advertisedby the
manufacturer as water impermeable. The same type of protective
clothing had been worn during the initial climb on the crane with
no instances of skin contamination. The second crane climb was
physically more demanding and all team members exited from the RB
exhausted with the inner layer of protective clothing completely
soaked. The licensee is evaluating the available information to
determine what combination of protective clothing is required for
future entries."(3)

In November 1981, work on the polar crane resulted in another individual
becoming exhausted and contaminated. While making his exit, he stopped
and required assistance in order to leave the reactor building. In the
process his full-face respirator and some protective clothing were removed.
The worker suffered contamination on small areas of his hair and skin.

I | Medical examination on site showed a whole body radionuclide count of
'

approximately 50 nanocuries.

!
'
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Dosimetry

A BlueRibbon Panel was appointed by the NRC in late 1979 to examine the f
THI-2 Radiological Protection Program (The panel's findings and re,com-

'

mendations were published in NUREG-0640.). Based upon the panel's
res.auer.dations for improvements, the licensee upgraded the program.
Following the inspections and evaluations conducted during 1980-1981,
the NRC's THI Program Office radiation specialist staff concluded that
GPit's Radiological Protection Program was adequate to support major~

cleanup activities. This conclusion was contingent upon GPU continuing
tu emphasize commitments to program implementation and expanding the
radiological control and training staffs as the pace of the cleanup accel-
etated. Further, the NRC required an upgrading of the personnel dosimetry
program, as of October 1981. Information on the success of this up-
grading is not to hand.

Effective February 1st, 1983, the TMI site initiated use of a modified
TLD, intended to provide better beta monitoring in mixed beca/ gamma
radiation environments.

ALARA

() As of the week of 3-9 April,1983, the NRC had requested a meeting with GPU to
discuss over-all dose reduction and ALARA (as low as reasonably achiev-,

able) programs. This meeting was scheduled to take place on April 18th
at the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in Bethesda.

.

Notes

(1) TM1 Program Office weekly report of 11-17 July, 1982.

(2)*NRC Plan for Cleanup Operations at TMI-2, report NUREG-0698,
Rev 1. February 1982, Page 4-5.

(3) TMI Program Office weekly report of 28 June - 5 July, 1981.
.
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) Table C.1

N RC Estimate of Cumulative Doses and Health Effects

for Workers Involved in Cleanup of TMI - 2

Health Effects *
Cumulative Additional AdditionalOccupational Cancer Genetic EffectsOccument

Dose Deaths in Among OffspringSection Operation (person-rem) Work Force of work Force
4.5.1 Maintenance of the Reactor

in Safe Condition 8 0.001 0.0025.1.5.1 Decontamination of the
Auxiliary and Fuel Handling
Buildings 375 - 550 0.05 - 0.07 0.10 - 0.145.2.5.1 Decontamination of the
Reactor Building 660 - 3000 0.09 - 0.4 0. 2 - 0. 86.2.5.1 Reactor Coolant System
Inspection 52 - 580 0.007 - 0.08 0.014 - 0.156.3.5.1 Removal of RPV Head and
Internals 150 - 450 0.02 - 0.06 0.04 - 0.126.4.5.1 Core Examination and
Defueling 580 - 1350 0.08 - 0.2 0.15 - 0.46.5.5.1 Decontamination of Primary
System Components 108 - 1740 0.014 - 0.2 0.03 - 0.57.1.5.1 Liould waste Treatment 43 - 121 0.006 - 0.016 0.01 - 0.038.1.5.1 Handling and Packaging of
Process Solid wastes, 17 0.002 0.0048.2.5.1 Handling and Packaging
of Cnemical Decontamination
Solutton wastes 3 - 10 0.0004 - 0.001 0.0008 - 0.0038.3.5.1 HandlinC and Packaging of
Solid wastes 39 - 99 0.005 - 0.013 0.01 0.039.5.1.1 1ransfer from storage and
Truck toading 11 - 36 0.001 - 0.005 0.003 - 0.009b9.5.1.1 Transportation 6 - 360 0.001 - 0.05 0.002 - 0.09

Totals 2000 - 800'" 0. 3 - 1 0.5 - 2|

" values have been rounced to one er two significant digit:,; totals have been rounced to onesignificant digit,
b

0ifferent routes and different estimates for the especten esposure during transit lead to alarge range in the transportation estimates; see Sec. t.83 1.1.
|

|

(adapted from Table 10.5 of Fint.1 Programmatic EIS on THI-2
Cleanup, NRC report NUREG - 0683, Vol 1, March 1981)

.
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Table C.2

TMI occupational Exposures, 1979 - 1982
(person-res)

Period Unit I Unit II

3/17/1979 351 71/1 -

4/30/1979 68 1383/28 -

5/1 - 12/31/1979 303 516

Total 1979 722 661

1/1 - 12/31/1980 169 207
12/31/1981 201 1461/1 -

1/1 - 12/31/1982 NA 389

Notesi

(1) These data are from thermoluminescent dosimeters (T1.D's),
as reported to NRC by the licensee.

(ii) Data prior to 1982 are from the NRC's THI Program Office ,

weekly report of 24-30 October, 1982.

(iii) Data for 1982 are from the weekly report of 6-12 February,
1983.
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Figure C.1

iEffect of Radiation Shielding in the
1

_THI-2 Reactor Building, as of

February 1983
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c
'THI-2 Cleanup: Waste Shipments from the Site - - Projected and Actual
*

prepared by Gordon Thompson and Howard Gold 9 May, 1983 |
}
|

[g ojected Shipments

Moat of the radioactivity generated by the accident fell into 'one of two
categories: fuel and fuel debris within the primary circuit; and contam- Q'
inaeed liquids. I
Muca of the liquid inventory of radioactivity has been transferred, and |
most of the remainder will be transferred, to solid media. Table D.1 1

indicates the solid forms which the NRC projected, in its PEIS. to arise
!during this process. Reactor building sump water was expected to be the
Lmajor source of liquid-carried radioactivity.

Via the Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS). much of the activity in the !

sump water has been transferred to zeolite liners. Table D.2 shows the (
PEIS estimate of the numbers and characteristics of zeolite liners expec- ts

ted to be generated during processing of the sump water and other contam- |
- insted liquids. ;

IOrganic ion-exchange resins have been used in the EPICOR II System.
The first-stage (prefilter) liners remove most of the radioactivity from .I
the contaminated water, achieving loadings up to 1800 curies per liner. !

1able D.3 shows the PEIS estimate for generation of these high-specific- !

acivity resins. |

Organic resins in the second and third stages of EPICOR II' receive much ,

lower activity loadings. Table D.4 shows the PEIS estimate for generation
of these low-activity resins.

Tuel and fuel' debris will account for a significant number of high-

activity shipments. The PEIS projects (Table 9.5) that between 56 and
183 fuel cask shipments,will be needed for this material.

A variety of other solid waste forms are expected.to arise, including
sludges, evaporator bottoms filters, ash, contaminated hardware, and
trash.

'

'The total number of shipments'in various categories, as projected by the
PEIS is shown in Table D.5.

Actual Shipments

Low-level radioactive solid wastes associated with the cleanup operations,*q"
including compacted trash, booties, gloves.and dewatered resins (with
radioactivity less than 1 microcurie /ml) have been routinely shipped to' '

*
.. .. _
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commercial low-level burial sites. On.two occasions, buria
havebeensuspendedbecauseof.improperpackagingofvastes{ggermits

For.some_ higher activity wastes, such as the spent icn-exchanr.e med
from . water treatment systems, two interim stagir.g modules waru consis
on-site for temporary storage. tructed

Each module contains 60 storage cells.
At one time-these facilities contained all the spent resins shich were
generated by the EPICOR II system.

,

Starting in -April 1981, and continuing over a three month period, 22
EPICOR liners which qualified for disposal at commercial recicactive
burial facilities were shipped to U.S. Ecology in Richland, Washington.
The higher' activity prefilter liners (up to 1800 Ci of Cs-137 and Sr-90
per liner) were kept in storage at the THI-2 site.

In July of 1981, the NRC and DOE signed a Memorandum of Understanding,
, ,

1

intendedgyensurethatTMIdoesnotbecomealong-termvastedisposalfacility
Discussions between DOE, NRC, and CPU led to the DOE.

controlled facilities for research and development purposesdecisiontoreceivetheEPICOR11prefilter(PF)linersatggyernment-

A program to ship the EPICOR II prefilters was established by GPU, which'

included steps for_inerting, sampling, and integrity inspection by theNRC prior to the transfer of PF's to the DOE.O a sp,ecial remotely operated inerting tool provided by DOE) as an addedtheir shipping casks (standard type B) are inerced with nitrogen (using
The prefilter liners and

,

safety precaution to ensure that no combustible gases. will arise duringshipment.
The first in a series of 49 such shipments began on August17, 1982,

and was received at the Battelle Columbus Laboratory in WestJefferson, Ohio.
All PF shipments since then have gone to the Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) in Scoville, Idaho. ThroughMarch 1983, 33 prefilters were sent, and the remaining ones are sched-
uled to be shipped off site by August 1983.

. Shipment of-the~ highly radioactive Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS)I

waste zeolite liners has also begun. These 10 ft3 waste vessels con-
tain high levels of mixed fission products, predominately Cs-137 and
Sr-90.- Under its Memorandum of Understanding with the NRC, DOE is also
taking. possession of and retaining these wastes.

On May 21, 1982, the first SDS liner was sent from' TMI to Richland,i- Washington for characterization and vitrification testing. This was
the first of a group of 12 liners, six of which had already been shippedas of March 1983. Table D.6 summarizes these SDS . liner shipments.

.

Procedures for preparing the vaste vessels changed after the initial SDSliner shipment. Since that time, vaste liners have been vacuum dried and
loaded with a palladium catalytic recombiner to maintain non-combustible

;

gas conditions during the shipping period. They are also monitored and ,

samp1ed prior to shipment. The shipping casks are also inerted with j'

nitrogen as an additional safety measure. '

i

'
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In a revised Memorandum of Understanding sipned between the NRC and DOE on
March 15, 1982, the DOE has also agreed ca necept the entire reactor cure
for selected research and development. Also, DOE agreed to take possession
of the makeup and purification system demineralizer resins and retain them
for research and development activities, and ultimate disposal.

At the present time, progress has been cada by CPU and DOE in preparation L

for the eventual processing and disposal c f these spent resins, located )

in the two reactor coolant system purification demineralizer vessels. !

External gamma scans have indicated that approximately 15,000 Ci of mixed i
fission product , activity exists within each vessel (predominately as Cs-137), [
having been deposited on the resins durirg the accident. The two 4 ft [

diameter,7f5highstainlessstee vessein, which each contain approxi- }

mately 60 ft of organic resins, are located within the auxiliary buil- ;

ding domineralization cubicles. GPU is currently characterizing the inter- i
nal conditions within the vessels and saopling the resins to determine the i

optimum methods for processing and disposal. The actual shipment of this E

waste material to a DOE facility is anticipated to occur towards the end j
-

-

of 1983.

.

Notes

(1) On June 10, 1980 NRC Region V and Washington State inspectors examined a '

shipment of 128 drums of low-level vaste that was received at the
Washington burial site from TMI-2. The inspection revealed that one
drum had 'a broken locking ring and four drums had loose locking rings.
The State of Washington banned Metropolitan Edison Company from use
of the burial site for six days. Again, on May 5, 1982, the State of
Washington suspended the TMI-2 burial permit. This action occurred
af ter U.S. Ecology received a TMI-2 shipment with an open 55 gallon
drum. The right to use the Washington burial site was restored on
May 18.

(2) A letter from John E. Minnich, representing the Citizens Advisory
Panel for the Decontamination of Three Mile Island, Unit 2, dated
February 23, 1981, urged Secretary of Energy James Edwards to arrange
for the removal of 50 containers of high-level waste (EPICOR 11
prefilter liners] from TMI. The letter stated: "We are extremely
concerned that Three Mile Island has become a storage site for waste";

...that Three Mile Island was never intended for such purposes";"

"...it is our feeling that the removal of the vaste would grant some
relief to the anguish of many citizens of the area."

(3) One liner (PF-16) had already been shipped to the Battelle Columbus
Laboratory on May 19, 1981, for detailed examination (af ter approxi-
mately 16 months in storage). This transfer was part of a DOE
sponsored resin characterization program to further develop techno-

f logy and expand knowledge for processing high-specific-activity
resins and to evaluate liner compatibility.

-

,
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Table D.1

NRC Projection of Solid Radioactive Waste Forms from THI-2

Cleanup: Waste from Processing of Contaminated Liquids

Curie Inventory b

Untreated ti' L}n Process Solid Waste forns cSource of Treated f
Organic EvaporatorLiquid Waste Minimum Ha x imin Fillers leulites Resins C,ittums Bitumen Sludge

| 1. ATH8 accident water 55,000 55,000 X X' X'
d d'

X2. Reactor building simp ~

water 500,000 500,000 X X X
X3. RCS water 20,000 20,000 X X

4 liCS flush & drain water 20,000 100,000 X X X
5. ATH8/ reactor building

decontamination solutions
g

(a) Aqueous 90 90 ta
X

(b) Chemical 10 70
X X6. RCS decontamination

solutions
I*

(a) Aqueous 2,000 20,000 X X XI(b) Chemical 2.000 20,000
X X

Total 600,000 700,000

* Exclusive of H-3 and noble gases--rounded to two significant figures
'o tn
D C"

b
Waste form combinations are alternative-depenitent--see Section 7.1.3. jf.

C

X indicates process solid waste form could be generated and is considered. d
d ECuries removed by system through September 22, 1980.
'Some liners contain trolites mixed with organic resins. $,
I EHutually esclusive alternatives; une waste form will be produced, not both.

O

(adapted from Table 8,1 of Final Programmatic EIS on TMI-2 cleanup, NRC report NUREC 0683
. Vol . l . Ma rch 1981 )

-
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Table D.3

NRC Estimate of Radioactive Waste from TMI-2 Cleanup,

in the form of Ion-Exchange Media:

High-Specific-Activity Organic Resins (as used in EPICOR II)

__

Source of Treated m nimum Genuation Madum Cennation
Liquid Waste - Volume (ft ) Curies * Volume (ft ) Curies

3 3 a

D1. AFHB accident water 1,380 54,500 1,380 54,500
2. RCS water 540 19,900 540 19,900
3. RCS flush and drain water 540 19,900 2,690 99,500

Total 2.460 94,000 4.610 174,000c C

* Detailed information on EPICOR !! is p-oprietary. Curies were estimated from actual
performance with AFHB liquids extrapolated to other sources.

b
46 high-specific-activity prefilter liners in storage as shown in footnote c on
Table 8.2.

" Rounded to nearest thousand.

Notes

(i) This table adapted from Table 8.7 of fina1 Programmatic EIS 1

on TMI-2 Cleanup, NRC report NUREG-0683, Vol.1, March 1981 1

(ii)First-stagelinersintheEPICOR-IISystem,whichprgvidethe
high-specific-activity waste, have a volume of 30 ft per liner,

1
1

.
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Table D.4 -

L

i

NRC Estimate of Radioactive Waste from p

r
TMI-2 Cleanup, in the form of Ion-Exchange [.

Media:
~

t

Low-Activity Organic Resins (as used in EPICOR II) f
h

i
Source of Treated Mnime Genuation Maximum Genuation |

!Liquid Waste Volume (ft ) Ci voluse (ft ) Ci3 3

1. AFHB accident water * 1200 260 1200 260
2. R8 sump water i

505/ Modified 505 200 75 - -

505/EPICOR !! 390 80 s
- -

3. RCS accident water f
|505/ Modified 505 200 30 - -

540 100 }Modified EPICOR II - -

4. RCS flush and drain"
}

$05/Moeffled 505 200 60 i
Hodified EPICOR !! 1970 500 i- -

5. Water Based RCS Decon-
tamination 140 1 140 $

Total 1940 4240

*EPICOR !! system resins in storage.

bastevolumesbasedonstaffestimate.
# est case removes 20,000 Cl; worst case removes 100,000 Cf.8

Notes

(i) This table adapted from Table 8.8 of Final Programmatic EIS on )
THI-2 Cleanup. NRC report NUREG-0683. Vol.1, March 1981

'

(ii) Second and third-stage liners in the EPICOR-II system which
provide the low-activity waste, have volumes of 30 ft and
130 ft3. respectively

p

1

~
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Table D.5

NRC Projection of Number of Radioactive'

Waste Shipments Arising from TMI-2 Cleanup |

8est-Case Worst-CaseType of waste Conditions Conditions
Low-level sqlids

Drums - trash 13 108
8

LSA boxes - trash 86 149
LSA boxes equipment and. )

bhardware 2 28
LSA boxes - mirror insulation 16C -

Imracollized decontamination 1
,' liquids 1

Unshielded drums 14 20
Shielded drums (evap. bottoms) None 119

} Shielded ion-exchange materials
11 AFH8 water 69 69

Reactor building sump water 8 33
RCS accident water 3 13
RCS flush and drain water 3 49
RCS decontamination solutions 2 6

Shielded drums

Accident sludge 6 7
Spent filters

1 5
Incinerator ash 834 -

Miscellaneous shicided
shipments

Contaminated equipment D
13 -

Mirror insulation C-
86

Core filters 6 6
Irradiated hardware 15 105
Zeolite system filters 6 11

Damaged fuel assemblies (and
core debris) 56 183

Totals
353 997

8
8est case for trash drums includes generation of 34 shielded incinerator
ash drums.

b
Contaminated equipment can be packaged in uns,ielded 80 f t3 LSA boxes(worst-case conditicas) or shielded 70 f t3

lir.ers (best-case conditions).C
Mirror insulation can be packaged in unshielded 80 f t 3 LSA boxes (best-case
conditions) or shielded 70 fta liners (worst-case conditions).

(adapted from Table 9.6 of Programmatic EIS on THI-2 Cleanup, NRC report
NUREG-0683 Vol. 1, March 1981)
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Table D.6

Shipments of Submerged Demineralizer System (SDS) Liners from TMI .

Date of Activity
Liner Shipment (C1) Receiver Comments

#1 D(10015) 5/21/82 13,000 Pacific Northwest Research and development on charac- *

~

Laboratory (PNL) terization and vitrification
Nanford Operations .

Facility Richland,
Washington

#2 (D10012) 12/31/82 >112,000 PNL Vacuum recombiner demonstration test
...to show that a catalytic recombiner

.would maintain non-combustible gas mix-
tures and vacuum conditions.

m
#3 (D10016) 1/21/83 M 113,000 PNL From this liner and D10012, three glass g

logs (7ft long and Bin dia) were to be
formed (vitrification). These logs were
planned to be tested to determine their

~ . resistance to leaching. Further testing
may involve DOF.'s basalt geologic test
and evaluation facility in Richland.

'
#4 (D10013) 2/13/83 97,000 Rockwell llanford Research and development on special con-

Facility tainers for waste disposal. ]y
da tr

ES (pmol 7) 3/' /R1 59.000 Rockwell llanford *$
Facility *3j

e
#6 (Din 018) 3/25/83 53,000 Rockwell llanford $'

Facility Q

#7 (D20028) Scheduled U

for 4/14/83

:
*
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